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Continuing a Tradition

is no easy task. With tradition come legacies that must be addressed. Our graduation marks the culmination of our aspirations and efforts to fulfill an established standard of excellence.

We began as eager, naive freshmen in 1986. Through the years we have come to expect the best, not only from others, but from ourselves, as well. From academics to athletics, and everywhere in between, this continuing tradition of excellence has left an indelible mark on every aspect of the school.

We have brought home championships in virtually every sport. This class has the distinction of having twenty four National Merit Simi-Finalists, the largest number in the school’s history. Members of this class have been a part of the award-winning music, art, business, cosmetology and industrial technology programs. We have reached state levels and won championships in Debate, Mock Trial competitions, Chess Tournaments and Drama Entries. Our Odessy of the Mind group won accolades and recognition in its very first competition.

All very impressive we think. All committed to excellence in preparing us for the real world outside the protection of high school. As we move toward new frontiers, East’s tradition of excellence will continue to guide us, continue to encourage us to reach for the stars.
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East began the 1989-90 school year with a new principal, Mr. James J. Gallagher, a home-grown product of Cherry Hill. He entered the Cherry Hill school system when it was still Delaware Township. Graduating from Cherry Hill High School West in 1967, he then spent four undergraduate years at La Salle University, his only time completely away from Cherry Hill.

He started teaching biology at Cherry Hill East in 1971, quickly rising to become head of the department, and eventually an assistant principal. When Mr. Anthony Cost was promoted to Deputy Superintendent of Schools in 1988, Mr. Gallagher was named acting principal, receiving his permanent appointment as principal in June 1989.

A man of many varied interests*, Mr. Gallagher plays golf and is a family man with an eight-year-old daughter named Kristie. They own a 5½ acre farm in Chatsworth where they currently have one horse and two ponies. The entire family participates in Mr. Gallagher's favorite hobby: horseback riding. They all ride competitively (Kristie has been riding since she was eighteen months old!). Mr. Gallagher loves this sport because it is a sport for the whole family to enjoy together. "It is almost a way of life," he says.

Our new principal is a likable, amiable man who is extremely easy to talk to. He is also a highly visible principal: students can see him walking through the halls during the day, chatting and relating with the student body.

Mr. Gallagher says that when presented with situations as a principal, he tries to keep in mind his own child in the same situation, and 99.9% of the time this leads him to a correct decision. The message he wants to convey to the students of East is one of pride. There's "a lot to be proud of," he says, and he wants this to be a prevalent theme as he leads East into the 1990's.

*The information in this article was paid for with four bags of Raisinets.
1 NBA Superstar Kareem Abdul-Jabbar hooks one of the last shots in his professional career after 20 years, six championships and 38,387 points, the most in pro history.

2 Tour de France winner Greg LeMond embraced his magic bicycle on the cover of "Sports Illustrated" after being named Sportsman of the Year.

3 California Interstate 880 pitched and heaved Oct. 17 when the quake hit. Registering 7.1 on the Richter scale, it claimed 67 lives and caused $6.5 billion in property damages.

4 Voyager II captured a false-color image of Neptune on its way to an endless journey into interstellar space.

5 A maniacal grin lit the face of the Joker (Jack Nicholson) in Warner Bros.' action-adventure film "Batman.

6 The People's Liberation Army crushed a human barricade to regain control of Tiananmen Square, the site of a month-long pro-democracy protest by one-million Chinese students and workers.
Barbie hit the Big 3-0 in 1989. The eternal teen has come a long way since her introduction and now enjoys a trendier look and richer sales.

A weary President Bush announced U.S. troops had invaded Panama Dec. 20 on a mission to capture General Manuel Noriega on drug charges.

Fireworks sizzled in the Paris sky, illuminating the Arch of Triumph during the 200th anniversary of the French Revolution.

East met West for the first time in 28 years following the destruction of the Berlin Wall. Berlin youth danced near Checkpoint Charlie in celebration.

New Kids on the Block took the pop music scene by storm with their No. 1 hit single, "I'll Be Loving You (Forever)." Group members are Jon Knight, Danny Wood, Joe McIntyre, Donnie Wahlberg and Jordan Knight.

It's not a secret anymore. The radar-eluding B-2 stealth bomber was displayed for the first time in Palmdale, California.
1 Anti-communist protests flourished in the Eastern Bloc including Bulgaria where 50,000 people demanded the arrest of former Communist party chief Todor Zhivkov.

2 Hoisting their World Series trophy is outfielder Rickey Henderson, reliever Dennis Eckersly, Series MVP Dave Stewart and third baseman Carney Lansford.

3 Actor-comedian Arsenio Hall made his debut as a late-night talk show host on "The Arsenio Hall Show." Robert DeNiro, left, was among Hall's celebrity guests.

4 "I'm not finished yet," said Mick Jagger when the Rolling Stones embarked on a 36-city $70-million tour, the band's first in 10 years.

5 Paula Abdul, a former Los Angeles Lakers cheerleader, sang and danced her way to four MTV awards for her hit single "Straight Up."

6 Auto designer Mark Jordan unveiled a new classic, the Mazda Miata, which became one of the hottest-selling sports cars in the U.S.
Cincinnati Reds manager Pete Rose was thrown out of the game for the last time after evidence revealed he placed bets on his own team.

Televangelist Jim Bakker waves goodbye for 45 years after being found guilty of 24 counts of fraud and conspiracy.

Douglas Wilder flashes the victory sign after capturing the Virginia governorship and becoming the first elected black governor in U.S. history.

Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev promised Pope John Paul II the USSR had changed its attitude on religious freedoms during the first-ever meeting between a Kremlin chief and a pontiff.

Eleven-million gallons of crude oil swirled on the surface of Alaska's Prince William Sound after the tanker Exxon Valdez ran aground, creating the worst oil spill in U.S. history.

Hurricane Hugo ravaged the South Carolina coast in September, leaving $3 billion in property damages in its wake.
The Foreign Exchange Program offers students from abroad the unique chance to experience high school in America. While living with “host” families in Cherry Hill, these students attend a full year at East. In addition to receiving an exceptional education and practicing their English, they experience American culture. This year, six seniors, Lars E. Andersen, Malin Jonsson, Thomas Larason, Yaron Nahmias, Josefin Saez-Ilobre, and Stephane Ratte, from Norway, Sweden, Israel, Spain, and Canada have enrolled in the Exchange Program. For over ten years, charitable organizations such as the Cherry Hill Rotary Club have sponsored these students; provided housing, and arranged trips for them. This year, the group visited such cultural centers as Philadelphia, New York, Washington D.C., Boston, and Kansas City. During school, these students take courses ranging from U.S. History I to Air Force R.O.T.C. They also participate in a variety of extra-curricular activities such as cross country track, soccer, and the chess team. They are eager to sample a multitude of subjects and activities since their previous schools were small and offered virtually none of the same opportunities. The Foreign Exchange Program also allows these students to sample American life. Prior to their trip, some had never eaten cafeteria food, watched cable T.V., or visited a mall. Lars E. Andersen stated that the Exchange Program “allows me to receive a more diverse education than I would have received in Norway.”
Money, money, money... heaps of quarters, piles of dimes, mounds of nickels... wads of ones, rolls of fives, folds of tens... jingling cashboxes filled to overflowing...

Today, I have decided to be prudent, cautious, economical-close fistled. For once, I am not going to spend any money at school. I began by resolutely ignoring the colorful signs plastered over the halls, advertising delicious bargains in all kinds of goodies. Unfortunately, the athlete at the donut table spied me slithering past her. Alas, those two treacherous quarters jumped right out of my pocket. Suddenly, I held a sticky donut.

Munching thoughtfully, I proceeded down E-wing. Rounding the corner, I detected more pastries on the Amnesty International dessert cart. Thinking fast, I hurried past, showing a new-found interest in the tile floor.

But a scrumptious Danish thrust under my nose halted me in my tracks. Grudgingly (but secretly pleased), I purchased two more. After all, it was truly a worthy cause; to heighten awareness of human rights, not to mention my hungry stomach.

Well, I'd have to be on my toes now if I wanted to be penny-pinching. As I tip-toed away, I bumped into a Junior Achiever. Somehow, I became the proud owner of a new locker mirror. With the remaining change, I gladly forced myself to buy a soda from a Cosmetology student.

By the end of the day, I had supplemented my morning purchases with the omnipresent M&M's, a Spanish Club marker, Student Congress lollipops, Interact Club chocolate covered pretzels, Korean Club soft pretzels, Class of 1991 shorts, an East sweatshirt, deely boppers, orchestra candy, a swim team pointsetta plant, a red pencil with a monstrous lip shaped eraser inscribed "Kissy, Kissy", and a wonderful Eidolon yearbook for only $38.

How did the downfall of a tenacious, stingy student come about? I have decided that I should be darn proud to see my hard earned money work for the school. Why, with my numerous purchases I have contributed to cultural, social, economical, and athletic efforts. That means I am a Renaissance Person! Therefore, although my wallet becomes lighter every day, I'm a veritable millionaire when wealth is measured by candy, sweatshirts, and sparkly deely boppers.

By the way, would you like to buy a beautiful new cougar pen for the Yearbook?
President East Home and School Association
1980 - 1983

Cherry Hill Board of Education
1983 - 1989

Champion of Educational Excellence

Beloved Friend of East High School

Barbara (Bobbie) Richterman
November 4, 1989
His voice goes from a shout to a whisper in a split second. He peppers his speech with obscenities. He is angry, he is compassionate, he is frustrated. David Toma is a one-man war against alcohol and drug abuse. David Toma is a phenomenon. Using horror stories of death, blindness, brain damage, and deformed future babies as chilling examples, David Toma reaches into the soul with his emotional exhortations on responsibility and respect. He cares, and as a result, is making inroads bringing thousands of drug and alcohol abusers to the threshold of help.

This former Newark police officer made Cherry Hill East his latest stop on his cross-country crusade tour. For three straight hours, he talked to a packed gym of students and staff about everything from God to Satanism to family values and self esteem. He related personal anecdotes to drive his point home. David Toma has a gift, the power of conviction that enables him to dent the scourge which is sweeping our communities. However, not only can Toma deliver but he has the empathy to listen and direct the proper help. With this caring human being on the side of the kids, there will be a difference in thousands of young people’s lives.

On the last Monday in October, East was the arena for David Toma. All classes were geared to the bolstering of his message and the impact that it conveyed, as topic related discussions were encouraged. The library annex became an open forum of support people who were there for any student who felt the need to confide, relate or simply listen.

It was an education in itself and that is what school is all about.
ODYSSEY, n. 1. An extended adventurous wandering. 2. An intellectual or spiritual quest.

Well, they may not do much wandering (unless you count late night trips to Channel to get some last minute touch-up paint or some extra balsa wood), and we can’t be sure about the extent to which their goals are spiritual (after all, when girls are teaching boys the rudiments of putting on make-up in a school bus as it hurtles along Interstate 295 en route to the rigors of regional and state competitions, who can say for certain just what darkness does lurk in the hearts of men), but we can be certain of this: their work is intellectually challenging, and it does constitute an adventure.

"They" are the member of East's Odyssey of the Mind team, a select group of highly motivated students who participate in the long-range planning and execution of problems set up each year by the OM national committee. With the right combination of luck, talent, and determination, a team can wind up competing on the international level. While many of our students at East have had some involvement with OM in grade school, we have only begun to field teams on the high school level during the past two years — and already, in true East fashion, we’ve sent two groups of intrepid warriors to the New Jersey State Finals — where both received special citations for creative problem solving.

That the students themselves initiated the formation of East’s team should come as no surprise. After all, the key to success in this venture is the ability to combine independence with ingenuity. Indeed, the students must shoulder most of the load. While their coaches may offer guidance and help establish parameters for success, the responsibility for putting it all together finally rests with the OM team members themselves. Consequently, participation in the program celebrates not only brains and brawn (let's face it, moving those heavy sets up and down steep, narrow stairwells is no easy task), but also — and more importantly — cooperation and self-respect.

What do the “problem-challenges” entail? Anything from erecting a structure that can hold the greatest amount of weight to creating an ad campaign based on a Greek myth to rebuilding the wonders of the ancient world to designing a working robot — complete with emotions! Teams have eight minutes to make their presentation. It’s a one-shot deal, and the pressure is intense. Afterwards, they go into a room (coaches must wait outside) where a judge puts them through their paces in a sort of group version of The $100,000 Pyramid, testing their ability to be spontaneously brilliant. Word has it that they come out bloody but unbowed.

At East, the OM teams are coached by Mr. Matthew Carr and Mr. Stephen Schnell, those intrepid thespians and purveyors of intellectual acumen. Both gentlemen agree that their OM experience cannot be described adequately with mere words. But as Homer wrote, "That’s why God made big green sport jackets.”
* "Do not yield to misfortunes, but instead go forth against them boldly." Vergil, Aeneid

Eidolon thanks High School West for the use of their Lion
When a freshman first enters high school, he may be slightly surprised at the number of principals in the school. “You mean there are six principals?” the wondering student asks. He is pleased to learn that each class has its very own vice-Principal. Mr. Edward Collins has been our vice-Principal for four years. Besides looking after us, Mr. Collins is responsible for evaluating and supervising the staff, data processing, attendance, the Basic Skills Program, and scheduling. But busy as he is, he always had time to attend all the senior class events.

Mr. Charles Fleischman, Mr. Leonard Terranova, and Dr. John O’Breza are the vice-Principals of the junior, sophomore, and freshman class, respectively. Their many duties include coordinating activities, transportation, student parking, athletics, evaluating the staff, and scheduling. They also oversee various programs. The Assistant Principal Mr. Richard Lacovara supervises the building and grounds, besides taking care of the budget. Most importantly, they are responsible for the students of their class.

Then, there is the man who is responsible for a school of approximately three thousand students and faculty members. He is Mr. James Gallagher, in his first year as our Principal; but everyone agreed that he has done an outstanding job in leading our school. With all of our fine leaders, we have once again enjoyed a memorable, successful year.
The school provides students with many special programs to assist and encourage them in the educational process. These programs include the Child Study Teams, the Special Education instructors, the Resource Program, the Speech Therapist, and the English As a Second Language teacher. They are the people who are ready to give students that little extra prod for encouragement.

Because everyone has his or her own needs and weaknesses, these educators help people to overcome their problems in order to receive the best education possible. The Speech Therapist aids those experiencing difficulty in expressing themselves verbally. She helps them develop a more comfortable style of speaking. The English As A Second Language instructor helps foreign students to overcome language barriers.

Whoever the student and whatever the problem, the Special Programs department is always ready to assist with their specialized skills and a warm smile of encouragement. They are special educators with a very special job.

Special Programs
/Spesh' el Prō' gramz/: n.
The Individuals Who Teach Distinctive Studies.
The English department combines traditional values with neoteric ideas to provide students with a substantial education. A required four years of classic English courses for grammar, vocabulary, literature, and writing constitutes the fundamental knowledge. These classes emphasize extensive writing in order to build basic techniques and skills. Subsequently, the students can build on a strong foundation with the supplementary course offerings.

The Pilot Program is a unique course which allows juniors and seniors to improve their writing with the use of computers for editing their assignments. Another excellent supplementary course is Creative Writing. This class offers students the opportunity to experiment with different forms of writing through comprehensive practice. Living Theatre is also an English elective. Those interested in drama can learn to express themselves through writings done exclusively for the stage.

The result of the great variety of such classes is students who are extremely proficient in English. This is apparent in the award winning student publications such as Eastside, the school newspaper and Demogorgon, the fine arts and literary magazine. Moreover, the school boasts three recipients of the National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE) Award this year. They are Daniel Choi, Andrew Lawrence, and Ari Levine. These students exemplify the desire to maintain the standard of excellence which our school, with its fine programs, has fostered in all of us.

**English**

/in' glish/: n.
a school course or class
in the English language or its literature
b. in billiards, bowling, etc., to give a spinning motion to (a ball), as by striking it on one side
c. in printing, a size of type such as 14 point between great primer and pica
Something very special happened in the foreign language department this year. For the first time ever, a foreign language literary society was formed. Students from many different cultures and countries attended the society's first organizational meeting where they decided to create separate committees for publicity, writing, art, and layout.

Spanish teacher Mr. Craig E. Burgess and English teacher Mr. Roland LaVoie conceived the idea for a foreign language publication. Both had previous experience with publication: Mr. Burgess is the author of a volume of poems and Mr. LaVoie has written a book on model railroading.

Foreign Language /for' in lan' gwij/: n.

According to Mr. Burgess, the purpose of the society was to give students familiar with a language other than English an opportunity to publish their writings. "Passports" featured poems, short stories, and essays in a variety of languages. An English translation accompanied each selection.

The concept of a publication devoted entirely to foreign languages was a unique new idea, another example of the blending of innovation, tradition, and excellence.
Not native, unfamiliar speech or writing to an individual; of another country. These are the people that teach us about different cultures, accents, speech habits.
Just as the term "history" applies to more than just places, people, and times, the term "social studies" refers to more than just history. East's Social Studies department offers a wide selection of courses to interest nearly everyone. Along with the standard, straightforward history courses, there are courses in civics, international relations, and American law. There is another course which takes a radical approach to teaching history. The Humanities program uses a double period to explore history not only in the traditional aspects, but also through the literature and art of world cultures.

Just as exciting as the academic courses are the extracurricular activities involving social studies. From the World Affairs club and Model U.N., to the Debate Team and the Mock Trial Team (which placed third in the nation last year) the Social Studies department is one of the most vital parts of East.

Social Studies /so' sha el stud' ez/: n.
study of social structure, history, living of humans with others
Robyn Goldenberg presents the issues of the West Bank as Jordan Klear, Shera Gruen and Archana Panda hang on her every word.

Jason Friedman and David Shane chairing the mock session of the Middle East Peace Conference introduce a guest speaker.

Mr. Stephen Schnell directs the discussion on the effects of colonization in Africa, with his 2nd period class.
Open to juniors and seniors at the accelerated and Honors levels, Humanities is an exciting two-period class focusing on non-Western cultures. Dr. Leslie Solomon, Mr. Stephen Schnell, and Mrs. Louise McDonnel conduct a discussion-oriented, highly-individualistic class. Students have the unique opportunity to study exotic regions like the Middle East, Soviet Union, Africa, and China through an interdisciplinary approach involving history, literature, religion and art. Since its conception two years ago, Humanities has grown into one of East's most dynamic courses. This year's forty-nine students will visit Princeton University and Washington, D.C., conduct a simulated Middle East peace conference, do extensive reading (often of translated novels and poems) and analytical writing, and design their own independent research project. To provide tangible perspective to subject matter, a multitude of guest speakers enlighten the class on topics as diverse as Christian doctrine, the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, and African artifacts. At the conclusion of each geographic unit, a group of student experts in that area present a cultural roundup, where students sample foreign foods, perform traditional customs and dances, watch fascinating and sometimes humorous films, and learn about present situations and issues. During a typical week, students might alternate among Dr. Solomon's literature discussions, Mr. Schnell's history lectures, and Mrs. McDonnell's slide presentations, as well as participate in a debate and take a current events quiz. Allowing students maximum freedom and guidance, Humanities emphasizes linking the past and the present through a knowledge of the world's different societies. Senior Andy Swers comments, "In Humanities, you explore interesting areas of the world neglected by normal high school classes."
Garnering prizes and awards the physical science department continues the school's well deserved reputation for academic excellence. All five students who entered the Philadelphia Science Council Competition won cash scholarships ranging from $100.00 to $600.00. Moreover, the Philadelphia section of the American Chemical Society invited East students to participate in the Chemistry Olympiad because of their extremely high scores on state science tests. One of these students became one of the twenty students from the entire country selected to participate in the National Olympiad. He then went on to represent the United States in the International Olympic Competition, which took place in East Germany.

Coached and encouraged by faculty members, the Chemistry and Physics teams participated in the New Jersey Science League Competition. The Chemistry I team finished first in the state out of 150 high schools. The Chemistry II team also finished first out of 89 schools. The Physics I team won second place out of 135 other schools.

The intellectually curious students have the opportunity to pursue their interests and bring honor to their school through the physical science department.

**Physical Science**

*Science dealing with nonliving matter or energy*

30 PHYSICAL SCIENCE
Biology /bɪ əl' jə/ : n.
the science that deals with the origin history, characteristics, habits, etc. of plants and animals

From dissecting fetal pigs to stuffing and mounting squirrels, from identifying exotic species of microorganisms to observing the mating rituals of Drosophila, the life sciences do not get any more exciting than in East’s biology department. After taking an introductory core course, students may choose from a vast array of electives. Depending on personal interests and career plans, students may learn to analyze athletic injuries, prepare for college studies in the allied health professions, practice collecting and preserving animals and plants, or construct terrariums under viable physical and environmental conditions. In addition, aspiring scientists may conduct individual projects in the Biology Research Club or hear first-hand information from guest speakers in the Biology Careers Club. The Biology I and II Science League Teams have consistently ranked near the top in state competitions. Most importantly, East’s biology department helps us understand and appreciate the everyday miracles of life.
Of all the excellent curricula at East, the area of perhaps the highest academic achievement is the mathematics department. In the twenty years of East history, East has consistently placed first in the region in the New Jersey Mathematics League and has produced numerous award winners in both state and national examinations. This continued excellence in mathematics can be credited, in part, to the balanced approach with which math is taught at this school. While "book knowledge" is taught, there are courses in practical math applications that try to involve every student in mathematics. However, a large part of these academic achievements is due to the competitiveness of the students combined with the co-operation of parents and teachers. These create an environment that is highly motivational to the students. A program such as this shows how East has continually updated its standards of teaching mathematics in accordance with the times.

/math'ə mat'iks/: n.

Michael Giuliano  Helen Hu

Robert Lapp  Marlene Levy

George Oppe  Mark Pinzur

32 MATH DEPARTMENT
the science dealing with quantities, forms, etc. and their relationships by the use of numbers and symbols
Over the years, the Music Department at East has maintained a high degree of excellence. Its wide variety of instrumental and vocal groups such as East Singers, Belles of East, Orchestra, and Wind Ensemble, offer students the opportunity to not only refine their musical abilities, but also to perform in concerts both in and out of school. These various groups perform difficult music, ranging from Nelhybel to Tchaikovsky. Because of the dedication of skilled conductors, such as Mr. Bruce Yurko, Mrs. Lisa Wilson, and Mr. Eugene Magill, and of talented musicians, these groups have earned numerous honors. They have received “superior” ratings in various adjudications (Annapolis, New York City, Montreal, and Newport) and have performed in the Soviet Union, (Tallin, Moscow, and Leningrad). They also performed for President Reagan during his visit to Voorhees. In addition, these groups have been invited to Carnegie Hall and China. The school is also renowned for the large number of musicians who are selected annually through auditions to perform in such honor groups as All South Jersey, All-State, All-Eastern, and even National. Mr. Bruce Yurko states about the Music Department, “A splendid time is guaranteed for all.”

Music

/Mu’ zik/: n.

The Art Of Combining Tones To Form Expressive Compositions
Visual Arts

/ViZH' oo wal Arts/: n.
The Making Of Things That Have Visible Form Or Beauty.

The Visual Arts department offers courses in painting, photography, three-dimensional art, commercial art, among others. Visual Arts courses have remained perennial favorites at East, attracting many students, encouraging them to unleash their creative potential while developing strong critical thinking skills. The department’s programs encourage excellence in the arts, through classroom activities and extracurricular projects.

Annually, the department participates in a state-sponsored fire prevention poster contest. Martina Choi, a student in Mrs. Sacca's Advanced Painting class, bested over twelve thousand other contestants from across New Jersey to win the competition.

Louise McDonnell
Chairperson

Judy Graham

Barbara Hopp

Rosemary Ignarri

George Jackson

Helene Sacca

Elaine McDonough
Home Economics

Rita Barnes
Home Economics

Being honored by the Fire Commissioner, Martina Choi is flanked by Mayor Susan Levine, Mr. Collins, and art teacher, Helene Sacca.
Business Education

/Biz' nis Ej' ə kā shən/: n.

Teaching Of Commerce, Trade, And Finance.

Business Education offers a diverse selection of courses valuable for the future business major or even those who wish to be able to type term papers easily. The Typing and Keyboarding classes provide groundwork in fundamental skills. Students with no previous experience can learn to type quickly and accurately. Students interested in computers may take the Computer Technology course in order to supplement their interest with a broader knowledge of computers.

The curriculum also contains courses in Retailing, Advertising, Merchandising, and Buying and Consumer Affairs. The varied offerings combined with an excellent faculty and superior facilities, develop the secretaries, managers, stenographers, bookkeepers, and business people of tomorrow.
With a wide variety of courses ranging from Fluid Power to Mechanical Drafting to Woodworking to Small Engines, the Industrial Arts program supplements the fine academic program at East. These highly diversified courses allow students to learn vocational skills such as basic home repair and woodworking while learning to use advanced equipment. Working in conjunction with the Cooperative Industrial Education program, these courses also provide students with valuable work experience. Thus, the Industrial Arts program aids students in developing a well-rounded education.

Industrial Technology

/In dus' trē əl Tek nal' ə jē/: n.

A Technical Course Offering Instruction In The Manual Arts
The goal of East's Health and Physical Education Department is to maximize the skill, fitness, and understanding of the student. Additionally, students are encouraged to have a positive attitude toward physical activity and fitness. This is achieved at the most basic level through the mandatory, once a day, full period physical education course. Students improve their skills in such sports as volleyball, soccer, and softball through practice and instruction. They are also introduced to activities such as weightlifting and self-defence. In addition, for a quarter of the year, the

**Physical Education /ˈfɪz ɪkəl ɛdjuˈkeɪ ʃən/**

student is instructed in the classroom, with the curriculum depending on the student's grade level. The student can also take unique classroom electives such as well known Respect for Drugs special awareness program. To top off this diverse program, the athlete has access to a knowledgeable staff of sports trainers, training rooms, and a large well equipped weight room. Thus, working in conjunction with the regular academic program, the Health and Physical Education department helps maintain the ideal of a "sound mind, sound body."
Moral and mental discipline developed by the study and instruction of a sound body and mind.
Special Services
/Spesh' el Sur' Vis Iz/:n.
Highly Valued People Who Work
To Benefit And Professionally Aid Others

Arnold Black
Head of Maintenance

Diane Cunningham
School Nurse

Sandra Lazar
Campus Police

George Curtis
Maintenance Supervisor

Jacqueline Sauro
School Nurse

James Wood
Campus Police

Robert Mascio
Engineer

Tony Trombetta
Stock Room

David Callan
Athletic Trainer

Andrew Dodulik
In-School Suspension
"You want me to write copy on Media? But I don't know anything about it! What do they do anyway?" I cried.

"I don't know what they do. Just write something we can use," the faculty editor replied.

Perturbed, I left the office. How was I supposed to write about Media? I knew nothing about what they did. Well, I'd go down to the library to think and investigate.

Opening the door, I had to smile. Colorful posters, imposing busts, and bright signs decorated the library. Best of all, Mr. Miamidian was stacking new books along the long rows of shelves.

I approached Ms. Labowicz to ask for information for a report. Immediately, she led me to the reference section. As if by magic, several books on my topic appeared.

"Great, thanks!" I said, How easy that was! Next, I stepped into the audio visual room. Students were seated at the typewriters, typing away, while Ms. Hales sorted videotapes.

In the next room, a group of ladies were busily photocopying worksheets. Fascinated, I watched as they produced piles of paper. The whole place was a beehive of activity.

With this list of activities, I had more material than I could use. Result: one happy faculty editor!

Media /Me De e/n.
A Means Of Communications That Reaches The General Public
Office Personnel /Ôô Is Puê So Nel’/n.

Joan Anderson
Teacher and Supervisory Aide

E. Ann Beattie
Secretary

Maryann Kent
Secretary

Glenna Stewart
Teacher and Supervisory Aide

Catherine Tiefenthaler
Guidance Secretary

Marie Zappasodi
Guidance Secretary

Left to Right: Frances Larson, Constance Haran, Barbara Tansey, Mary Rothman, Hilda Daley, Doris Cole
- Main Office Personnel

Felice Rothman
Secretary to the Principal
People Employed In Positions Of Trust And Authority And Concern

Elaine Lippincott
Special Education Aide

Mary Muscat
Special Education Aide

Left to Right: Joanne Rohrbach, Lillian Paul, Flora Malamut, Martha Calistay - Grade Level Personnel

Muriel Petterson
Special Education Aide

Left to Right: Myrna Furbman, Fields Flemming, Terry Pawlowski, Anna Croce - Grade Level Personnel

Barbara Pollard
Special Education Aide

Not Pictured: June Curran and Annett Estilow
The Guidance Department directs all students through their four years at East, meeting their educational, vocational, and personal needs, from freshman year to graduation and beyond. Counselors design personal schedules for each school year, assisting students in course selections. Each course load is tailor-made, compatible with the abilities and aspirations of each student, offering academic challenge and opportunities for intellectual growth. The department also aids upperclassmen in planning for college and careers. Sponsoring yearly Higher Education Nights, and visits from admissions representatives during the school day, the Guidance staff helps students through the college selection and admissions process.

Secretaries, counselors, and the department's director, Mr. James Sabin, all work together to provide much-needed assistance in charting students' futures beyond high school, into the world of work and careers. East's guidance counselors are there to listen, aiding students with personal problems.
We knew that Mr. Keith Haines loves Mickey Mouse, but not that he could be a klutzey Seymour wielding a machete against a man-eating plant.

We knew that Miss Peggy Beck loves Ophelia and poetry, but not that she could be a ditzy blonde devoured by a man-eating plant.

We knew that Mr. Steve Schnell is a master punster, but not that he could make "fast" work of a soft-shoe and sing as Mr. Mushnik.

We knew that Mr. Leonard Terranova was a strict disciplinarian, but not that he could love to inflict pain as the sadistic dentist Orrin Scrivello.

We knew that Mr. Robert D. Nation brings magic to the stage, but not that he could bring Audrey Two to life as a singer, actor, and director.

We knew that Mary Beth Quinlan, Mr. Bruce Yurko, and Mrs. Lisa Wilson have infinite patience with the students, but we didn’t know how generous they could be when we continually tried their patience and begged for their talents.

We knew it was a first — a faculty show, but what we didn’t know was how much fun it would be to see the teachers and staff learn from the students, to be linked with them in heart and soul.

We didn’t know it would be so special to see Mr. Jim Weiner as Bernstein and Skip Snip, Mrs. Roberta Reavey as Mrs. Luce, and Mr. Matthew Carr as Patrick Martin and the Customer.

We didn’t know how exciting it would be to see the Doo-wop trios of Mrs. Sandy Forchion, Mrs. Lyn Nec, and Miss Rosanne Rocchino; Miss Fran Lutner, Mrs. Betsy Schwartz, and Mrs. Catherine Tiefenthaler; and Mrs. Doris Cole, Mrs. Fielda Flemming, and Terry Pawlowski; or how zanny it would be to see the "prettiest" trio of all — Mr. Fred Belchikoff, Mr. Charlie Musumeci, and Mr. Mark Steele, complete with combat boots.

We didn’t have any idea that the teachers and staff had such verve, swerve, and nerve, or how we would enjoy seeing Mrs. Marion Brodeur, Mrs. Lillian Doron, Ed Frasceilla, Mrs. Marilyn Halpern, Mr. Jack Hoffner, Mrs. Bobbi Hopp, Officer Sandy Lazar, Mr. Glenn Nec, Mrs.

**THAT'S SHOW BIZ!...**

Joan Saltzer, Mr. Thomas Weaver, and Mrs. Helene Welde playing bag ladies, plants, zombies, street walkers, tourists, nuns, children, and winos on East's own stage.

We didn’t know what aches and pains were until we tried to equal the energy and athletics of our student counterparts in the cast.

We knew that East has exceptional students, but we didn’t know how helpful, supportive, caring, and warm they would be in their reception of this, our first faculty show.

If we had known, we might have had all this entertainment, excitement, fun, and joy even sooner!
Class History

FRESHMAN YEAR

Multiple choice: Choose the best answer on your Scan-Tron sheet. Make dark marks. Erase completely!

1) WHERE IS F203?
   a) Above F103.
   b) Next to the swimming pool.
   c) Both a) and b).
   d) None of the above.

cont. to pg. 49
Fresh out of Beck we came, clutching our color-coded mother-purchased notebooks in our nervous hands, wearing our squeaky-new sneakers. We fearfully climbed the steps of the student entrance, searching for familiar faces in a sea of upperclassmen. Half-lost, we scurried from earth Science to Western Civilization, occasionally peeking at those little maps our homeroom teachers had given us a few periods before.

2) WHAT HAPPENED AT THE END OF ROMEO AND JULIET?

a) They live happily ever after.
b) Juliet runs off with Odysseus.
c) They both die.
d) Don’t ask me. I never finished the book.

Gradually, we got into the swing of things. Some of us ran for class office. Others got ready for Spirit Week, decorating hallways and cakes. Hoping someday to become bilingual, we conjugated the subjunctive. On weekends, we joined our friends at the Cheeky Mall Food Court, and we laughed over Crocodile Dundee at the Marlton 8. We went to the Billy Joel concert; we bought the Spingstein live boxed set on compact disc. Some of us played fall sports, while others joined the numerous clubs after school. We tried to find the area of a trapezoid; we feasted on large fries in Cafeteria I. When winter rolled around, we prayed for snow. Before we knew it, Christmas break was at hand, and 1987 came, as we watched the ball drop in Times Square at a friend’s New Year’s party. We came back to school to face mid-terms. On Friday nights, we went to Lip Sync Night; later, we witnessed the Battle of the Bands. As spring approached, we watched Platoon win the Oscar for the Best Picture. We bought The Joshua Tree at Sam Goody. We asked that special someone to the Freshman Semi-Formal. We watched some of our classmates perform in the spring musical, Man of La Mancha.

On the TV news, we watched Mikhail Gorbachev unveil his new policy of openness, and heard of the Iran-Contra scandal brewing in Washington. In May, we suffered through the state High School Proficiency Test. For our freshman class trip, we screamed and played at Dorney Park. Later, some of us tried to cram an entire year’s work into one night, as finals ominously loomed over the horizon. And then it was over. We were moving up in the world of East; report cards were in the mail. No longer mere freshmen, we were ready to become sophomores.

3) AS A FINAL GRADE, IS AN 89.5 AN “A”?

a) No. A “B” is a “B”.
b) Yeah, why not?
c) Maybe, just maybe.
d) What, me worry?


4. WHEN SHOULD YOU KEEP YOUR HEADLIGHTS ON?

a) Between an hour before dusk and an hour before dawn.
b) Between an hour after dusk and an hour before dawn.
c) Between an hour before dusk and an hour after dawn.
d) Between an hour after dusk and an hour after dawn.

Somehow, East seemed smaller, more familiar, the second time around. Some of us rather confidently entered our first honors courses. We poured over Macbeth and analyzed the writing of the Constitution. The Driver’s Ed teachers showed graphic films of car crashes while we studied for our permit tests. On the front page of the morning paper, we read about the stock market crash, the Twins winning the World Series, and the signing of the INF treaty. We watched the Thespians stage The Spirit of America and selected our Homecoming Queen. At Thanksgiving, we cheered on the Cougars at the traditional East/West football game. We saw Three Men and a Baby at the movies while our parents watched The Last Emperor. As the first flakes of snow fell over the tri-state area, we awaited winter break and 1988.

5. IF YOU CROSS A MALE, BAR’-EYED, DUMPy-WINGED FRUIT FLY WITH A FEMALE, RED-EYED, VESTIGIAL-WINGED FRUIT FLY, WHAT IS THE GENOTYPE OF THE OFFSPRING?

a) RB:DV.
b) I don’t know. My flies escaped!
c) What exactly is this Punnett Square thing, anyway?
d) Yuck. Like, gross me out, dude!

As we entered 1988, we rushed through our homework in order to watch the Winter Olympics, held in Calgary, Alberta. We sent our prospective Cotillon dates carnations for Valentine’s Day and chose our class rings. After donning our newly purchased finery, we stepped into rented limousines for the big night. Outside of school, we shuddered at Fatal Attraction and snickered at
Class of '90

Good Morning Vietnam! We watched our upright, honest friends pick pockets in the Victorian England of Oliver!, the spring musical. Over frogs and fetal pigs, we all agreed that "The Wonder Years" was a great TV show. As the school year drew to a close and we reached the halfway point of our high school careers, we realized that we would no longer be underclassmen. We were to be juniors now.

b) WHAT DO TEACHERS DO OVER THE SUMMER, ANYWAY?

a) They become swimming pool managers.

b) They backpack across the Swiss Alps.

c) They gleefully make up new tests and quizzes for the next year.
for PSATs were looming near. (Some of us hoped to be pundits on etymology by then.) Meanwhile, Mr. Gallagher was named acting principal after Mr. Cost became the deputy superintendent. We then journeyed to the Verona of long ago with the Thespian Society's grand production of *Romeo and Juliet*. While Romeo was pining for Juliet, the superstar Cougars became Division champions in an undefeated season. Although unable to vote, we took an avid interest in the 1988 presidential campaign. George Bush routed Michael Dukakis at the polls to become President. As the holidays began, we busily made decorations after school for the annual FOP Rotary Christmas party at the Hyatt.

8. **IF A, B, AND C ARE LENGTHS OF A TRIANGLE AND ANGLE C IS AN INCLUDED ANGLE OF THE SIDE HAVING LENGTHS A AND B, THEN:***

a) Don't worry; this won't be on the SATs.

b) $C = A + B - 2AB \cos C$.

c) Help!

d) None of the above.

The news of the tragic bombing of Pan Am flight 103 dampened our holiday cheer. We made New Year's resolutions to start studying but then we promptly went out to watch *Rain Man*. While pondering over the countless themes of *Moby Dick*, we tuned in to "thirty-something" and "Roseanne." But the monumental term paper was due the very next day! Oh well. Over the President's Day weekend we saw Melanie Griffith as the *Working Girl*. Afterwards, we signed up with Stanley Kaplan in the hopes of raising our SAT scores. Some of us preferred to join Joe Bloggs at The Princeton Review. As prom time neared, we repeated that agonizing process of finding a date. On a rainy April evening we agreed that it was indeed "Almost Paradise." In contrast to the solemn dignity of the Russian mayors who visited, some of East's faculty and students aspired to be wrestlers as they struggled in cherry JellO. Suddenly, spring came and so did many, many little people. Peter Pan was here, along with enchantment and Tinker Bell! Unlike Peter Pan, we were growing up; another year was almost over. Then, with the finals, the all-important junior year was over.

9. **NOW THAT I'M GOING TO BE A SENIOR, CAN I STOP TAKING A FOREIGN LANGUAGE?***

a) Why? Don't you want to be bilingual?

b) You lazy senior, you! Already have decalchitis?

c) Wait until college. Then, you can take Greek!


Senior Year

Please write an essay in the space provided, discussing the following quote. Be sure to include specific examples from literature, history, current events, or personal experience.

"Time is the image of eternity." (Plato)

And so we returned to our final year at East, wanting it to be a memorable one. College applications hovered over our heads. We were surprised by the $25 parking space fee, but we proudly claimed our small rectangles of asphalt, anyway. We promised ourselves that we'd somehow get them done. Already into the first week, we worried about what the future held. However, we were proud to boast 24 National Merit Semifinalists. On a more solemn note, we were saddened by news of the earthquake in the San Francisco Bay area. To compound our worries, we sweated over calculus and physics. However, we lived in wondrous times, watching the Berlin Wall as it came down, as the world made true progress towards freedom. Then, *Little Shop of Horrors* brought some comic relief, in the form of a carnivorous, man-eating plant. Several girls competed for the coveted title of Junior Miss, renamed Young Woman of the Year. Yet, in the back of some of our minds lurked the pressures of the early admissions process. We waited in line in the freezing cold for tickets to *Back to the Future, Part II*. Although causing a few two-hour delays, the cold weather gave us no hopes for snow days. We disagreed about the role of America, in its invasion of Panama.

Everyone heralded the coming of the new decade, as the Eighties came to a close. We all tried to convince our parents that Senior Cut Day was a time-honored tradition at East. Some of us got involved in the new, improved student government. On President's Weekend, we frolicked in the Florida sun, returning with Mickey Mouse ears and golden tans. And then the joys of Senioritis set in.

And the days went by so quickly. We watched our friends romp across the stage in cowboy hats and twirling calico skirts in *Oklahoma*. Next, the Big Event, the Senior prom, came around, leaving us with memories that would last a lifetime. And when everything was all over, we donned our caps and gowns, sitting through the Graduation ceremony with mixed emotions, happy to have begun a new chapter of our lives, yet fearful of what the Real World would hold. But the memories of our four years at East, would always live on within us; something to hold on to, the image of eternity.
Dear Class of 1990:

Four years ago you entered East just like so many freshman classes before you. You were both excited and apprehensive. Both of us did not know what to expect. You soon adjusted to life at East, and by the time Spirit Week was over that year you had become an important part of East. The Class of '90 - the Class of the new decade - was being noticed. I was proud of your accomplishments and felt good about your future at East.

The years since you entered Cherry Hill High School East have gone by quickly. In fact, they have gone by too quickly. You proved that my feelings about you were correct. In academics, in social activities, and in student activities, you have been successful. The achievements that you leave behind, as the Class of 1990, will be a challenge to all of those that follow in the next decade. You have grown and learned much. You have accepted new challenges and have been a positive influence on the other classes. These experiences have helped you gain a better understanding of yourself and of others. Yes, East has had a tremendous influence upon your life, and the Class of 1990 has had an impact upon East.

And now, four years later, you are about to leave East, and again like so many senior classes before you, you have mixed emotions. The prospect of freedom brings joy, yet there is a feeling of sadness for what you are leaving behind. The education and experiences you received at East will serve you well as each of you embark upon a new and exciting phase of your life. What you leave behind will not be forgotten, for memories can be enjoyed for a lifetime.

I wish you health and happiness in the years to come and hope that you are successful in all of your endeavors.

Sincerely,

Edward H. Collins
Assistant Principal
Class of 1990

To the Class of 1990,

It is with great pride that I congratulate you, the Class of 1990, on your growth and success over the past four years.

Your journey through East has been a most successful one. From the Freshman Semi-Formal to the Senior Prom; from the Boardwalk in Atlantic City to the spirit of '90 airplane; from Dorney Park to Disney MGM; from 4th place in Spirit Week to an unprecedented back-to-back first place finish; from lollipop sales to the first ever Jello Wrestling spectacular, you have left your mark on your school.

As you reflect on your years at East, you can be proud of your accomplishments as individuals and as a group. You are better for your experiences and East is better for your having been here.

One measure of a person's worth is that they have left things better than they found them, and from the moment you arrived at Cherry Hill East, you began to improve yourself and help East to become a better place for the students who will follow you.

Since success is a journey and not a destination, you must not stop to rest now, but continue to work to improve yourself and the world of which you are a part. I am confident that you will continue to make our world better than you found it, just as you have improved the life of Cherry Hill High School East.

Good Luck.

Keith J. Haines
Adviser to the Class of 1990.
Senior Scenes
DANIEL CHOI

The following contains absolutely nothing about Daniel Choi's grades, scores, awards, or activities; this is about Dan.

Don't expect Dan to give a dissertation about the manifestation of existentialism in Shakespeare's sonnets. That was tenth grade, when "manifest" was his favorite word and the thesaurus was his best friend. And don't ask him what were his SAT's, CBAT's, GPA's, CAT's, DOG's etc. Dan has long since repudiated these mathematical abstractions and all other sophisticated garbage to redeem his childhood. Why not ask him, "What's your favorite ice cream flavor?" He'd much rather respond to this question than any other.

His new credo, "I don't wanna grow up. I'm a Toys R Us kid," does not mean that he plays Nintendo all night or hangs out at the mall every Friday. It means that his curiosity is insatiable, his imagination infinite. His favorite words are now "religion," "vegetables," and "cellulacy." Okay, so Dan could be described as an ascetic, but for a guy who longs to sit under a mango tree to philosophize, there is no better lifestyle.

Mothers of young Korean girls can rejoice that Dan will attend Harvard this fall (just don't tell them that he is an English major, not Pre-Med!). His lifelong goal is to have his name listed under Chaucer's on the catalog of authors anthologized in Cliffs Notes.

ARTHUR CHOW

Don't treat your puppy like a dog, dog, dog! (No, no, no!) Give him Arthur Chow!

And Art Chow can do a lot more than feed puppies.

He's been class publicity manager for Student Congress and an active member of student government, a violinst in the orchestra, president of the Cum Laude Society, member of the NJ State Science League, an FOP-er, Cable 18 newscaster, and an announcer for the Broadcast team.

And Art puts litter in its place.

Outside the congested halls of East, Art Chow makes good use of his free time and space. He's been president of the Taiwanese Youth Group of South Jersey, conductor of the Taiwanese Youth Orchestra, a member of the East Coast Committee of the Taiwanese-American Conference....

His honors: All South Jersey Orchestra, seventh place in the state in Chemistry II (on the first place team), finalist for piano for NJ Governor's School of the Arts, and a NJ Boys' State alternate.

How do you live the Art Chow way? "Live with no regrets. Work some, play some—NOT work hard, play hard (extremes will kill)."

And don't cut class.

And feed your puppies well.

NIRAJ GUSANI

Reserved and quiet on the exterior, Niraj Gusani, although not known by everyone, has been one of East's most successful students. In the classroom, Niraj's record stands for itself. He has been named a National Merit Finalist, Tandy Technology Scholars and American College Scholarship Nominee, and three-time National French Contest Winner.

Two of his favorite courses include English IIB with Miss Rocchino (where he learned to write) and History IH with Mr. Hillman (where he learned the meaning of work).

Outside the classroom Niraj has been just as busy. He was on the national third place Mock Trial Team in 1989 and has been a bulwark of the Science League team since tenth grade.

In eleventh grade, Niraj placed first in the state among all Chemistry II students. He also does volunteer work at West Jersey Hospital and is Secretary General of the Model U.N.

In the future Niraj plans to go to college and hopes to pursue some science-related field (he hasn't the faintest idea which one). At the moment he is just taking one step at a time.
**KIM HOKE**

On the surface, Kim Hoke is your average smart kid. She plays the viola for orchestra, pit, and chamber strings. In addition, she is a member of FOP, and science league. She belongs to Marching Band, her favorite activity because of the great conversations and nice warm rehearsals.

But otherwise, she really stands out in the crowd. Kim had gathered many special honors while here at East. She’s been selected as a member of All State Orchestra. Academically, she’s won the George Washington University Science Award, placed second in the National Spanish Contest, and risen to the distinction of National Merit Finalist.

Once you look even deeper you’ll see Kim the person. She is an adventurer, always searching for a new experience, whether in tasting new foods, traveling to new countries, or meeting new people. She is a visionary, learning not by memorizing, but by comprehending, and always keeping in mind long-term goals. Kim is a conversationalist. No matter what the talk is about, poetry, philosophy, or procrastination, she will be there. She is fun-loving. She can always manage a laugh, no matter how bad the joke. Be careful of labeling Kim, she just might surprise you.

---

**ALOK KAPOOR**

Alok Kapoor knows how to cook hamburgers. Alok Kapoor knows how to write poetry. Alok Kapoor knows how to be a pal. Alok Kapoor knows how to ace tests, grind out scholarly term papers, and study like the guru of geekdom. Alok Kapoor knows how to outdistance everyone from John Travolta to Bobby Brown with his terrapin-shaped toes. Alok Kapoor knows how to drive a car. Alok Kapoor knows the definitions for every word in the American Heritage Dictionary except female, which he plans to learn about soon.

Alok Kapoor knows how to debate (as the captain of East’s champion debate team). Alok Kapoor knows how to play on the varsity tennis team. Alok Kapoor knows how to edit Eastside’s News Section and chair Adopt-a-Grandparent. Alok Kapoor knows how to be a Young Democrat, a Mock Trial member, and a concerned World Affairs participant. Alok Kapoor knows how to win scholarships and awards (including one for the Governor’s School for Public Issues, Boys’ State alternate, NJIT Poetry Contest Honorable Mention, South Jersey semi-finalist ranking in the South Jersey Coaches Tournament doubles, and publication in the Willows Poetry Anthology). Alok Kapoor knows how to work for a court reporting firm and as a cashier at Arby’s.

Alok Kapoor knows his own philosophy: Fight to the death. Alok Kapoor knows how to live by it.

Alok Kapoor knows a lot of things.

---

**MADHAVAN KRISHNAN**

Mod knows football. Mod knows baseball. Mod knows basketball. Mod knows tennis. Mod knows biology.

That’s right. Madhavan Krishnan is the smartest jock you’ll find roaming the halls of East. This summer he was selected to represent Cherry Hill East at the prestigious Governor’s School on the Environment, where he met some of the greatest minds in the state. He has played on the boys varsity tennis team (an opportunity to get away from school and unwind) and was captain of his intramural volleyball team. As sports editor of the yearbook, Madhavan knows every aspect of every sport East has to offer. He has also worked as a biology lab aide (he enjoys cleaning out those various agar cultures), participated in the Biology Science League Team, and taken part in the annual Model United Nations. Madhavan legitimately leaves school at 1:35 every day to attend UMDNJ - the John F. Kennedy Medical Scholars Program. Some of the other accolades that he has received include: Excellence and Honors Placement in the AATSP National Spanish Contest, National Merit Letter of Commendation, and Garden State Distinguished Scholar. Living by the motto of a famous athletic footwear corporation, Mod says, “Just do it!”
East's Cum Laude Society, composed of the top fifteen percent of the senior class, is one of the school's most prestigious organizations. This society, currently led by Dr. Ann Eck, is part of an eighty-four year old organization. It honors certain deserving East students and allows these members to enrich the rest of the school through a free, in-school tutorial service. They help students who have trouble solving trigonometric equations. They come to the rescue of those who find themselves hopelessly lost in conjugating the subjunctive tense. They serve those who need assistance in penetrating the confusion of quantum mechanics and electron orbitals. They are the answer to every student's prayers.

In the spring of their junior year, the top five percent of the class is inducted into the society during a special ceremony (complete with robes and candles!). The next five percent then joins the Cum Laude homeroom at the beginning of their senior year. At the end of the first semester, the society proudly adds the remaining members. The Cum Laude Society has enabled our class's top-ranking scholars to enjoy the honor and recognition that they truly deserve.
We all took the PSATs our junior year. For some of us, they were torture; for others, they were practice for the SAT's; however, for some, they were a chance to earn state and national recognition along with scholarship opportunities. Twenty-four East students' scores ranked in National Merit Semifinalists. This was the highest number of East students ever chosen to be Semifinalists. East had more Semifinalists than any other public school in New Jersey.

Students whose scores ranked in the top five percent of the nation were awarded National Letters of Commendation. These much-deserved honors have continued East's reputation as the Home of Champions.
We Had Joy, We Had Fun,

We've been hearing about it since our junior year. Every time we heard those magic words, childhood images would uncontrollably rush through our heads. Since freshman year, we've waited to become seniors and gloat about it. But when February crept up on us, we were taken by surprise and began to realize that the time had come. It was time to see the symbol of our senior-ness: Mickey Mouse.

Thursday, February 15. 6:45 a.m. Cars pulled into the parking lot, filled with overstuffed suitcases packed for the Florida sun. As we checked our baggage that morning, we hoped to leave that second, but we still had a full day of school to endure. During that endless day, many seniors found themselves singing popular Disney tunes to pass the time. But all of our built up anticipation broke loose when the bell finally rang that afternoon. As we were rushed to the airport and onto our respective planes, scenes of the tanning sun warming a beach of seniors filled our minds and kept our spirits high. The turbulence of the flight did not shake our thoughts for a moment, for we were set to have the best four-day weekend imaginable. Leaving the below freezing temperatures of Philadelphia, we stepped into the warm Floridian breeze that brought us to our home for the next four days - the Days Inn Motel. After dumping our luggage on the floor, we quickly collapsed on the beds to catch those few hours of sleep needed to keep us up for the full day ahead of us.

Friday. Breakfasting early to energize ourselves, we sleepily climbed into the buses and headed for our first stop in Walt Disney World - the Magic Kingdom. As soon as we entered those inviting gates, we knew that this was no dream. On Main Street, U.S.A., shops lined the streets and even lured some of us in, but others roamed deeper into the Kingdom to experience the other attractions. Choosing from a variety of rides ranging from the breath-taking, thrilling Space Mountain to the more tranquil yet intriguing It's a Small World, we all found something to fit our tastes. But in those enormous lines, especially for the Jungle
Cruise, Thunder Mountain, and the Haunted House, we found ourselves cooling down with Mouseketeer Bars, taking pictures, or admiring Cinderella’s Castle from afar. Hopping the train between lands, we soon found ourselves in the midst of Mickey’s Birthdayland, which offered a colorful “life-sized” portrayal of Mickey and his friends’ homes. Exhausted but happy from running around the glamorous Magic Kingdom, we headed back to the motel, anxiously awaiting our next stop - Epcot Center.

Saturday. The enthralling sight of Spaceship Earth prepared us for our visit to Epcot. In Horizons and the World of Motion, we explored man’s progress through the years. Expanding our imaginations with Figment and Captain EO, we enjoyed a journey into imagination. But what really caught our eyes was the newest attraction of Epcot - the Wonders of Life. In this colorful building, we risked out lives in Body Wars and laughed hysterically while watching a unique Cranium Command by Buzzy. As if we didn’t have enough to do, Epcot offered an entire World Showcase that represented several countries, including Mexico, China, France, and America. At each country, we explored the exhibit and bought souvenirs ranging from Japanese swords to Moroccan headwear. That night, some of us chose to have authentic food from a favorite country. After a full day of exploring the world and our futures, we relaxed with an exhilarating laser light show before leaving the excitement of Epcot.

Sunday. As a new addition to Walt Disney World, MGM Studios was an adventure for us all. In typical Disney fashion, the Great Movie Ride welcomed and led us through the making of many classic movies and some of their sets. To learn about all the tricks of the movie business, the Backstage Studio Tour let us experience the special effects of fires and floods while introducing us to famous houses and vehicles all found on one street. What stirred our curiosity was the Disney animation studio - where all those famous flicks, both new and old, originated. Here we learned how an animated cartoon was created and how hard it was to simply finish ten minutes of a movie! In fact, we even had the chance to watch some professional Disney animators in action, right before our very eyes - many of us caught the storyline of a new Roger Rabbit short by watching them magically put those characters to life. After browsing through a few more stores that held Mickey paraphernalia, we left the studios with a greater appreciation for those moviemakers.

Monday. Although it was the last day of our trip, we made it the climax by celebrating Mr. Belchikoff’s birthday with an early morning wake-up song before our departure for Typhoon Lagoon, another new attraction. Bathing suits on, sunscreen lotion in hand, we were ready to tackle the hot Florida sun. Although several of us had already received our share of the sun from nearby beaches or Pleasure Island, many of us still retained a pale Cherry Hill complexion. Ahhh, arriving at the beach was such a relief after the past few hectic days, we could really relax, or could we? Water rides as tame as tubing in a river that encircled Typhoon Lagoon eventually led to using your body as a raft on practically vertical water rides! And if rides weren’t what you had in mind, the wave pool could easily quench your thirst for a day in the ocean. The theme of this park was well developed, even up to an abandoned ship atop the crags that shot water from its top to drench those waiting in line below. Casually lying on the beach, whether to tan or dry off from the day’s wet festivities, was a great way to end our ephemeral stay in Florida.

Leaving beautiful Orlando was difficult, but we faced our destiny with courage and tried to recall all the memories while boarding the plane. As we left the Sunshine State, we felt the humid air once more before entering the plane that would bring us back to reality - bone-chilling frigidity of Philadelphia. On the way home, many of us slept purely from fatigue or celebrated our last day with the natural high caused by the trip. In either case, those images of Florida would stay with us forever, for we would never forget our days in the sun.
Young Woman of the Year

Smart, Beautiful, Talented ... the perfect combination.

Ruby Chang  Susan Bean  Cindy Cho  Janice Kam  Patricia Lee  Denise Marone
In October, Ruby Chang became our school's representative for the America's Young Woman of the Year competition. Formerly known as America's Junior Miss, this competition awards scholarships to high school seniors for academics, talent, leadership, fitness, and poise. The selection criteria includes scholastic achievement, judges' interview, physical fitness, poise, and creative and performing arts.

The first consideration of the candidates was on the basis of their transcripts, class rank, and scholastic honors. Then, they had interviews in which they answered questions about their interests. The interviewers selected Ruby and ten others to compete in the final school competition. They were Susan Bean, Cindy Cho, Janice Kam, Patty Lee, Denise Marone, Christy Nipe, Melanie Santos, Monica Villar, Sandy Wu, and Rachel Zibbell.

The candidates had to give a ninety second performance demonstrating their talents in the creative and performing arts. They all showed considerable talent in singing, dancing, or playing a musical instrument. Ruby astounded audiences with her rendition of "The Dance of the Gnomes" by Franz Liszt.

The eleven girls looked truly lovely in their evening attire as they demonstrated their grace, grooming, carriage, poise, and posture. In this portion of the contest, the candidates discussed their school and community activities.

Ruby went on to the county competition in November to become the first runner up. There, she received a scholarship for having the greatest talent. Hers is another example of the admirable achievements of the Class of 1990.
Archana Panda, captain of the girls' tennis team, selected as South Jersey's best girls tennis player.

Cosmetology students Jen Fulginiti, Stacy Zavatone, Anne Wallace, and Michelle Tacknoff work in local salons.

Randi Strosberg headed food drive to aid Hurricane Hugo victims in Charleston, South Carolina.

Using their creative minds, Dan Choi, Ari Levine, and Andy Lawrence win the National Council of Teachers of English Writing Award.

Madhavan Krishnan and Mita Sanghavi work as volunteers at the John F. Kennedy Hospital.

Graham Van Keuren, George Sun, Niraj Gusani, and Tara Harmer (not pictured) participated in the Philadelphia Model Senate.

Patty Lee, Shera Gruen, Sandy Wu, Archana Panda, Eric Friedman, and Carolyn Martus (not pictured) have been taking French with Dr. Rollin since fifth grade.

David Cohen, Niraj Gusani, Kim Hoke, Alan Shusterman, and Dan Choi (not pictured) represent East at the Philadelphia Council of Science Contest.

Yael Lebovic and Martina Choi receive the Scholastic Art Award for 1990.

Shirit Vaturi, an Honorable Mention winner at the South Jersey Fashion Modeling contest.

Finally, after four years of life here at East, the senior class graduates, ready to face the real world.
Hall Of Fame

Gina Acquaviva
Samir Anuja
Jennifer Auty
Ken Baer
Sue Bean
Josh Bomze
Erika Busse
Dan Choi
Martina Choi
Ruby Chang
Art Chow
David Cohen
Suzanne Datto
Ian Driben
Betsy Ducat
Dave Edelstein
Cecile Flinn
Eric Friedman
Lessa Fuhrman
Tracey Geisler
Shanna Green
Liz Griesback
Shera Gruen
Niraj Gusani
Tara Harmer
Kim Hoke
Janice Kam
Alok Kapoor
Billy Kramer
Madhavan
Krishnan
Conway Kuo
Steve Lang
Patty Lee
Dara Less
Ping Li
Julie Litwin
Deidre Lynch

Vivek Malhotra
John Mann
Denise Marone
Steve Mathai
Dave Moore
Mike Morowitz
Christy Nipe
Christine
Olearchyk
Archana Panda
Dave Park
Cindy Paul
Ian Paul
Scott Pearlman
Ryan Pearson
Prince Pela
Alyson Pouls
Wendy Raskas
Greg Rozansky
Mike Sacks
Matt Salzman
Mita Sanghavi
Melanie Santos
Julie Seltzer
David Shane
Alan Shusterman
Michelle
Silverstein
Robert Spitz
Rebecca Stein
Randi Strosberg
George Sun
Dan Traster
Fran Turner
Daffodil Tyminski
Sandy Wu
Howard Yermish
Rachel Zibbell
SENIOR cameos

SENIORS!

SENIOR cameos
Jacquelyn Auty  Jennifer Auty
David Avedissian  Kenneth Baer

Jon Fichman and Ron Redondo brooding over a math problem.

Nadia Ballas  Barry Band  Jennifer Barankin  Heather Baratolo  Eric Bassman

Jessica Batt  Craig Batzar  Willy Baw  Susan Bean  Elizabeth Begalke

67
Karey Duarte working with chalks in one of East's art classes.
Jennifer Blum  Wanda Bogacka

Todd Bogda  Todd Bogos

Joshua Bomze  Ernest Borrelli  Constance Bortnick  Howard Brand  Tonje Brannvoll

Stephen Braslow  Kathryn Braut  Ryan Brennan  David Briggs  Mordecai Brown

Nita Dixit and Sam Sodha socializing in the hall.
Wendy, Betsy, Jen, Hillary, Stacey, and Rachel sporting their school colors.
Billy Kramer - future cheerleader?

Jaimie Cohen  
Jeramy Cohen

Mary Jo Connor  
Terry Cooperman

Penny Couldron  
Christine Craighead  
Beth Cravitz  
Adam Cupersmith  
Mitchell Cwanger

Courtney Damone  
Suzanne Datto  
Michael Dautle  
Alison Davis  
Khary Davis
Samantha Bloch and Kirsten Yatras experimenting in wildlife class.
Janice Kam and Patty Lee times two.
Kathy Serra, Michelle Silverstein, and Archana Panda representing East's varsity tennis team at Spirit Week.
GIRLS’ STATE

While most of us were beginning our summer vacation, these six girls attended the memorable New Jersey Girls’ State Conference at Rider College sponsored by the American Legion Auxiliary. For a week they were educated about the various levels of state government, but they were not only educated about these positions, they lived them.

From the first moment the 500 girls from all over New Jersey enter Girls’ state, they were separated into two parties, the Nationalists and Federalists. They were further divided into counties and finally cities. From the beginning, the girls learned about government positions through a series of lectures. Just as the girls became acquainted with each other, they began campaigning and voting for city positions. From there, county positions were voted upon and finally the girls elected the governor of Girls’ State, Betsy Ducat.

The week culminated with many events including a talent show which exhibited some of the finest female talent in the state, two sessions of the State Senate and Assembly, and finally the closing ceremony which brought tears to many of the girls’ eyes with the realization that this extraordinary week was coming to its close. These six girls, along with all who attended Girls’ state, will cherish the friendships that were made and the knowledge that they gained for years to come, and most likely forever.

BOYS’ STATE

During the first week of this past summer, while most of East’s students were relaxing after the close of school, five male students from East attended the American Legion Jersey Boys’ State program. Spending six days at Rider College in Lawrenceville, the delegates obtained hands-on experience about the workings of the American political system.

The delegates were randomly divided into two political parties and twelve cities. From there, the delegates elected officials, ranging from the postmaster general to the mayor, to govern the city and attempt to conquer each’s fictional problems. Next, each county (consisting of two cities) elected its officials. Each party then elected State Representatives and State Senators to deal with actual Jersey problems.

The week culminated in the election of the Governor. Every elected official received a chance to try his luck in handling everyday problems.

Even with the rigorous schedule and strict rules, the delegates did have time for fun. Every day had a specified recreation time which delegates filled by playing sports or just relaxing while listening to music. Practical jokes abounded in every city and no one can forget the chants of “Butch” during the assemblies. The boys not only walked away with an in depth knowledge of America’s system of democracy, but they also had some good times to remember.
Betsy Ducat became the first Cherry Hill East girl to be elected Governor of New Jersey Girls' State. As Governor, the highest position available at Girls' State, Betsy received special honors such as attending Girls' Nation.
Andy Goldberg, Lee Emdur, Kenny Gross, and Kevin Ridge experimenting with an enlarger in photography class.
Suzy Selby and Jessica Ramer welcoming Israeli exchange student Yaron Nahmias.
Lana Caplan, Josh Bomze, Jason Ravitz, and Dina Ruttenberg lounging in gym class.
As they relax in the halls, Brad Clemens and Rich Welsh talk about football practice.

Trish Long and Craig Haines chatting between classes.
Mike Donaldson - all-star quarterback?
Our students from Cherry Hill High School East had the honor of attending the Rotary Youth Leadership Conference in 1989. Competition for these positions was extremely fierce within the Class of 1990, but four seniors, Shera Gruen, Ryan Pearson, Rob Spitz and Randi Strosberg outqualified the remainder of applicants and were offered the opportunity to participate in this enjoyable educational summer experience.

Students were considered for selection based upon their academic standing, involvement in both extra-curricular and community activities and expression of leadership qualities. Only 125 students from southern New Jersey were selected to participate in this prestigious annual event. In addition, Rotary Clubs across the nation and the world held similar meetings during the same time frame, making the assembly an international event.

A typical day started at 7 a.m. with a healthy, but grueling dose of calisthenics to help prepare the students for the intense day of lectures. After breakfast, students attended a morning lecture given by a prominent political official. This was followed by small group sessions designed to discuss the various issues presented by the speaker. Following lunch, another lecturer was heard. The late afternoon found the students participating in a variety of activities ranging from volleyball to singing to swimming. Dinner was at 6 p.m. and the attendees had a varied range of evening activities. With the evening activity restricted to the Stockton State College campus, those at the conference enjoyed programs arranged by the Rotary Club. The first night offered a dance which proved to be a great icebreaker for all. The next night included a funfilled swim party. On the third evening, the Rotary Club hosted a Careers Night, exposing the students to fields where they could employ the leadership training they received at the seminar. On the last night, a Talent Show was staged in which every student at the Rotary Youth Leadership Awards Conference had to participate. The conference concluded with a banquet dinner for the student participants and their proud parents. A fitting ending to a memorable experience.
Seniors Brandy Thompson, Carrie Hohmann, and Ellen Obermayer with teammates from the East Girls' Track Team.
Hobbling around school, Scott Shapleigh takes a break.
Brian Caine helps Todd Bogda with his homework.
Seniors celebrate after winning Spirit Week.
GOVERNOR'S SCHOOL

While some of you were earning money, were off at camp, or just plain sitting around, ten East rising seniors were attending a relatively new program called the Governor's School. The ten students were selected first by teachers at East; then they continued on to the county level. After that, the state level determined the final decision.

Two students, Madhavan Krishnan and Samir Ahuja, attended the Governor's School for the Environmental Sciences. At this school, the topics ranged from studying the physical environment to the sociological effects of ethnicity in our society.

Alok Kapoor attended the Governor's School of Public Issues and the Future of New Jersey. This program was based on a more lecture-type system of education. With lectures came guest speakers from experts on the environment to gubernatorial candidates.

East also sent five musicians to the Governor's School of the Arts. The students were: Suzanne Datto, clarinet; Evan Sorokin, french horn; Kevin Milner and Dave Park, cello; and Ruby Chang, piano. There were five programs which focused on drama, fine arts, dance, chorus, and music.

Dan Choi and Kim Hoke attended the school of Science and Mathematics. Core courses ranged from Organic Chemistry to Modern Physics to Recombinant DNA. Each student studied in a core course and an elective. However, the major effort of the program was in team projects which all scholars were required to do.

- Dave Park, courtesy of Eastside
Jen Irwin and Hillary Weintraub enjoying themselves in chemistry class.
Kevin Ridge  Ardath Rinderle

Genevieve Rios  Laura Roberts

Beth Robinson  Judith Robinson  Diane Rodgers  Antonette Romero  Brian Rorke

Sean Rose  Robin Rosman  Allison Roth  Adam Rothenstein  Lauren Rothman

Tim Faucett using the jigsaw.
"Guy talk."

Andrea Sedlak  Michael Seiden  Suzanne Selby  Julie Seltzer  Christine Selverian
College Applications

6. Personal Statement/Essay

The essay offers an opportunity for you to help us become acquainted with you in ways different from grades, test scores, and other objective data. It allows you to demonstrate your ability to organize your thoughts and express yourself. With this in mind, please write an essay, approximately 200-500 words in length on a separate sheet of paper, about one of the following topics:

A) If you could be a talk-show host and have the opportunity to interview any three prominent persons, living or deceased, whom would you choose, why, and what would you discuss?

B) It has been said that “in the future everyone will be world-famous for fifteen minutes.” Describe your fifteen minutes.

C) Select a creative work—a novel, a film, a poem, a musical piece, a painting, or other work of art—that has influenced the way you view the world and the way you view yourself. Discuss the work and its effect on you.

College applications. The two words dreaded by most seniors. The one writing assignment which will affect the rest of your life. The first part is easy, that is, if you know your full name and address. The next part isn’t too bad either - SAT scores, senior year classes, and a possible major. But, from here on, it’s all downhill. Activities?? They certainly can’t expect me to fit all my activities on those few lines! And teacher recommendations - which teachers would bother recommending me to the college of my choice? Now comes the hard part, I mean, the really hard part. The essay. “In the following space below, please include some information that we would not have otherwise obtained from the rest of your application.” What? How do they expect me to fill up an entire page with an essay completely about me? They probably would not read it anyway, but ...
Kathleen Serra   Kulin Shah

Neha Shah   David Shane

What's that writing all over Craig Smith's face?

Jordan Shapiro   Scott Shapleigh   Andrew Shaw   Heather Sheahan   Harrison Sheppard

Megan Shiflet   Boris Shklyar   Scott Shuster   Alan Shusterman   Tami Sidweber
Todd Schoenhaus trying for the 1600.
LEADERSHIP TRAINING CONFERENCE

Ping Li, Mike Morowitz, Betsy Ducat, Melanie Santos, and Billy Kramer

Late in August, the five student Government officers fulfilled one of the most interesting and thought-provoking stipulations in their job descriptions. When taking the position, each officer agrees to make his best effort to attend the Leadership Training Course run annually by the New Jersey Association of Student Councils. And, according to their reactions, all job responsibilities should be this enjoyable.

Deep in the wilderness of Fairview Lakes, NJ, they spent three short days exchanging ideas and trying to become better student leaders.

The NJASC has run the program for over thirty years, aiming to shape New Jersey’s leaders of tomorrow. Representatives from high schools all over the state came together under the supervision of a wonderful LTC staff.

Upon reporting back to Cherry Hill, East’s officers said that they gained many important lessons that they would consider while trying to make 1989-1990 a great year. In the process, these five seniors learned about each other and about effective leadership.

GIRLS CITIZENSHIP INSTITUTE

Early last summer, representatives from high schools throughout New Jersey attended the Girls Citizenship Institute to learn about future career choices. Based at Douglass College of Rutgers University, the session covered topics from math & science careers to FBI careers. Each day of the week, the girls attended three lectures of either open discussion or guest speakers. One of the most memorable parts of the week for Gina was the great social atmosphere of the session. Everyone enjoyed the week and welcomed it as a start to the summer.

Gina Acquaviva
Hungry? Just ask Rob Spitz, Bev Izes, or Melanie Santos.

“What am I supposed to do now?”
Not Pictured:

Todd Ackerman
Gus Arcaro
Sheri Chiciak
Karey Duarte
William Etkin
Blaine Feinstein
Yuval Fuchs
Anthony Gambino
James Greenwood
Robert Greenwood
Michael Mancini
Scott Markovsky
Mark Metzger
Stephan Ratte
Bret Sobolewski
David Staas
Anne Wallace
Richard Welsh
Stacie Zavatone

Rachel Karasick, Betsy Ducat, and Wendy Raskas admire the art display.
Senioritis?!

Senioritis?? says the Freshman
Startled and confused.
He's still learning how
The common term is used.

Senioritis? says the Sophomore
Repeated by the Frosh.
He's in that middle stage
When everything's a "mosh".

Senioritis, says the Junior
I've heard that term before;
I will soon be catching it
Of that I can be sure.

SENIORITIS!!! screams the Senior
What else can it be?
How else does my GPA
Go from 5 to 2.3?

I cannot do my work
Papers are a chore,
I'll just sit back and relax
School's an awful bore.

Applications finished,
First semester's gone,
As far as I'm concerned,
The year's already done.

When I step off the plane
From Disney's magic lure,
School is ancient history
I'm going back no more.

There is something yet,
A small technicality.
A matter of graduation,
Just a nice formality!

- Jason Rubin

The Seniors' Last Hurrah: winning
Spirit Week '89.
A light rain fell softly in the velvet night as we arrived at the Garden State Racetrack. Gingerly, so as not to crush our elegant finery, we stepped into the glass elevator. Our excitement grew as we proceeded up. The doors slid open to reveal the elegant splendor of the ballroom. Golden lights twinkled above an ebullient crowd resplendent in shiny satins and swishing silks. Sophisticated ladies draped in dreamy taffeta floated by on the arms of their escorts. Suave gentlemen in dark tuxedos lounged in one corner while their dates hurried to the powder room to check their stylish coiffures. Strains of music floated out from the dance floor. The Junior Prom was already promising to be a very special one...

After posing for the photographer, we sampled the scrumptious hors d’oeuvres. Then as the music beckoned us, we glided down the long mirrored hall to the dance floor. Lights flashed across the floor as everyone danced to the vibrant music. Breathlessly, we swung and twirled to the pulsating rhythm. Later, the mood became more romantic with the slower songs, as we danced long into the night. Although we knew it couldn’t be forever, we knew we would cherish the memory of the Prom always, for it was indeed, almost paradise.
Jen Reinstein, Marcie Hill, Martina Choi, and Mike Jung.

Dave Park, Janice Kam, and Mr. Collins.

Alyson Poulis and her date.

Adam Dreyfuss and Betsy Ducat.

Howard Yermish and Amy Anderson.  
Ah-h-h ... this is paradise.
Birthdays are celebrated throughout the school with purchase of Student Congress supplied balloons.

On Wednesday, December 20, Dr. Vivone's senior English classes hosted a Holiday Party for 20 underprivileged preschoolers from Camden. Preparations began in late September as committees formed to plan decorations, food, gifts, a tree, and Santa, with a performance by the Belles of East. Something else, the tree had mittens on it for all 20 children. The most fun went to Jeff Casella who played the guest visitor from the North Pole. It was a magical moment for the children and an everlasting one for the Seniors.

Mr. Belchikoff is caught surprised at the news that the Freshman sport and early lead in Spirit Week.

Mr. Collins takes off his suit and tie and shows us he's a man for all reasons.

This year Valentine's Day was a little more fun, as students found who they were most compatible with.

Getting lost in our overwhelming school is easy, so signs point the way for freshman and seniors alike.

Our Campus Police are always keeping a sharp eye out for parking offenders. Officer Lazar says, "Make my day!"

Pretzel sales in C-Wing intersection were a major fundraiser for many of East's clubs and organizations.

Three friends enjoy a breather as Spring weather invades January 1990. With temperatures hitting highs of 70°, what else is there to do?
Doin' Our Own Thing -
“Big Yella”

Every school day, rain or shine, that big yellow bus arrives to take us to school. Some of us are always at the stop on time; others scramble out the door, hurriedly gulping down breakfast. The bus is always there (although most students wish it weren’t). Once in a blue moon, it’s late. That’s when we all declare we have a right to go back home—“the bus isn’t coming, Mom! Honest, it really isn’t!”

Perhaps as we became older, our views on that trusty yellow vehicle changed. As freshmen, we anxiously climbed aboard, slipping into the very first seats, sometimes glancing with envy at the rowdy upperclassmen. Then, as sophomores, we boarded more confidently. How we scorned those freshmen at the front! However, we still deferred to the juniors’ right to the back seats. Finally, in our third year of high school, we rightfully claimed our thrones in the very, very back with pretended indifference. My, what grandiose people!

But there would come a day, when we would look upon the whole concept of “school bus” as juvenile. That was when we became SENIORS. With our own (or our parents) set of wheels, we were independent, mature adults, also known as tardy students. Well, the bus will always be there waiting for us when the car doesn’t start!
A Time Of Their Own

8:00 A.M. The bell has just rung signaling the beginning of homeroom. However, for many students who are enrolled in the special homerooms or grade level offices, the day starts at 7:30. While to many, the homeroom period signifies only a place to record attendance and receive passes, there are others who utilize this time to add to their learning or to perform a service for their fellow classmates.

There are music homerooms; Belles, Madrigals, Band, who need this time for rehearsal; there is Cum Laude where students can receive valuable tutoring help. The members of Student Congress have their own homeroom for scheduling the activities for which East is so proudly noted. The photography aides and other lab aides assist the instructors by mixing the chemicals and setting up lab areas for student endeavors. Eastside and Eidolon schedule the commitments that go into their award-winning publications.

There are others, all involved in doing something extra that benefits someone at a later point in time. So when you hear the Pledge of Allegiance recited over the intercom, remember the students who stood, pledged and served.

SPECIAL HOMEROOMS 117
some things go in

some things never come out
“LET IT SNOW, LET IT SNOW
LET IT SNOW”

“SNOW!” Immediately, every head in the classroom turns eagerly toward the windows. Everyone watches with bated breath as light flakes swirl around gently outside.

“IT’S STICKING!” With whoops of delight, students rush to the windows. As giggling students start snow dances, the teacher attempts to restore order.

“Now, folks, you have seen snow before! Please be seated,” he pleads. Slowly, all take their seats. “By the way, if this continues, the test tomorrow will be postponed.” A chorus of gleeful approval resounds as everyone relaxes.

That night, every student does their own weather watch. Some station themselves in front of the television screen, hanging onto the weather announcer’s every word. Others call their classmates to debate about the prospect of more snow. Many diligent students promptly choose to ignore their homework in order to pursue the more exciting interests: watching *Roseanne*, playing Nintendo, or doing nothing.

The next morning finds students engaged in various activities: sleeping, watching Cable 18, worrying about neglected homework, and listening to KYW New Radio, 1060. Those listening wait impatiently as the man announces “547, 548, 549, 550, . . . 552, 553 . . .” In panic, they run to their phones in the hope that others will have heard the magical numbers:551.

Ten minutes later finds everyone glued to the radio. Even the lazy sleepers listen intently to the school closing announcements.

“549, 550, . . . 551!” the students shriek for joy. Immediately, some drop back onto their pillows. Others pull out their heavy coats, boots, and sleds as visions of snowball fights, sledding, and snowmen dance through their heads . . .
Things to pay attention to when analyzing doodles:
1) The pressure of the pen or pencil. If the marking is thick and bold, then the doodler is probably a dynamic, strong-minded individual. If it’s light and delicate, she could be of above-average intelligence and receptive to new thoughts and ideas.
2) Where the doodle is on the page. If it’s in the center of the page, the doodler is very artistic and has no qualms about flaunting her talent. When a person doodles something slanted to the right, it shows more progression and activity than if it’s to the left, which may indicate “holding back.”
3) Objects around the doodle. What other objects are around the doodle? A ladder leading up to stars? Initials within a heart? Like a jigsaw puzzle, doodles make up a picture of a person’s current mindset!
4) The shape of a doodle. Is it curved, straight or angled? CURVED: Affection, friendliness, creativity STRAIGHT: Preciseness, orderliness ANGLED: (like shark fins!): Criticism, stress, planning
5) The amount of detail on the doodle. Some people just can’t leave their doodles alone! Are the drawings sparse or done with a lot of extras? If you can’t help “filling in,” you have a great need to know exactly what’s going on — you may not like open spaces or unconfirmed ideas.
6) Repetition — How often is the doodle drawn? Is the same object traced over and over again on the page? Then you know that the artist was either anxious or concentrating intently on one particular thing.

Doodle Dictionary

ANIMALS: If you draw horses, dogs, cats, birds or a particular animal a lot, it’s pretty obvious you’re an animal lover. You probably draw them more if you’re away from them, though. According to the book Your Doodles and You, you probably draw animals less if you spend more time with them!

TRIANGLES: You are curious about life in a logical sort of way.

ARROWS: Heavy arrows are drawn by goal-oriented individuals who have a lot of forcefulness and determination. If the arrows point upward, the doodler is shooting high, spiritually and intellectually. If there are a series of curved arrows, the doodler is a quick thinker.

BODY: The way that a doodler draws people shows a lot about how she relates to others. If she draws herself with her hands on hips, she is defensive. If she’s in a crowd of other people, she may see herself as very social. If she doodles herself with feet that are too small for the body, it’s a sign of insecurity. Drawing a floor beneath those feet shows that she’s trying to build up security.

CIRCLES: These indicate a sensitive approach to life, but opened cones illustrate repressed feelings and frustrations within a doodler. If you sketch a circle within a circle, you likely have a desire to burst loose from prescribed patterns. People who doodle dots have a “wait and see” attitude.

FACIAL FEATURES: This doodler is interested in people! If you do eyes often, it means that you have an appreciation for beauty. If you do caricatures—say a face with a really big nose—it could mean that you have a good sense of humor or that you’re especially sensitive about a part of your appearance.

OTHER THINGS:

POXES: Oddly, individuals love to draw boxes! Angled boxes indicate that the doodler is very constructive. Doodlers who despise being left alone draw boxes within a box, showing a need for companionship. Shading in checkerboards means the artist has a sharp mind, and is aware of the forces of good and evil!

HOUSES: In “doodle lingo,” houses mean security! They represent comfort, warmth, and shelter. A pathway, open door and smoking chimney indicate that the doodler is friendly and open to meeting new people. Trees, flowers and curtains show love of beauty in the home.

LETTERS AND INITIALS: People generally write letters or initials of those they are thinking of. If you write your initials over and over again, you are concerned with your identity. If you write someone else’s—like a guy’s—then you are definitely preoccupied with him!

SPIDER WEBS: Those who weave webs with their pencils are “networkers” — they long to accumulate large quantities of money, fame, fortune, or friends!

STAIRS AND LADDERS: Ambitious climbers doodles these often! If hastily drawn, it shows that a person will scramble to the top, no matter what the cost! A more complete staircase indicates a well-planned struggle to rise above the rest.

STARS: High aspirations.

SYMBOLS: Hearts, shamrocks and dollar signs show your interest in love, luck, and money! Other symbols can stand for different religions, cultures, or organizations.

TICK-TACK-TOE: This shows a competitive streak! If you fill it in so that you win, you are aggressive. If you play yourself and lose, you feel inadequate.

120 DOODLING
Sometime during their high school careers, most students have used Cliff's Notes. These small yellow and black booklets have been the source of joy and much relief for many English students. Inside is a concise but comprehensive summary of such ponderous tomes as Moby Dick, The Scarlet Letter, and fortunately A Tale of Two Cities. Cliff's Notes also include an ominous warning about cheating oneself of a fine education if using the Notes is a substitute for reading those illustrious 5lb. classics. However at 1:00 AM with 800 pages to go, most students regretfully reach for the handy little substitute. For many, the yellow rays streaking across the black background on the cover symbolize the rays that Cliff's Notes shine on the dark futures of procrastinating students. Why, they are like little friends, always there when one needs them!
Lunchtime Pasttimes

1. Adam Rothenstein and Steve Scarduzio use a lunch period to catch up on some last minute homework.

2. Jeff Shreiber, Mike Donaldson, Mike Ellis, Kevin Ridge, and Stephane Ratte hanging out in the courtyard.

3. Riham Elsayed-Ahmed starts the cadence for double-dutch.

The bell! Finally, it's lunchtime! Time to sit back, kick up your heels, gossip, and RELAX! Whether it's 3rd period brunch (Agh! How early! Who can eat a full meal at 10:30 a.m.?) or 4th, 5th, or 6th period lunch, there are always countless numbers of students crowding in both of the cafeterias. The cafeteria, a place that we have come to call "freedom."

To each student, lunchtime has a meaning of its own. Some use lunch as a time to go to the library and cram for their next period test; others, use it to do homework, to meet with guidance counselors, or to just hang around having fun.

When it is a nice day out, you can count on the courtyard being crowded with students playing hackey sack, jumping double-dutch, having a catch, or playing frisbee. No matter what, students are always out there socializing, having a great time, and enjoying the period to the fullest.

So, when you look back on East and remember the good times you had, never forget the lunchtime pasttimes and the forty-two minutes that you called your own!
5 Minute Reprieve

The five minutes between each period during the school day allows most students ample time to pass from class to class without having to rush. Sure, it's a little tough to get from the third floor of C-wing, through C-wing intersection into F-wing - but it can be done. During those few minutes, some students grab a few minutes of gossip with friends, some pass a note written diligently in a previous class and some make a bee-line for the locker to grab the forgotten notebook. There are also a few who manage to cram a last few minutes of study for an up-and-coming test. But whatever the need, those five minutes offer a quick reprieve from the academic rigor of Cherry Hill East.
Lauren Rothman, Stacey Wolkoff, Beth Cravitz, and Staci Schwartz pose with Santa during his visit to East.
Personal Styles

Bina Mistry
Archana Panda

Scott Shuster
Dara Less

126 FASHION
Champion, Polo, Guess, Calvin, Esprit—just a few of the labels poling out from collars. Loafers, high tops, Keds, boots, and sandals—another example of variety of East. Some students prefer big, baggy sweats every day. Other would never appear without argyles. Hair is parted, shaved, dyed, teased, sprayed, cramped, permed, spiked, and even mohawked. Preppies, surfers, rockers, and slobs—just a few common descriptions. From short skirts and cutoffs, to pleated pants button-downs, fashion creates sacred personal statements.

The variety astonishes. Jeans—simple blue jeans—are worn in more styles than possibly imaginable. Torn, acid washed, bleached, black, gray, white, and even red “blue jeans” are mainstays of the high-school wardrobe.

Fashion at East is as diverse as the student body. Fashion remains individual; however, conformity to “in-look” provides a measure of popularity. The basic look of the times are unisex tees and sweats. As always, the most interesting aspect of the fashion statement is that what is here today will most likely be gone tomorrow.
People And Things That Helped Define The Last 10 Years - And A Handful Of Not - So - Greats That Made Us Giggle Or Groan!

"Here today, gone tomorrow . . . "


Trends, styles, vogue. Whatever the reason. Here today, gone tomorrow . . .
### 1981
- **Harrison Ford and "Raiders of the Lost Ark"** hit it big in '84 and again in '89.
- **RAMBO**, spawned in "First Blood", survived to fight two more wars.
- **Most Popular Movie**: "E.T." - of course.
- **Top Album**: "The Wall" by Pink Floyd
- **Most Popular Movie**: "The Empire Strike's Back"
- **MTV makes its debut**.
- **Lady Diana weds heir to the British throne Charles**.

### 1982
- **Record 122 million Americans moved to CBS as the surgeon and nurses of M*A*S*H demobilized in a tearful farewell episode.**
- **Most Popular Album**: "Thriller" by Michael Jackson.
- **Most Popular Song**: "Every Breath You Take" by The Police.
- **Buzz Phrase**: "Make My Day?"
- **Andrew Lloyd Webber's play CATS opened on Broadway where it's still purring along."

### 1983
- **AT&T ended an 8-year anti-trust suit by splitting into seven regional companies.**
- **Most Popular Movie**: "Ghostbusters".
- **Most Popular Album**: "Born In The USA" by Bruce Springsteen.
- **Most Popular Song**: "Careless Whisper" by Wham.
- **Buzz Phrase**: "Where's the beef?"
- **Live Aid raised £84 million for famine relief."
- **"Back To The Future" and Michael J. Fox strike it big, producing two out of this world sequels.**
- **"The new adult game - laser tag"**
- **Most Popular Movie**: "Top Gun".
- **Most Popular Song**: "That's What Friends Are For" by Dionne and Friends.
- **Buzz Phrase**: "Can we talk?"
- **People reached out and joined their neighbor's hand in Hands Across America."

### 1984
- **Spuds Mackenzie convinced fellow sappy animals to buy BUD.**
- **Mel Gibson and Danny Glover, Lethal Weapon's great guns, reunited for more mayhem in '89.**
- **Most Popular Movie**: "Beverly Hills Cop II".
- **Most Popular TV Show**: "Cagney & Lacey".
- **Buzz Phrase**: "Isn't that special?"
- **Punk Am: Flight 103, a 747 flying from London to New York, was blown out of the air over Lockerbie, Scotland, by a bomb hidden in a cassette player. 270 were killed among them 35 Syracuse University students."

### 1985
- **Nintendo strikes it big with realistic and exciting video games.**
- **Most Popular Movie**: "Who Framed Roger Rabbit?"
- **Medical waste like syringes, washed up on beaches - a shocker in the AIDS age."
- **Free Political Prisoners - Follow the Human Rights Code: Amnesty International sang its way into people's hearts while getting its message across."
- **Pan Am Flight 103, a 747 flying from London to New York, was blown out of the air over Lockerbie, Scotland, by a bomb hidden in a cassette player. 270 were killed among them 35 Syracuse University students."

### 1986
- **A historical year in which the wall is torn down in Berlin, while the Iron Curtain lifts in Hungary, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Romania, and East Germany.**
- **Most Popular Album**: "Like A Prayer" by Madonna.
- **Most Popular Movie**: "Batman".
- **A historical year in which the wall is torn down in Berlin, while the Iron Curtain lifts in Hungary, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Romania, and East Germany.**

### 1987
- **Deer ticks found to transmit Lyme disease.**
- **Most Popular Song**: "The Wild Thing" by Tone Loc.
- **Most Popular Album**: "Like A Prayer" by Madonna.
- **Most Popular Movie**: "Batman".
- **A historical year in which the wall is torn down in Berlin, while the Iron Curtain lifts in Hungary, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Romania, and East Germany.**
THE ALMA MATER
Hail to thee, our Alma Mater
Cherry Hill East Alma Mater
Though the years to come
May part us,
We'll be ever true.

Through the strife and battle
Through the years of glory,
We shall hail thee,
Never fail thee
Crimson and white go forth
Before us.

Cherry Hill East High we thank you
For the friendships we have made here.
These four years we shall always treasure,
We'll remember you!

SCHOOL MOTTO:
Vir Sapiens Fortis Est
A wise man is strong

MASCOT:
The Cougar

COLORS:
Crimson and white.

EIDOLON:
Exemplary; unequaled in excellence.

TOP TEN REASONS FOR AN EARLY DISMISSAL:
10. My stomach hurt.
9. I got a run in my stockings.
8. I thought it was a half day of school.
7. I had to see "General Hospital".
6. Sale at Macy's!
5. Visiting Colleges.
4. I had an 8th period physics test.
3. I had a Big Mac attack!
2. Bruce Lee film festival at the Marlton 8.
1. Pep Rally!

TOP TEN REASONS FOR NOT DOING HOMEWORK:
10. Oprah had an excellent guest and show.
9. I'm a Senior!
8. I had to watch Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles.
7. It was a weekend.
6. The Shore!
5. "What homework?"
4. Flyers game at the Spectrum.
2. I had to work last night.
1. Senioritis!

In January 1967, Cherry Hill High School East officially came into existence. Before the building of East High School, area students attended Delaware Township High School, which was renamed Cherry Hill High School West.

East was officially dedicated Sunday, May 21, 1967 and the first graduating class was June 1970.

TEN TOP REASONS FOR COMING TO SCHOOL LATE:
10. The Jets were on.
9. I was there, you just didn't see me.
8. I couldn't find my Fruit Loops.
7. I fell asleep in the shower.
6. My alarm didn't go off.
5. I had to wait for my hair to dry.
4. I needed a Denny's breakfast.
3. I forgot to study for a 1st period test.
2. My ride was late.
1. I missed the bus.

DID YOU EVER WONDER?
Why doesn't East have their own stadium?
Why does B242 have a carpet?
How many buses leave East at 2:30?
How many Thanksgiving games has East won?
What was the brick structure in the middle of the courtyard used for?
Why is D-wing next to A-wing, when B-wing is on the other side of the school?
Why East doesn't have a swimming pool?
Why East can't have a Salad Bar for lunch every day?
Whatever happened to the Senior Lounge?

MORE DID YOU EVER WONDER?
Why East's two gyms are across the school from each other?
Why East and West are not named for people like the other schools in the district?
What teachers talk about at lunch?
Whatever happened to the stone cougar?
Who's buried under the monument out front?
What's a Demogorgon?
Why the clock in A022 is encased in glass?
How many seats there are in our auditorium?
Why the air-conditioning stops at F-wing?

DID YOU EVER MARVEL . . .
. . . at the size of our Marching Band!
. . . at the consistent quality of our thespian productions!
. . . at the scope of our English department!
. . . at the amount of activities in this school!
. . . at the dance gym!
. . . at the talent in the art department!
. . . at the two lecture halls!
. . . at the number of students accepted to the top colleges!
. . . at our average SAT score!
. . . at the championships won by our athletes!
. . . how lucky you are to have graduated from East!
WE'D LIKE TO SEE YOU AFTER SCHOOL!

2:25! The halls are alive with noisy students, slamming locker doors and cries of "see ya tomarra!" As many rush to board the buses to go home, many merely make a transition into a different side of high school life. This is the time when students stay after to participate in extra curricular activities, make-up school work, serve a detention or just "hang together".

Among the many activities going on, sign painting is probably one of the most noticeable. No one even seems to notice the voluminous sheets of paper spread out along the floor with their accompanying paint-wielding students. The seemingly endless East activities seem to necessitate endless amounts of signs that guarantee us a yearlong parade of color and information, all put together by the creativity of various club members promoting their projects.

Much activity can be found in D-wing, where the sounds of music are heard after regular school hours and in tune to the beat, the thespians are busy rehearsing and blocking shows, while the hammers bang out magnificent sets for upcoming productions.

And this is only a sampling of what goes on at East after school. There are always the athletes gathering for practices or games while the students more interested in the athletics of the mind are often found boning up for Mock Trial, Debate sessions, Chess or Science League, just to name a few.

The darkroom in the photography lab is open for use by those not necessarily enrolled in the classes and the typewriters are not the only sounds of activity coming from the offices of Eastside and Eidolon.

With the approach of 4:15, the building slowly empties out as the students board the late bus. For these people, after-school activities are the other half of an essential school life.
Consider
Yourself

Lucky!

To live in Cherry Hill ... a big, small town ...
a nice town with lots to offer ... the thruway to all points
North and South ... including beautiful shore spots ...

Cherry Hill has mega traffic jams ... the worst traffic
circle in the State ... hundreds of banks ... zillions
of Chinese restaurants ... strip after strip of strip

shopping centers ... fast food places galore ... fabulous
schools and libraries ... fun places to go ... sports,
entertainment, movie theatres ... a Cherry Blossom parade ...
fun places to snack and socialize ... delectable places to dine ... fancy places to be seen ... malls to shop and develop the fine art of people-watching ...

a wealth of discount shopping ... famous label fashion outlets ... umpteen video stores ... places to work and play ... Porches, Mercedes, Cadillacs ... convertibles

... smartly manicured lawns ... lavish and modest houses, mansions and apartments ... a wonderful mix of cultures ... family, friends ... roots, belonging ... and my hometown!
Directed and Staged by
ROBERT D. NATION

Choreographed by
MARY BETH QUINLAN

Vocal Direction by
LISA B. WILSON

Set Design/Technical Director
THOMAS R. WEAVER

Musical Conductor
BRUCE YURKO

Red Cast
Daniel Traster
Ronit Mitzner
Jason Friedman
Heath Weisberg
Jen Makris
Isabel Eleasar
Hasana O'Neal
Mike Sacks
Vivek Malhotra
Amy Knobler
Lee Rosen
Brett Winn
Tim Anagnostis
Ryan Madanick
Todd Rappaport

SEYMOUR
AUDREY
ORIN SCRIVELLO
MR. MUSHNIK
RONNETTE
CRYSTAL
CHIFFON
AUDREY II (VOICE)
MR. BERNSTEIN
MRS. LUCE
SKIP SNIP
MR. MARTIN
THE CUSTOMER
THE DERELICT
RADIO ANNOUNCER

White Cast
David Hollander
Tiffany Van Meter
Lyle Fisher
Mike Sacks
Mindy Weiss
Julie Seltzer
Romeen Kochhar
Ryan Madanick
Todd Sumsky-Burt
Rebecca Fried
Jon Gunn
Craig Wille
Joel Weiner
Brian Levine
Ryan Nation

The Company and Crew
Stage Manager, David Shane
Lighting Engineer, Blake Lawit
Properties, Julie Seltzer
Puppet Manipulation, Ian Driben, Tracy Slobotkin, Lee Goldstein
Backstage Manager, David Edelstein
Sound Engineer, David Glazer
Spotlights, Nancy Dorkowski

Shelby Adams, Courtney Ames, Carmen Bello, Eric Braverman, Eileen Cabalo, Marci Caprario, Pauline Chow, Winston Chow, Kathy Comperatore, Nancy Dorkowski, Lauri Eisenberg, Alan Glazer, Kevin Kain, Andy Kauffmann, Art McKenzie, Scott McKenzie, Jake Rahmong, Marni Sclaroff, Mandy Stebbins, Becca Traster, Howard Yermish and
Mark Zlatakowski.
The Music Makers
Every day, a student wanders down D-wing and hears strains of music floating through the hallway. A variety of different activities take place daily in the music hall.

Often, Mrs. Lisa Wilson accompanies the Vocal Workshop as it sings lively, popular tunes. Meanwhile, the Wind Ensemble joins the orchestra for a Beethoven symphony. That wandering student may also hear the melodious chiming of the Belles of East or the lilting sopranos of Chansons.

That same student soon realizes that his school has an unusually diversified and talented music department. The music faculty and students have won a number of awards and honors, including invitations to perform in Carnegie Hall and the Soviet Union. Moreover, the musical groups have won numerous competitions. The orchestra has always done exceptionally well in adjudications, astounding audiences with their talent.

In addition, the Marching Band has earned a well respected reputation for excellence. Indeed, the musicians present a spectacular sight as they march to jaunty tunes, wearing their elaborate uniforms. The graceful Cougarettes accompany the Marching Band as they performed at football games, special events, and Disneyland.

The music department offers many different groups for everyone, from classical musicians to Renaissance troubadours. All of these groups have enough talent to please even the most discerning music critic.
Vocal Workshop, East's introductory choir teaches fundamentals of singing. Students interact musically with others while exploring their individual capabilities. Performing a variety of music, these students display their talents at the various concerts held at East.
East
Singers

East Singers present our young men and women the opportunity to excel in vocal performance expanding their vocal training. To further develop their appreciation of music, the students study choral pieces from various time periods. Through hard work and long practices, these students achieve a high degree of excellence and represent the top echelon of the choral area.

Amy Anderson
Joan Balderstone
Susan Bean
Ruby Chang
Kelly Chon
Lyle Fisher
Jason Friedman
Leesa Fuhrman
Tracey Geisler
Lee Goldstein
Shanna Greene
Jon Gunn
Chris Herbert
Michelle Hurwitz
Jennifer Kaufman
Conway Kuo
Vivek Malhotra
John Mann
Steve Mathai
Scott McKenzie
Mark Metzger
Ronit Mitzner
Jordi Morgenstein
Aaron Moskowitz
Christy Nipe
Gigi Redondo
Matthew Salzman
Melanie Santos
David Shane
Jessica Sherman
Mandy Stebbins
Dan Traster
Les Trobman
Tiffany Van Meter
Heath Weisberg
Mindy Weiss
Howard Yermish
Rachel Zibbell
Susan Alexander
Becky Bender
September Cadman
Marcy Caprario
Allison Dilks
Candy Erlon
Meredith Glass
Chandra Harvey
Shirley Heitmann
Rebecca Jackson
Veronica Iocona
Wendy Klessel
Amy Knobler
Romeen Kochhar
Jennifer Makris
Jennifer Novak
Hasana O'Neal
Kathleen Paulate
Kristin Petrone
Emily Phillips
Mita Sanghavi
Wendy Serota
Megan Shiflet
Diana Shim
Sheri Telanoff
Gaby Thorne
Stephanie Watters

Chansons consists of the more mature female soprano and alto voices. They study octaves and major forms of the choral tradition. With their advanced abilities, they perform a variety of choral arrangements composed specifically for all-women groups.
Amy Anderson
Becky Bender
Jason Friedman
Tracey Geisler
Chris Herbert
Michelle Hurwitz
Amy Knobler
Jennifer Makris
John Mann
Steve Mathai
Mark Metzger
Ronit Mitzner
Aaron Moskowitz
Dan Traster
Mindy Weiss
Howard Yermish
Rachel Zibbell

Madrigals

The Madrigal Singers is a balanced group of men and women singers. Their colorful Elizabethan costumes and period instruments bring the Renaissance to life. Their A Capella singing showcases the gaiety and cultural diversity of the 1500's. This extra-curricular group display their unique talent throughout the Delaware Valley.
The Belles of East is an extra-curricular activity comprised solely of female voices. These talented women accompany themselves on English handbells. Their dedication is rewarded by their popularity throughout the Delaware Valley, furthered by the various awards they have attained.

Belles Of East
Chorus

Amy Anderson
Lyle Fisher
Michelle Hurwitz
Scott McKenzie
Jordi Morganstein
Aaron Moskowitz
Melanie Santos
Tiffany Van Meter
Rachel Alban
Courtney Ames
Kathi Bickel
Eileen Cabalo
Julie Changchien
Rebecca Fried
Jeff Kaufman
Debbie Kruse
Ellyn Nees
Rachel Satanoff

Symphonic Band

PLUTE
Wendy Huang

BASSOON
Lauren Sorokin

CLARINETS
Greg Rich
Erica Plotnick
Becky Gross
Neal Choi
Jason Lee

HORN
Denise Marone

TRUMPET
Andrew Swers

TROMBONE
Peter Achey
Adam Goldstein

SAXOPHONE
John Tinker
Wind
Ensemble
OBOES
Harry Sun
Mike Chueh

BASSOON
Shilpa Mehta

CLARINETS
Suzanne Datto
Eric Kim
Joe Cho
Allison Hoffman

BASS CLARINET
Sharon Hicks

HORN
Evan Sorokin

TROMBONE
David Pratt

TUBA
Kevin Milner

Orchestra

VIOLINS
Grace Shih
Daniel Lin
Sandra Wu
James Yang
Peggy Yu
Akiyo Fukazawa
Fred Chang
Melody Lee
Eddie Lee
Mark Chang
Soo Jin Pak
Pengjen Chen
Erwin Chen
Vincent Chen
Stephen Kuo
Olivia Hwang
Jeffrey Chen

VIOLAS
Kathy Bickel

VIOLOCELLOS
Andrew Lawrence
Mimi Wang
Dave Park

BASS
Jennifer Novak

OBOES
Harry Sun
Michael Chueh

CLARINETS
Suzanne Datto
Eric Kim

BASS CLARINET
Sharron Hicks

BASSOON
Shilpa Mehta

HORN
Evan Sorokin

TROMBONE
David Pratt
Chorus
Amy Anderson
Ruby Chang
Shanna Greene
Michelle Hurwitz

Amy Knobler
John Mann
Aaron Moskowitz
Tiffany Van Meter

Wind Ensemble
English Horn
Michael Chueh
Clarinet
Neil Choi

Suzanne Datto
Trombone
David Pratt

All-State

Symphonic Band
Oboe
Harry Sun
Flute
Wendy Huang
Clarinet
Joseph Cho
Jason Lee
Alto Clarinet
Alison Hoffman

Bass Clarinet
Sharron Hicks
Bassoon
Shilpa Mehta
Trumpet
Andrew Swers
Tuba
Kevin Milner

Orchestra
Violin
Fred Chang
Eddie Lee
Daniel Lin
Stanley Liu
Grace Shih
Sandy Wu
Peggy Yu
Viola

Kim Hoke
Matthew Salzman
Cello
Dave Park
Oboe
George H. Sun
Harry Sun
Clarinet
Suzanne Datto

French Horn
Evan Sorokin
Trombone
David Pratt
Established in 1986, the All National High School Honors Youth Orchestra performs biennially at the Music Educators National Conference which is held in Washington. Sponsored by the National School Orchestra Association and the MENC, the All National Orchestra is comprised of the elite members of the fifty All State Orchestras (Approximately 150 people). Since they perform professional level musical literature, the outstanding brass, woodwind, percussion, and string instrumentalists of this group must not only audition, but also prepare a tape with their most advanced solo literature. In addition to its concert in Washington, this honors group will also perform in Helsinki, Finland during the summer. This year, two musicians from the East Wind Ensemble, Suzanne Datto and George Sun, have been accepted into the All National Orchestra.

**All-Honors Choir**

Amy Anderson

Michelle Hurwitz

John Mann
Comprised of nearly twenty members, the Chamber Orchestra is designed for the student who dreams of making it as a professional musician. One of their greatest assets is their student conductor, Matthew Salzman. Matthew began conducting last year for rehearsals and quickly moved into conducting the ensemble most of the time. He has been playing the viola for over eight years and is very familiar with the other string instruments. He hopes to pursue a career as a professional conductor.

VIOLINS
Conway Kuo
Grace Shih
Daniel Lin
Sandra Wu
James Yang
Peggy Yu
Melody Lee
Eddie Lee
Arthur Chow
Soo Jin Paik
Pengjen Chen
Erwin Chen
Vincent Chen
Ruby Chang

VIOLAS
Matthew Salzman
Kimberly Hoke
Jennifer Lew
Kathi Bickel

VIOLINCELLOS
Sharon Light
Andrew Lawrence
Dave Park

BASS
Jennifer Novak
TRUMPETS: Tim Anagnostis, Richard Beckman, Dan Kessler, Steven Lyon, Rayan Madanick, Joe Steelman, Andrew Swers, Bill Wizeman, Russell Wolff

RIFLES: Marisa Beckman, Rachel Berkowitz, Jodi Cuneo, Laura Voltaggio, Karen Young

DRUM MAJORS: Susan Bean, Suzanne Datto


COLOR GUARD: Lisa Begalke, Caryn Butter, Kathy Demcsak, Rachel Field, Shari Friedman, Lauren Goldberg, Karen Heisler, Michelle Henning, Kim Johansen, Suzanne Kim, Courtney Kinney, Nina Liang, Cindy Liu, Heather Maisel, Monica Melograna, Jennifer Shaw
THE MARCHING COUGARS BAND

SAXOPHONES & HORNS: Winston Chow, Kaushik Datta, Mitchell Markowitz, Tom Stenstrom, John Tinker, Robyn Rosenbloom

TROMBONES: Peter Achey, Alan Glazer, Sharon Markowitz, Robby Nipe, David Pratt

TUBAS & BARITONE: Jeff Kaufman, Kevin Milner, Eric Rizzi, Kai Huang

DIRECTOR: Roy Hough
ASSISTANTS: Carmen Grasso, Eugene Magill, Robert Nation, Mary Beth Quinlin, Howard Smoyer, Bruce Yurko

FLUTES & CLARINETS: Lisa Kolowski, Debbie Kruse, Florence Lu, Shilpa Mehta, Ellyn Nee, Ranjoo Prasad, Jeffrey Bell, Shouvik Datta, Sharron Hicks, Alison Hoffman, Rita Louh, Gregory Rich, Greg Weintraub

PERCUSSION: Kathi Bickel, Eileen Cabalo, Chris Grasso, Jenny Hill, Kim Hoke, Charles Lazarow, Nancy Lee, Gregory Maisel, Ryan Nation, Jennifer Novak, Todd Rappaport, Andrew Shaw, Craig Silverstein, Andrew Wiesner, Alex Wolf
String Workshop

String Workshop is for the beginner to intermediate string player. This group introduces ensemble playing and teaches the techniques that are relative to all string players. These students display their talents by performing at school concerts.

VIOLINS
Eddie Lee
Ruby Chang
Olivia Hwang
Rick Hong
Jeff Chen
Patty Lee
Michael Jen
Renee Cho
Krista Fiabane
Winston Chow
Nancy Lee
Caroline Sim
Stephen Kuo

VIOLAS
Alison Adelman
Eric Holmes
Hubert Tong

VIOLONCELLOS
Dave Park
Manpreet Dhanjal
Jodi Cuneo
Sam Sohn

BASSES
Steve Byun
Seung-Ah Byun
Ryan Nation
VIOLINS
Conway Kuo
Grace Shih
Daniel Lin
Sandra Wu
Stanley Liu
James Yang
Peggy Yu
Akiyo Fukazawa
Fred Chang
Melody Lee
Eddie Lee
Arthur Chow
Mark Chang
Soo Jin Paik
Pengjen Chen
Erwin Chen
Vincent Chen
Conant Kuo
Amy Knobler
Joseph Lee
Victoria Wakeley
James Han
Babby Basu
Patrice Cappetta
Ruby Chang
Patty Lee
VIOLAS
Matthew Salzman
Kim Hoke
Jennifer Lew
Kathy Bickel
Craig Silverstein
Cynthia Paul
Susan Hoegel
VIOLOCELLOS
Sharon Light
Andrew Lawrence
Mimi Wang
Dave Park
BASS
Jennifer Novak
FLUTES
Cindy Cho
Grace Chan
Wendy Huang
OBES
George H. Sun
Harry Sun
Michael Chueh

CLARINETS
Suzanne Datto
Eric Kim
BASS CLARINET
Sharon Hicks
BASSONS
Shilpa Mehta
Amy Grossman
HORNS
Evan Sorokin
Amy Anderson
Denise Marone
Susan Bean
TRUMPETS
Andrew Swers
Brian Rykaczewski
Rich Beckman
TROMBONES
Brandon Ayres
Adam Goldstein
Pete Achey
TUBA
Kevin Milner
PERCUSSION
Howard Yermish
Jason Grossberg
Dina Goldman
Jennifer Hill

East's Orchestra is an illustrious group of musicians who play violin, viola, cello, bass, wind or percussion instruments. These students study and perform sophisticated music literature from all periods of music history. Through much practice and dedication, their award-winning, high caliber performances are heard throughout the area.
FLUTES
Bonnie Kim
Lois Choi
Nancy Bertles
Pauline Chow
Florence Lu
Ellyn Nees
Ji Na Shim
CLARINET
Gregory Weintrub
Donnalle Plliams
Gregory Rich
Benjamin Sax
Meredith Cashin
Donna Moshe
BASS CLARINET
Susan Wright
ALTO SAXOPHONES
Winston Chow
Eric Zono
TENOR SAXOPHONE
Jesse Lo Monaco
BARITONE SAXOPHONE
Andrew Keller
BASSOON
Deborah Kruse
HORNS
Robyn Rosenbloom
Erik De Prince
TRUMPETS
Daniel Kessler
William Wizeman
TROMBONES
Jeremy Weaver
Sharon Markowitz
BARITONE HORN
Sagarsh Nage
PERCUSSION
Jason Lynch
Gregory Maisel
Ryan Nation
Alex Wolf
David Chapman

CONCERT

Concert Band is East’s introductory band for any student interested in music who plays a band instrument. It offers an opportunity to perform with others, to improve musically, to explore new styles of music, and to express oneself creatively. The sections of the band include the brass, woodwinds, and percussion.
Symphonic Band is offered to those instrumentalists who have advanced beyond the introductory level of playing a band instrument. It is comprised of brass, woodwind, and percussion sections. After auditioning, the students in this group perform a variety of band music. The styles of music and technique needed to play are at an advanced level.

PICCOLO
Lisa Kolowski
FLUTES
Stacey Lobel
Julie Changchien
Michelle Cohen
OBOES
Courtney Ames
Stephen Palladinetti
CLARINETS
Jem Tien
Rachel Altman
Erica Plotnick
Jeffrey Bell
Kennedy Usdin
Andrea Buonincontro
Rita Louh
Daniel Lefkowitz
BASS CLARINET
Adam DePrince
BASSOONS
Lauren Sorokin
Lawrence Li
ALTO SAXOPHONES
Eric Braverman
Tomas Stenstrom
Brian Hackenberg
TENOR SAXOPHONE
Mitchell Markowitz
BARITONE SAXOPHONE

Joel Domingo
HORNS
Cindy Kam
Jeffrey Datto
Joshua Ratner
Antonette Romero
TRUMPETS
Melinda Renshaw
Steve Lyon
Jonathan Glass
Joseph Steelman
Tim Anagnostis
TROMBONES
Robert Nipe
Alan Glazer
Richard Carney
Steve Hoffman
BARITONE HORN
Andrew Kamholz
TUBAS
Jeffrey Kaufman
Eric Rizzi
PERCUSSION
Kim Johansen
Pamela Kodish
Charles Lazarow
Todd Rappaport
Joel Schwartz
Craig Silverstein
Andrew Wiesner
### Wind Ensemble

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Piccolo</strong></td>
<td>Wendy Huang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flutes</strong></td>
<td>Cindy Cho, Wendy Huang, Grace Chan, Ranjoo Prasad, Susan Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Oboes</strong></td>
<td>George H. Sun, Harry Sun, Michael Chueh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>English Horn</strong></td>
<td>Michael Chueh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bassoons</strong></td>
<td>Shilpa Mehta, Amy Grossman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Soprano Clarinet</strong></td>
<td>Suzanne Datto, Eric Kim, Neil Choi, Jason Lee, Joe Cho, Becky Gross, Alison Hoffman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bass Clarinet</strong></td>
<td>Sharon Hicks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alto Saxophones</strong></td>
<td>John Tinker, Michael Ko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tenor Saxophone</strong></td>
<td>Sung Chong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Baritone</strong></td>
<td>Bruno Siskin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Saxophone</strong></td>
<td>Paul Elkos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trumpets</strong></td>
<td>Andrew Swers, Brian Rykaczewski, Russel Wolff, Richard Beckman, Carrie Hohlman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Horns</strong></td>
<td>Evan Sorokin, Amy Anderson, Denise Marone, Susan Bean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trombones</strong></td>
<td>David Pratt, Brandon Ayres, Peter Achey, Adam Goldstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Baritone Horn</strong></td>
<td>Kai Huang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tuba</strong></td>
<td>Kevin Milner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Percussion</strong></td>
<td>Dina Goldman, Chris Grasso, Jason Grossberg, John Gunn, Jennifer Hill, Jennifer Kaufman, Howard Klein, Andrew Shaw, Howard Yermish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Piano</strong></td>
<td>Jennifer Kaufman</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cherry Hill East's Wind Ensemble is a group of outstanding brass, woodwind, and percussion instrumentalists. They study and perform difficult music literature that is scored for musicians with highly advanced techniques and skills. The students of this organization represent the top echelon of the band department and have proven this by winning numerous awards along with a reputation for excellence in both commitment and performance.
The Pit Orchestra is an extra-curricular activity comprised of outstanding brass, woodwind, percussion, and string instrumentalists from the Wind Ensemble and the Orchestra. Under the direction of Mr. Bruce Yurko, the members of this organization provide the instrumental music for all the spring musicals. After school, these dedicated students sacrifice virtually as many hours as the actors and actresses in the musical; moreover, the small ensemble rehearse difficult musical literature scored for musicians with only the most advanced technique. Clearly, the devotion and talent of these musicians are evident in their six performances.

**VIOLINS**
- Grace Shih
- Daniel Lin
- Sandra Wu
- Stanley Liu
- James Yang
- Peggy Yu
- Melody Lee
- Eddie Lee

**VIOLAS**
- Matthew Salzman
- Kim Hoke
- Kathi Bickel
- Andrew Lawrence

**Cello**
- Grace Chan
- Ranjoo Prasad

**BASS**
- George H. Sun
- Harry Sun
- Michael Chueh
- Suzanne Datto
- Eric Kim
- Neil Choi
- Jason Lee
- Sharon Hicks
- BASS CLARINET
- Shilpa Mehta
- Amy Grossman
- HORN
- Evan Sorokin

**TRUMPETS**
- Andrew Swers
- Brian Rykaczewski
- Richard Beckman
- Russell Wolff

**TROMBONES**
- David Pratt
- Brandon Ayres

**TUBA**
- Kevin Milner

**PERCUSSION**
- Howard Yermish
- Jason Grossberg
- Dina Goldman
- Jennifer Hill
Chamber

Wind Ensemble

Cindy Cho
Michael Chueh
Suzanne Datto
Amy Grossman
Eric Kim
Shilpa Mehta
Ranjoo Prasad
George H. Sun
Harry Sun

Brass

Ensemble

Kevin Milner
David Pratt
Brian Rykaczewski
Evan Sorokin
Andrew Swers
Jazz Ensemble

Peter Achey
Brandon Ayers
Richard Beckman
Eric Braverman
Richard Carney
Joel Domingo
Paul Elkous
Howard Klein
James Kowalski
Steve Lyon
Mitchell Markowitz
Robert Nipe
David Pratt
Brian Rykaczewski
Jason Sobin
Andrew Swers
John Tinker
Russel Wolf
Howard Yermish
Brian Zino

Lab Band

Tim Anagnostis
Mark DeCheser
Adam Goldstein
Chris Grasso
Paul Horowitz
Andrew Kamholtz
Andy Keller
Howard Klein
Charles Lazarow
Steve Leatham
Mitchell Markowitz
Sharon Markowitz
Steve Pallabinetti
Tom Stenstrom
Bill Weisman
Eric Zino
The Belles and Madrigals of East had an eventful year. They recorded a demo tape that is to be evaluated for a performing position in the Children's Concert series at the Academy of Music. In addition to this, they performed in Independence Hall in Philadelphia earlier this year.

The Cherry Hill East Wind Ensemble received the honor of an invitation to perform in China this summer.

Matthew Salzman, George H. Sun, and Daniel Lin were involved extracurricularly with the Main Street Pops from Voorhees, New Jersey for the past year.

Ruby Chang has continually contributed to the school and community with her professional level of performing. Along with the local concerts, she played with the New Jersey Pops Orchestra during this year.

Excelling in all forms of music, Steve Mathai has been a nine year member of the Philadelphia Boys Choir. Three years ago, he started singing in their men's choir. This choir and the previous one has appeared numerous times on television and has traveled worldwide.

Last summer, Tracey Geisler performed the lead role Maria in the broadway musical West Side Story at the Ritz Theater in Oakland.

The Belles of East, Orchestra, Wind Ensemble, East Singers, and Madrigal Singers were adjudicated at the Boston Music Festival in May this year.

In addition to playing in the Orchestra and acting as Assistant Conductor by conducting East's Chamber Orchestra for the past two years, Matthew Salzman started the Apollo String Orchestra at East.

The East Singers represented the state of New Jersey at the Valley Forge Memorial Chapel its' annual state memorial program.

Matthew Salzman, George H. Sun, and Daniel Lin were involved extracurricularly with the Main Street Pops from Voorhees, New Jersey for the past year.

Ruby Chang has continually contributed to the school and community with her professional level of performing. Along with the local concerts, she played with the New Jersey Pops Orchestra during this year.

Excelling in all forms of music, Steve Mathai has been a nine year member of the Philadelphia Boys Choir. Three years ago, he started singing in their men's choir. This choir and the previous one has appeared numerous times on television and has traveled worldwide.

Last summer, Tracey Geisler performed the lead role Maria in the broadway musical West Side Story at the Ritz Theater in Oakland.

The Belles of East, Orchestra, Wind Ensemble, East Singers, and Madrigal Singers were adjudicated at the Boston Music Festival in May this year.

In addition to playing in the Orchestra and acting as Assistant Conductor by conducting East's Chamber Orchestra for the past two years, Matthew Salzman started the Apollo String Orchestra at East.

The East Singers represented the state of New Jersey at the Valley Forge Memorial Chapel its' annual state memorial program.

Howard Yermish is deeply involved in East's music department and has demonstrated this devotion through various achievements and activities. One of these includes "Celebrations of the Lost Tribe", a musical selection Howard composed that is currently part of the Brass Ensemble's repertoire.

Not only has Conway Kuo been the concert master of East's Orchestra for the past three years, but he also carries his love for the violin outside of school. During three summers of his high school years, he participated in the Aspen Music Festival held in Colorado where he studies his instrument along with other selected musicians from around the world.

MUSIC HIGHLIGHTS 159
Mark Metzger, Howard Yermish, John Mann, Jason Friedman, David Shane, Michelle Hurwitz, Conway Kuo, and Susan Bean join Mrs. Lisa Wilson in a vocal warm-up.
With every new school year comes Spirit Week. Each class unites for six days in September to compete for points that could win them top spot. The Spirit Week Dance kicked off the competition. The battlefield was the dance floor as students presented their versions of dance styles, from heavy metal to disco. The freshmen were the first to win points by having the most members of their class attend the dance.
The new improved obstacle course, full of seemingly impossible events, made up the Cougar Relay. The mighty seniors fought hard to emerge victorious.

The excitement carried over into the next day's events as the four classes continued their struggle for victory. This day's major event was the traditional cake-decorating contest. Creativity abounded with displays of amazing "objects of art," from the cougar, our mascot, to a cake model of the entire school.
Next, the students moved on to cafeteria decorating. They got lost in a jungle and joined hands when frightened by Junior ghosts, but the Senior airplane glided right past all and captured another victory.

What? Milk drinking went sour? Yes, that’s right! This year’s new event was the Twister board, with the last person standing declared the winner. In each lunch period, more than one student won, and this new event proved to be popular as well as successful. Each class gained points for their stretching, bending and, of course, twisting.

As everyone knows, Spirit Week always goes out with a bang. Flowing hallways full of red and white filled the school as Color Day signified the final day of this extravaganza.

Shortened periods led to the powerful Pep Rally, where all the fall sports teams were introduced and cheered. The winner of the yearbook-sponsored Tootsie Roll Guessing contest was then announced. A guess within seven pieces won senior Billy Kramer the entire mountain of Tootsie Rolls, a free yearbook and points for his class. Finally, the jump rope contest was held. Although the juniors came in first for this contest, the class of 1990 reigned victorious and took home the gold for the second consecutive year; the only class in East history to do so.
Give These Kids an A+

The library transformed from a source of knowledge to a source of life.

Chairperson Samir Ahuja sets a good example by donating blood.

Gerald Griffin relaxes as he donates his pint.

Meg Stanford is almost done.

Enjoying their treats after the work is through.
There are many people who would accuse young people of thinking only of themselves. However, within the large student body at Cherry Hill East, a group of dedicated, caring individuals has proved that statement to be absolutely wrong. Twice a year East students are challenged with the task of donating and collecting as many pints of blood as possible.

The Blood Drive starts off with the selection of chairpersons to coordinate the entire process. Through private interviews ten were chosen from all of the candidates. The next crucial task was to attract as many potential donors as possible. With the help of many volunteers who stayed after school, signs and posters were put up in every hallway, notifying students of this spectacular event. All of the publicity had one central theme, “Give Blood.”

As the actual day approached, the periodical section of the library was reorganized to accommodate beds and equipments for collecting blood. From all of the students and faculty members a total of 450 pints of blood was collected, an amount that exceeds all the other high schools in the Penn-Jersey area.

Though each donor only received a doughnut as a reward, the emotional reward far outweighs the food. Each person knew they had made a difference in someone’s life. The pint of blood could easily replenish, would be used to save countless lives.
On October 29, 1989, on the freshman football field, the junior and senior girls confronted each other in the traditional game of touch football known as Powder Puff. Unlike regular football, Powder Puff forbids tackling, as well as blocking below the waist. Also, instead of having last names on the backs of the jerseys, nicknames such as “Gonzo” and “Loopie” caught the spectators’ eyes. An unlimited number of players on each team allowed every interested student to participate.

Although both sides played valiantly, Lisa Catalini, a junior, intercepted a pass and returned it for the only touchdown in the game. This led the juniors to defeat the seniors 6-0. Throughout the game, both sides took time out to meet with coaches to discuss plays and strategies. The junior coaches included: Matt Geis, Jeff Barnett, Jeff Hoak, Mike De Marco, Gino Priolo, and Jeff Saviano. The seniors’ coaches were Steve Lang, Eric Friedman, Mike Ellis, Tim Faucett, and Scott Franks. In addition, the quarterbacks for the teams were Amy Grossman ('91) and Jamie Cohen ('90).

All the girls agreed that Powder Puff has created a tradition of fun and competition. Monica Sanders, a senior, remarked that “Powder Puff is cool and good competition between the juniors and seniors.”
It all happened one night, one crazy and fateful Friday night. The night was hot. The night was humid. The room was filled with laughter, cheering, screaming, and the sounds of stamping feet. The time had come. Jell-O Wrestling had begun.

On May 19th, hundreds of people gathered in the DiBart Gymnasium. The event, sponsored by Student Congress, was open to all students and teachers at East. Many mustered up the bravery necessary to roll around in squishy red Jell-O, in front of a wild crowd of parents, students, and teachers. Tag teams, composed of two students each, wrestled one another in the regulation-sized ring at the center of the gym. “The Flying Burrito Brothers,” “The Guadalupian Conquistadors,” “The Butheads,” “the Harbingers of Doom,” and “Luke and Darth” boldly squared off against one another. The Jell-O liquefied splattering the floor as dozens of flashily costumed human bodies were constantly bounced off the ropes, put into headlocks, and pinned to the mat. The crowd seemed to love it.

After two rounds of action-packed matches, the long-awaited grand finale was at hand. “The Receding Hairlines,” Mr. Belchikoff, Mr. Musemeci, and Mr. Steele, had challenged the “Monsters of Midway,” Mr. Wood, Mr. Zeff, and Mr. Weaver, to a grudge match in the center ring. The gym grew dark, lit by a single spotlight. And the match ensued, reaching its climax just as the miraculous happened. “The Receding Hairlines” had managed to pin all three of the “Monsters of Midway” into the Jell-O at the same time. The crowd went wild.

Why Jell-O Wrestling? Why not?
1. The Receding Hairlines battle the hooded Midway Monsters.
2. The JELLO ... enough said!
3. Get ready to roll.
4. Jason Friedman surrenders as tag-team partner Brett Wism gets the wrath of the jello.
5. Colleen Shield and Liz Griesback await their challengers.
6. What's so funny? JELLO WRESTLING!
8. TIMBER!
9. Chairwomen Betsy Ducat, Monica Melograna and Fran Turner, well ... smiling.
11. After the match, dirty but victorious.
Kristen Petrone and Sherri Kimball offer the West lion a ride.

The seniors ride along on their wonderful world of Disney.

Lauren Bell knows who is the best school.

David Moore watches the final tally of the game.

Watching the game is serious business.
Thanksgiving, the time of the annual Homecoming football rivalry between East and West. However, amid the typical hype of this colorful event, this year there was a feeling of tension and uncertainty. The question on everyone's mind was "would there be a game?" For the first time in almost 50 years, a snowstorm ushered in the Thanksgiving holiday, blanketing the football field with 6 inches. The tension mounted as the big day arrived for instead of football players plowing into one another, snow plows criss-crossed the field, valiantly working to clear the playing surface so the game could be played the following day, Friday the 24th.

Although the game was delayed a day, school spirit soared. Hundreds of students from East and West filled the still snow-covered stands. Not only did the current high school students brave the wintery cold, but many of the graduates of both high schools also attended the game - easily recognizable with their respective college emblems emblazoned across jackets and sweat shirts. It turned into a beautiful winter day with strong bright sun and clear, crisp cold - but a special warmth of friendship mingled with spirit and ties of reunion pervaded the game.

Even as we saw something new this year - snow on Thanksgiving - we also witnessed something old and traditional - the reunion of old friends as well as an East Homecoming victory.
A Celebration Of The Arts

The Performing and Visual Arts Society was chartered at East five years ago and since that time has held a yearly spring festival which showcases the talents of East’s artists. The festival, hosted by the Art Honor Society PAVAS, is a special day of tribute to talent. Knowing that Art is the thread that binds civilizations together, PAVAS makes it very clear that the arts are alive and well and living at Cherry Hill East.
Think King Kong and Godzilla are threatening? Obviously you have not met Audrey II, "the world's strangest and most interesting unidentified plant."

During the first two weeks of December, this botanical terror wreaked havoc in our very own auditorium. The skill and dedication of cast and crew transformed the stage into Skid Row-complete with a revolving set, the florist shop, home of this incredible plant. Imagine a pathetic schmuck of a guy, barely existing on the streets of Skid Row, who falls in love with a dizzy, voluptuous blonde. Add a man-eating plant, a sadistic dentist, a querulous shopkeeper, and a Greek chorus style trio of ragamuffins and you have the basis for a very W-E-I-R-D fall production. The combined efforts of the entire company of Little Shop of Horrors left the Audrey-ence hungry for more.

The evil dentist, Jason Friedman hangs around a skid row stoop with bobbysoxers Jen Makris, Rebecca Fried and Marni Sklaroff.

Mr. Mushnik (Heath Weisberg) and Seymour (Dan Traster) shock Audrey (Ronit Mitzner) with their plant Audrey II.

"Where did you get such a weird plant?" asked Radio DJ host Todd Rappaport.

"Do you remember that total eclipse of the sun about a week ago?" answered Seymour.

Seymour divides his time between his favorite plant Audrey II and his favorite girl Audrey.

Audrey II's growing appetite for human flesh is momentarily satisfied by a body part from the evil dentist.
During a romantic interlude between Seymour and Audrey, Mr. Mushnik examines suspicious blood stains.

Seymour waits impatiently as the dentist slowly dies from laughing gas inhalation.

Mr. Mushnik unknowingly climbs in Audrey II's mouth. His death is soon to follow.

Ronnette (Jen Makris), Chiffon (Hasana O'Neal), and Crystal (Isabel Eleazar) listen to Mr. Mushnik's greedy plan to keep Seymour with him on Skid Row.

Seymour (David Hollander) stabs the glutinous Audrey II after his love, Audrey dies in his arms.

Crystal (Julie Seltzer), Chiffon (Romeen Kochhar) and Ronnette (Mindy Weiss) sing about Audrey II's conquest of the world.

Seymour despairingly places Audrey's lifeless body into Audrey II.

The triumphant Audrey II displays its immense power, revealing the dead faces of Mr. Mushnik, the dentist, Audrey and finally, Seymour.
Chairpeople Randi Strosberg, Adrienne Procacc, Laura Stanford, and Rachel Karasick wait patiently for the kids to get their gifts... and what a selection!

Although she won’t speak to them, Mime Leesa Fuhrman helps her new friends have a terrific time.

On December 18, almost 200 East students participated in the annual F.O.P. Rotary Christmas Party at the Hyatt Hotel. Every year, the Fraternal Order of Police, working with students from East and West, gives a Christmas party for mentally retarded and handicapped people.

The preparations began towards the end of October. Everyday after school, nearly 200 students made table decorations, place mats, center pieces, paper gingerbread
Meanwhile, other students made Ballroom preparations. They painted posters and drew pictures of Christmas trees, Disney characters and teddy bears, among many other holiday decorations. Often, several students worked together on one picture for many days.

Students worked on the three separate sections that made up the Santa Claus Room. The pictures that the students made depicted cheery elves frolicking in the snow or carrying presents outside Santa’s Workshop.

After more than a month of preparation, the students went to the Hyatt at 6:00 in the evening on December 17. They worked until 11:00, setting up tables and hanging posters.

The following morning, the students returned to the hotel to receive their guests. At 10:00, the children and adults from various schools arrived. Colleen McEvoy said, “When the first person walked in, all six weeks of work was worth it.” Friendly students, bright decorations, and holiday music greeted the people. The party was an extravaganza of dancing gorillas, lions, chickens, bears, and Minnie and Mickey Mouse. The band played traditional Christmas music combined with their own brand of popular upbeat tunes. 1200 people laughed, sang and danced with the East Mime Company, the Belles of East, and the Madrigals in the Ballroom. Channel 6 and Channel 10 joined the party to film the gaiety.

After lunch, the guests went to the Santa Claus room where Santa waited for them. They were delighted with the fantastic gifts. Each person received one large present, along with many other party favors. After the festivities wore down and the clean-up was finished, all of the students agreed that the F.O.P. Party was a complete success.
Chairperson Joanie Balderstone announces the next act with Publicity Manager Melanie Santos.

On January 19, 1990 music bombarded the audience in the East auditorium. Screaming crowds, exotic dancers, and pulsating music filled the air at East's Lip Sync Night. Chairpeople Joanie Balderstone, Jason Grossberg, and Beth Graybill worked hard to make this Lip Sync one of the most dynamic events that East has ever seen.

Acts like "4 Really Happy Guys and Stan" and "Men Killers" had the audience hollering for more. Filled with an excited nervousness, the performers set the room on fire with electric guitars, rappers, and hardcore fun. Because all the acts were incredible, the judges had a tough choice to make. After counting up the votes, four acts came out on top. In fourth place Jeff Barnett, Matt Kravitz, Henry Parks, Gino Priolo, and Jeff Saviano as "The Fatt 5" rocked the crowd with the song "Principal's Office." Tim Anagnostis and Robby Nipe, better known as "The Powerful Dudes of Pumpitude," muscled their way into third place with "Pump Up The Volume."

Front to back) Michele Meltzer, Lori Sectin, Kristin Petrone, and Liz Owens point to the murderous queen in "The Homecoming Queen's Got A Gun."

Henry Parks, Jeff Saviano, Jeff Barnett, Gino Priolo and Matt Kravitz sing the blues in "Just A Friend."
The tension mounted as second and first places were announced. In second place came the monstrous "Too Dead Crew" where Dave Smith, Tracy Slobotkin, Debbie Mink, Kristen Petrone, Jody Carpenter, Wendy Carpenter, Jen Luns, and Michele Melzer ghoulishly danced to Michael Jackson's "Thriller." Finally, cheers filled the stage as 25 juniors took first prize for their lip sync to "Reproduction."

With so much talent in one night, East can hardly wait to see what Lip Sync 1991 will bring.
Lyle Fisher (Wil Parker) and cowboys Brett Winn and Mark Metzger perform "Kansas City."

In the Dream Ballet, Judd (Brett Winn) kills Curly (Jon Gunn), as Laurie (Marni Sclaroff) futilely attempts to stop him.

Mr. Nation and Mr. Yurko reached an agreement (finally) on how the number should look.
Curly (Jason Friedman) carries Laurey (Mandy Stebbins) in a dance routine for the dream ballet.

The Pallbearers carry off Curly (Jon Gunn) after his death in the Dream Ballet.

Shelby Adams, Julie Seltzer, Mindy Weiss, Michelle Hurwitz, Kathy Comperatore, Sara Braslow, and Jen Bikel dance to “Many A New Day.”

Leesa Fuhrman, Todd Sumsky, and cowboys perform “Kansas City.”
Starting in January, the school auditorium bustled with excitement and activity as East thespians prepared for the Broadway blockbuster, Oklahoma!

The aspiring actors and actresses spent afternoons, weekends, and virtually all free time readying for the show. The memorized lines, rehearsed scenes, practiced dance sequences, and then practiced some more. The Pit Orchestra's hard work was evident as the lively music filled the theatre for the cast to practice jaunty toe-tapping square dances and romantic, graceful pas de deux.

While the cast and orchestra melted into one, the crew worked their magic creating the backdrops. They painted, hammered and drilled; creating a cornfield, a farmhouse, a long log fence and finally, even the "Surrey with the fringe on top." The stage became nineteenth century Oklahoma.

On March 16, the curtain went up to reveal the full spectacle of Oklahoma! Delighted audiences watched as beautiful Laurie, played by Tiffany Van Meter and Kathy Comperatore, fell in love with the handsome Curly, played by Jason Friedman and Jon Gunn. Amid the throng of dancing cowboys and farmers, Curly courted Laurie as the audience clapped its approval. The bright calico dresses and the flannel shirts and overalls of the men created the atmosphere of Oklahoma at the time of the early settlers. The thunderous applause and the standing ovation aptly attested to the success of another East musical!

"The Farmer and the Cowman" performed by the entire Oklahoma company.
Don't play with your food?
Don't play in your food!

Important Senior Homecoming Question: Who's the leader of the band that's made for you and me?

Tricia Long positions the ball for the Powder Puff kickoff.

In this year's fall show, Audrey II transforms from an adorable house plant into a flesh-eating monster.

Derek Anlage helps the Blood Drive meet their goal.

At the F.O.P./Rotary Christmas Party, Matt Heitze shows this little boy the joy of hot dogs.

Mr. Belchikoff rallies the troops on the final day of Spirit Week.

Grimace and his F.O.P./Rotary helpers make Christmas time even more special.

I got it, I got it, ... You got it?

Byung Kim and two of the "4 Happy Guys" dance to the song "Me So Horny."

The senior class's most eligible men await the upcoming Mr. East Contest. Unfortunately, Eidolon went to press before the winners were announced. The Variety Show will take place in May when talented East students show off their skills.

Seymour, David Holland, sweeps Audrey, Tiffany Van Meter, off her feet.

Mattress carrying is one of the more grueling events of the Cougar Relay.
East boasts a wealth of unique clubs and organizations which are a part of our commitment to excellence.

East's foreign language and culture clubs provide many opportunities for members to further explore areas which interest them. Members can plan piñata parties, learn about French food, or celebrate Black History month. They can watch foreign films, go on field trips, sell pretzels, brush up on their Korean, or share in a yearly international banquet.

Special interest clubs and organizations also abound at East. For example, East's World Affairs Club provides an open forum for students to express their views on national and international issues. Members of special interest clubs can take part in recycling drives, play chess, write yearbook copy, perform Broadway musicals, or march around the stadium at halftime.

East's community service clubs and organizations are unique. Members can adopt a grandparent, make decorations for the FOP Christmas party, or post signs for the Red Cross blood drive. These organizations allow students to put something back into the community, making Cherry Hill a better place.

All of East's clubs and organizations offer something special to the student body at large. They expand student involvement beyond the classroom, into the world outside. After the last bell of the day rings, East comes alive.
World Affairs Club

President: George Sun
Vice-President Model UN: Niraj Gusani
Vice-President of Affairs: Adam Masin
Publicity/Secretary: Tara Harmer
Treasurer: Karthik Ramanathan

Douglas Abrams +
Samir Abuja +
Kenny Baer #
Nadia Ballas #
Eric Barsky +
Bobby Basu #
Jeffery Bell +
Michelle Berger +
Michael Berry #
Maria Besser +
Wanda Bogacki *
Suma C.M. *
Tejpal Chawla #
Vincent Chen *
Jimmy Cho +
Joseph Cho #
Daniel Choi #
Melissa Choi *
Arthur Chow +
Pauline Chow *
Betty Chung *
John Corrado *
Manpreet Dhanjal #
Paul Elkoss *
Tabasum Fakhri #
Rebecca Fischer #

Nikki Gibbons *
David Glazer *
James Han *
Paul Hernandez *
Eric Helmes +
Chia Huang +
Kai Huang #
Wendy Huang #
Olivia Hwang +
Geoffrey Ittleman *
Bev Izes *
Alok Kapoor *
Mindy Karfeld *
Eric Kim +
Joella Klinghoffer +
Michael Ko *
Lisa Kolowski *
Conant Kuo *
Ross Lambersky *
Steve Leatham *
Eddie Lee *
Hong Lee *
Terrence Lee *
Tommy Lee +
Dayna Levin *
Ari Levine *

Rita Louh *
John Lowenhar +
Michael Lustbader *
Vini Malhotra *
Vivek Malhotra *
Jason Mandel +
Robert Markoff *
Alec Meltzer +
Lisa Muldowney +
Sagaril Nag #
Christina Olearchyk #
Dave Park *
Erica Plotnick *
Eric Portney *
Joe Pruder *
Shawn Rauk *
Melinda Renshaw *
Jeffrey Respler *
Naomi Rosenfield *
Scott Ross +
Gregg Rozansky *
Matthew Saltman *
Richard Sand *
Mita Sanghavi *
Josh Schlanger *
Jason Schwartz *

Alex Seltzer *
Bindi Shah *
Sejal Shah *
Samantha Shapiro +
Grace Shih +
Ricky Sitnick +
Alan Shuster +
Swetha Sindhyad *
Samir Sodha +
Lauren Sorokin *
Alice Stanford *
Meryl Stein *
Harry Sun *
Phyllis Tsai *
Roger Tu *
Stephen Tourer *
Danny Utain *
Karen Zechowy *
Zhen Zhang *

# Members of both activities
+ Members of Model UN only
* Members of World Affairs only
Adviser: Dr. Lesley Solomon

Model United Nations

Secretary General:
Niraj Gusani
Committee Chairpeople:
David Edelstein
Tara Harmer
Adam Masin
Karthik Ramanathan
George Sun
Graham Van Keuren

188 WORLD AFFAIRS + MODEL UN
Cruel and unusual punishment and political detention are everyday incidents in one-third of the world’s countries. East’s newly created chapter of Amnesty International is committed to humanitarian change, and dedicated to stopping human rights abuses on a global scale. They join half a million fellow Amnesty members worldwide, who work together impartially on behalf of victims whose human rights have been violated. Amnesty is committed to taking a stand and making a difference. Amnesty works to free prisoners of conscience; those who are imprisoned for their political beliefs. Members at East, along with tens of thousands of others, write countless letters to governments, working to end the torture of prisoners of conscience, to prevent their executions, and to secure their freedom.

Kelly Bikel
Kerry Bunting
Suma C.M
Edward Chung
Jodi Cuneo
Kathy Demcsak
Rachel Dubrow
Rachel Field
Rebecca Fischer
Rita Forch
Suzanne Fox
David Gealt
Paul Hernandez
Kristen Holt
Cindy Kam
Sarah Kehoe
Joella Klinghoffer
Christine Kuan
Ross Lambersky
Eddie Lee
Nina Liang
Charles Liu
Monica Majumdar
Renee Migeot
Soo Jin Palk
John Park
Sharmi Patel
Kathleen Paulate
Swati Shah
Ami Shah
Samantha Shapiro
Harrison Sheppard
Lisa Shusterman
Swetaal Sindhnav
Meryl Stein
Susan Thomas
Sheryl Van Horne
Dana Wachs
Zhen Zhang

Christina Olearchyk - President
Manpreet Dhanjal - Vice-President
Tara Harmer - Publicity Manager
Tejpal Chawla - Treasurer
Sharri Umansky - Secretary
Afro-American Club

James Abdullah
Mae Benitez
Mort Brown
David Chapman
Khary Davis
Marchal Doe
Krika Duran
Jahi-mel Forchion
Ed Ford
Syreeta Ford
Georgia Frierson
Kingston Gore
Harry Green
James Green
Michael Green
Richard Green
Shanna Greene
Yvette Guillen
Chandra Harvey
Talmudge Hugee
Darryl Irby
Gina Jennings
Genene King
Gerald McKinney
Marniee Nottingham
Emily Payne
Renee Polite
Lewis Proffitt
Gerri Reid
Judith Robinson
Lovey Scott
Troy Seto
Dana Sewell
Tony Shaw
Dave Smith
Teneacia Smith
Jennifer Terry
Ed Torio

Michelle Torio
Shelly Warren
Andre Williams

Karla Harrison - President
Hasanna O'Neal - Vice President
Tracy Gold - Secretary
Leeanne Attkkins - Treasurer
Adviser: Mr. James Delaney

Korean Club

Seung Ah Byun
Lois Choi
Kelly Chon
Jen Chun
Ryan Chun
Sung W. Chun
Betty Chung
Edward Chung
James Han
Bonnie Kim
Ryung Kim
Eric H. Kim

Lisa Kim
Nam Kim
Soo Kim
Suzanne Kim
Eddie Lee
Hong Lee
Jenny Lee
John Lee
Melody Lee
Sarah Lee
Tommy Lee
Jay Lee
Ou Mi Na
Sang Jin Na
Jane Oh
Soo Jin Paik
Dave Park
On the first of December, the Asian Youth Society transformed the Principal's Conference Room into an exotic dining room. The Society, which has a membership that exceeds one hundred students prepared dishes from Korea, China, Japan, and India. Members of the faculty and staff chose from a delectable variety of appetizers, entrees, desserts, and beverages. There were several different kinds of fried rice, including a delicious vegetable fried rice platter. The creamy vanilla pastries were also a great success. While the diners were feasting on the Asian cuisine, they enjoyed melodic Oriental music. The bright decorations and ornaments completed the effect to produce a dazzling scene. Indeed, the faculty and staff left the banquet with a great appreciation for Asian culture and eggrolls.

Asian Youth Society

Samir Ahuja
Willy Ban
Tejpal Chawla
Charlie Chan
Indra Chandra
Fred Chang
Mark Chang
Julie Changchien
Erwin Chen
Jennifer Chen
Tim Chen
Vincent Cheng
Jeffery Cheng
Stephanie Cho
Sung Chong
Winston Chow
Betty Chung
Edward Chung
Tabasum Fakahiri
Akiyo Fakazaw
Kai Huang
Rick Hong
Michael Jen
Cindy Kam
Bonnie Kim
Joe Hocu Kim
Suzanne Kim
Michael Ko
Stephen Kuo
Alfred Lee
Eddie Lee
Hong Lee
John Lee
Shu-Ya Lee
Tommy Lee
Jennifer Lew
Nina Liang
Charles Liu
Rita Louh
David Lu
Kai Ly
Saqamul Nag
Hung Ngo
Tho Ngo
Tukuji Omura
Jung Park
Sharmi Patel
Kathleen Paulate
Shailaja Raval
Yoshitaka Saiko
Manuel Surreal
Rowena Selani
Ami Shah
Neha Shah
Sejal Shah
Richard Shiek
Diana Shim
Swetlal Shindhavat
Samir Sodha
Tyine Thomas
Jem Tim
Alan Tong
Hubert Tong
David Tsai
Roger Tu
Ha Van
Que Van
Howard Wu
Linda Yi
Jimi Yang
Zhen Zhang

Eastern European Society

President: Phong Van
Vice President: Quy Ngo
Secretary: Katie Chen
Treasurer: Chia Huang
Adviser: Mr. Stephen Schnell

President: Christina Olearczyk
Vice President: Anna Rozenblit
Publicity Manager: Marina Kravets
Secretary: Wanda Bogacki
Randi Greenblat
Rossi Lamberski
Thomas Larsson
Staci Lubeck
Seda Munis
Yaron Nahmias
Roman Olearczyk
Prince Pela
Boris Shklyar
Beate Slomczeska
Zhen Zhang
French Club

President - Shera Gruen
Vice-President - Dan Choi
Secretary/Treasurer - Sandy Wu
Publicity Manager - Patty Lee
Members
Samir Ahuja
Lauren Bell
Kerri Barber
Christina Bartnikowski
Bobby Basu
Naomi Blum
Heidi Brenner
Kerry Bunting
Laura Busse
Suma C.M.
Ruby Chang
Erwin Chen
Lois Choi
Sung Chong
Betty Chung
Ed Chung
Elaine Cruz
Rosemary Cruz
Kathy Desesak
Aparna Dixit
Krista Pihaane
Rachel Field
David Gealt
Lisa Greenstein
Niraj Gusani
Muy Ing
Samantha Jayasuriya
Jill Karfield

Bonnie Kim
Lisa Kim
Suzanne Kim
Joella Klinghoffer
Debra Kress
Christine Kuan
Conant Kuo
Conway Kuo
Brian Kupersmit
Eddie Lee
Elmer Lee
Hong Lee
Jenny Lee
Sarah Lee
Susan Lee
Tommy Lee
Lisa Levin
Nina Liang

Michael Listbader
Rita Louh
Florence Lu
Monica Majumdar
Lisa Muldowney
Pelin Munic
Kuntal Naik
Hung Ngo
Sagaril Nigug
Soo Jin Paik
Arghana Panda
Dave Park
John Park
Sonali Patel
Erica Plotnick
Eric Portnoy
Jennifer Romano
Antonette Romero
Lisa Rosenberg
Meryl Stein
Cloe Walmsley
Cindy Wu
Howard Wu
Karen Young
Peggy Yu
Nicole Zappole
Zhe Zhang
Adviser: Dr. Renee Rolin and Mrs. Annie Sokolov

Spanish Club

Officers
Melissa Choi
Lisa Cowan
Bev Izes
Alice Stanford

Members
September Cadman
Cindy Cho
Joel Domingo
Tara Harmer
Chandra Harvey
Kai Huang
Janice Kam
Eric Kim
Marina Kravets
Jason Mandel
Aradhna Mann
Renee Migeot
Bina Mistry
Erik Morrison
Leon Neubauer
Antonette Romero
Scott Shaleigh
Samir Sodha
Alice Stanford
Steve Suvankri
Matt Weisman
Adviser: Mr. Burgess
Latin Club

Matt Breckenridge
Rocco Agrestra
Jennifer Auty
Todd Bogos
Todd Breckenridge
Donna Bruno
Jonathan Burr
Steve Chang
Andrew Chonofsky
Mark DeCheser
Donald Evanoff
David Feldman
Mitch Freedman
Joshua Friedman
John Gagliardi
Joshua Gelman
Elizabeth Greisback
Andrew Harris
Karen Heisler
Andrew Lawrence
Jennifer Lew
Jennifer Luppino
Jason Mollica
Ounmi Na

Keira Natal
Phu Ngo
Tho Ngo
Stephanie Nimberg
Kathleen Paulate
Danielle Pisa
Lovey Scott
Mandy Stebbins

Jennifer Terry
Nicole Thompson
Alan Tong
Pamela Ward
Heidi Weinstein
David Weintraub
Adviser: Mrs. Mary Hansel

Officers:
Co-consuls - Roger Tu,
Alice Stanford
Vice-consul - Nicole
Nigrelli
Secretary - Shirir Vaturi
Publicity Manager -
Jennifer
Reinstein

Certamen

Level 2
Betty Chung
Ari Derfel
Hong Lee
Grace Shih
Upper Level
Adam Goldstein
Justin Green
Joella Klinghoffer
Jason Rubin
Adviser: Dr. Bonnie Ford
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German Club

David Edelstein: President
Mike Dauble: Vice President
Tom Stenstrom: Secretary/Treasurer
Byung Kim: Publicity
Jon Fichman: Activities
Marta Folio: Newsletter
Caryn Batter
Saumya Bhatnagar
Sung Byun
James Cashu
Indra Chandra
Joanna Darnell
Melanie Dauble
Manpreet Dhanjal

Debbie Elsden
Diana Epstein
Ian Gutterman
Brian Hackenburg
Tara Harner
Eric Holmes
Kristen Pfeiffer
Jerry Puder
Mike Quinn

Kevin Redman
Jodi Schoenhaus
Sue Schwab
Steve Sempier
Alyson Shubert
Kevin Smith
Pete Stenstrom
Sheryl Van Horne
Vicki Wakeley

Kathy Camperatore
Julie Changchien
Katie Chen
Melissa Choi
Brandi Cohen
Lisa Cowan
Lea Del Rosario
Laurie Eisenberg
Eric Fortney
Julie Friedman
Melissa Goldberg
Shera Gruen
Janna Haesler
Tara Harmer

Foreign Language Literary Society

Louis Haym
Becky Hopkins
Shu-Ya Lee
Vini Malhotra
Aradhna Mann
Adam Miller
Christina Olearczyk
Nancy Palm
Archana Panda
Mita Sanghavi
Alice Stanford
Meryl Stern
Tabasum Tiokkei
Stephen Turer
Dan Utain
Jim Yang
Zhen Zhang
David Zu
Adviser: Craig Burgess
STUDENT GOVERNMENT

Student Congress
Officers
President: Betsy Ducat
Vice President of Activities: Ping Lee
Vice President of Affairs: Mike Morowitz
Secretary/Treasurer: Billy Kramer
Publicity: Melanie Santos

Senior Class Officers
President: Eric Friedman
Vice President: Josh Bomze
Secretary/Treasurer: Dave Moore
Publicity: Alison Pouls

Junior Class Officers
President: Jennifer Baker
Vice President: Ken Gross
Secretary/Treasurer: Michelle Pro
Publicity: Jack Mondel

Sophomore Class Officers
President: Dena Appleson
Vice President: Jennifer Marinucci
Secretary/Treasurer: Scott Ross
Publicity: Howie Necowitz

Freshman Class Officers
President: Lauren Bell
Vice President: Lisa Shusterman
Secretary/Treasurer: Pelin Munis
Publicity: Trisha Relosa
International Thespian Society

President: Daniel Traster
Vice-President of Activities: Jason Friedman
Vice-President of Publications: Julie Seltzer
Secretary: Leesa Fuhrman
Treasurer: Rachel Zibbell
Historian: Christy Nipe
Technical Liaison: David Edelstein
Michelle Hurwitz
Ryan Madanick
Ronit Mintzer
Adviser: Mr. Robert Nation
Mime Company

Shelby Adams
Kathy Comperatore
Nancy Dorkowski
Jason Friedman
Leesa Furnham
Chrisy Horwitz
Jenny Lee
Jen Makris
Ronit Mintzer
Christy Nipe
Robby Nipe
Melanie Santos
Carrie Smith
Sheri Telanoff
Becca Traster
Daniel Traster
Less Trohman
Lisa Udell
Joel Weiner
Mindy Weiss
Brett Winn
Rachel Zibbell
Adviser: Mr. Thomas Weaver

Stage Crew

Tim Brady
Nancy Dorkowski
Ian Driben
David Edelstein
David Glazer
Chris Graham
Kirsten Johnson
Kevin Kain
Blake Lawit
Jenni Leibowitz
Laurie Marinock
Laurie Mrozak
Jordan Shapiro
Tracy Slobotkin
Carrie Smith
Becca Traster
Devon Weiss
Mark Zlukowski
Adviser: Mr. Thomas Weaver
Broadcast Team

Dara Less
Julie Litwin
Vivek Malhotra
Jason Mangel
Aradhna Mann
Mitch Markowitz
Stephen Mathai
Shilpa Mehta
Renee Migeot
Debbie Mink
Jason Mollica
Dave Park
John Park
Sharmi Patel
Sonali Patel
Christina Pugliese
Karthik Ramanathan
Vandana Reddy
Anna Rosenblit
Scott Ross
Michael Sacks
Matthew Salzman
Mita Sanghavi
Marc Sheinkin
Stephanie Shreibman
Carla Shultzberg
Tracy Slobotkin
David Smith
Teneacia Smith
Meryl Stein
George H. Sun
Sheri Telanoff
Evan Weiner
Sandy Wu
Brian Zino
Adviser- Ms. Peggy Beck

Cable 18

Douglas Abrams
Kenny Baer
Bobby Basu
Eli Berko
Mike Berman
Saumya Bhatnagar
Tim Brady
Lara Braslow
September Cadman
Melissa Choi
Arthur Chow
Pauline Chow
Winston Chow
Betty Chung
Matt Cissne
David Cohen
Lisa Cowan
Rosemarie Cruz
Gina D'Orazio
Shouvik Datta
Manpreet Dhanjal
David Didinger
Andrew Dold
Kim Dowd
Mike Furman
Rachel Garfield
Winston Chow
Betty Chung
Rosemarie Cruz
Gina D'Orazio
Andrew Dold
Kim Dowd
Mike Furman
Rachel Garfield
Matt Leshner
Dara Less
Aradhna Mann
Mitch Markowitz
Jason Mollica
Dave Park
John Park
Sonali Patel
Alok Kapoor
Mindy Karfield
Matt Leshner
Karthik Ramanathan
Vandana Reddy
Anna Rosenblit
Scott Ross
Michael Sacks
Mita Sanghavi
Marc Sheinkin
Stephanie Shreibman
Carla Shultzberg
Tracy Slobotkin
David Smith
Teneacia Smith
Meryl Stein
George H. Sun
Sheri Telanoff
Evan Weiner
Sandy Wu
Brian Zino
Adviser- Ms. Peggy Beck
EIDOLON staff
Eager, nervous, unsure, apprehensive, confused - words that describe the new yearbook editor in the beginning.

Tense, unsure, upset, rushed, hopeful - words that describe the yearbook editor approaching the first dreaded deadline.

Stressed, agitated, worried, frustrated, tired - words that describe the yearbook editor halfway through ...

Relief, nervous, apprehensive, anxious, hopeful - words that describe the yearbook editor upon completion.

Smiles, laughter, pleasure, joy, pride - words that describe the yearbook editor who recognizes a job well done!
Adopt-A-Grandparent

Adopt-A-Grandparent, formed last year, is a group of caring individuals who twice a week visit Meridian Nursing Home and share their time with the residents. These students spend Wednesday and Thursday afternoons with the elderly residents. Often, they join in the Friday Bingo games, aiding the players while they play three to four cards at once. Afterwards they serve snacks and exchange jokes with the residents. The students also visit all the rooms, stopping to chat about favorite television shows and exclaim over photos of grandchildren displayed by proud grandparents. Some students have officially "adopted" a resident as their grandmother or grandfather. In a touching ceremony, students and residents exchange solemn vows to remain friends forever. Then, they sign Certificates of Adoption, which are prominently displayed in the main lobby along with snapshots of the newly formed friends.

The Adopt-A-Grandparent program has helped to form a special bond between the students and the "grandparents." This bond is not only of deep friendship, but also of mutual understanding. Through caring, love, and shared times, these teens have bridged the generation gap to achieve a lasting friendship.

S.A.D.D.

Overall Chairperson
Sandy Galman
Julie Litwin
Michelle Silverstein
Activities
Donna Campiglia
Andrew Kaufman
Debbie Kopperman
Regional
Beth Cravitz
Dina Ruttenberg
Fundraising
Leesa Fuhrman
Jeff Gross
Publicity
Erika Busse
Kyung Lee
Prom
Jeff Hoch
Tamara Rudow

Lauren Anton
Brian Arasim
Brigitte Baumann
Kelly Began
Lara Breslow
Heidi Brenner
Jodi Carpenter
Wendi Carpenter
Maisy Chin
Dan Chui
Betty Chung
Christine Clark
Michelle Cohen
Candace Eror
Suzanne Fox
Mike Gofburg
Randy Greenblat
Jackie Harris
Gabriella Howell
Bev Inez
Alok Kapoor
Pam Kodish
Susan Lee
Jessica Litwin
Aradhna Mann
Colleen McEvoy
Amy McKendrick
Jennifer Moak
Liz Morgan
Seda Munis
Kristen Pfoffer
Jennifer Romano
Anna Rosenblit
Melissa Russ
Neha Shah
Diana Shim
Lisa Shusterman
Tahsasm Takhr
Sheri Telanoff
Zhen Zhang
Rachel Zmuda
Respect
For Drugs

The Respect for Drugs program provides hands-on experience for East students considering education as essential skills of teaching and helping others while providing an invaluable service to the elementary schools of Cherry Hill. The twenty-three members of this course spend a majority of the year preparing their presentations to six elementary schools that feed into East. Spending a week at each school, the teams of "peer education models" educate their students of the dangers of various drugs, such as alcohol, nicotine, marijuana, and even cocaine, amphetamines and LSD, depending upon the grade level of the students. The presentations commence with a play which involves all members and are followed by group speeches in individual classrooms. Through the use of posters, hand-outs, and visual aids, the Respect for Drugs' members, utilizing their own individual teaching methods and patterns, increase the students' awareness of the hazards of drugs. With the dedication and the assistance of Mrs. Melicent Brams, the experienced supervisor of the program, the members have prompted Respect for Drugs to flourish by demonstrating to younger students the value of human life. Through this valuable course, East establishes a strong foundation for the moral and physical well-being of its future students.
'89 Mock Trial Team
3rd In USA

Cherry Hill High School East's Mock Trial Team returned home proud of another first in school history! The Mock Trial Team finished third in the National Mock Trial Championships held in Kentucky. The four day Championship Competition, involving thirty other state champions culminated on May 14, 1989. East's team, with a record of nine wins and no losses, captured the New Jersey State Title, then faced opponents from Illinois, Missouri, Wisconsin, and Georgia. The team garnered the most points (including Todd Schoenhau's series of perfect ten's for his performance as a witness) among the competing teams. However, because the number of wins held precedence over the total points, where East had a record of three wins and one loss, the team was ineligible to compete in the championship round. The only loss came during the tie with the Wisconsin team when the presiding judge voted in favor of Wisconsin.

Preparations for the competition began in December for the county and state level competitions. With the assistance of adviser Mr. Ronald Hillman and three lawyer coaches; Mr. Katz, Mr. DeMichele, and Mr. Shipley, the Team prepared the case for the State Championship and the National Championship by spending two to three hours a day polishing their talents.

The Team's success in the National Competition sets a goal for the future Mock Trial Teams to reach and possibly surpass.

1990 Team

Jennifer Adler
Samir Ahuja
Dan Choi
Aaron Cook
Greg DeMichele
Joanne Greenhouse
Niraj Gusani
Dara Less
Adam Masin
Todd Schoenhau
Alternatives:
Melissa Choi
Rob Genter
Alok Kapoor
Sweety Lal
Lisa Muldowney
Monica Musero
Greg Weintraub
Adviser: Mr. Ron Hillman
Debate Team

Varsity Team
Bobby Basu
Tejpal Chawla
Dan Choi
Jason Rubin
Alok Kapoor
Todd Schoenhaus
Marc Sheinkin
Alan Shusterman

Junior Varsity
Dave Smith - Captain
Jeff Beringer
Melissa Choi
Geoffery Ittleman
Mike Lustbader
Neal Nag
Adviser: Mr. Robert Nation

Alok Kapoor - Captain
Todd Schoenhaus - Captain
Gia Addiego  Rocco Agresta  Dori Aimis  Michael Alperstein  Derek Anlage  David Avedissian  Deborah Barbaro  Jennifer Bell  Katina Bellamy  Mindy Beran  Ellen Berman  Jennifer Berman  Beth Block  Karen Bollers  Erica Buzzetta  Donna Campiglia  Anthony Canuso  Lana Caplan  Sheri Chiciak  Joshua Comers  Mary Jo Connor  Raymond Conrad  Courtney Damone  Alison Davis  Khary Davis  Erika Dean  Alicia DeMarco  Loraine DiVentura  Justin Dorfman  Sam Dover  Lawrence Druckman  William Dwyer  Ribam Elsayed  


Jennifer Terry  Sean Terzghagi  Shawn Thompson  Dennis Turner  Shirilt Vaturi  Anthony Verduchi  Alisha Vitale  Pamela Ward  Meredyth Weiss  Jennifer Wells  Richard Welsh  Christopher Witting  

Adviser: Mr. Anthony Fiocco
R.O.T.C.

Leeanne Atkins
James Barrett
Eli Berko
Victoria Bessey
Mike Bucciarelli
Lisa Dobbs
Tom Fleming
Justin Green
Mike Golburg
Seeta Gowda
Talmadge Hugee
Thomas Larsson
Terrence Lee
Nate Oblena
Greg Packin
Mike Quinn

David Reichenbacher
Nora Rubel
Colleen Sarkees
Ron Siobal
Rudy Siobal
Kevin Smith
Johnny Shyu
James Taylor
Morry Teitelman
Sajini Thomas
Joel Weingarten
Paul Wizeman

Adviser: Lt. Colonel Jere Gainer
Sm Sgt. William Colon
The Science League provides interested students the opportunity to compete with other science students throughout the state. From January to April, the teams take tests for the New Jersey Science League competition. The high schools then receive a ranking according to their performances on the examinations in Biology, Chemistry, and Physics.

Biology Students take a test at the beginning of the year in order to try out for the Biology I or the Biology II teams. Those currently taking the Biology I course take the exam for that level. The Biology II team consists of students enrolled in the second year Biology honors program.

Similarly, Chemistry I and Physics I students participate on the Chemistry I and Physics I teams, respectively. They compete with the second year teams, Chemistry II and Physics II.

Our school’s science teams have consistently performed well in all of the examinations. This is a result of the student and teacher interaction found in the Science Leagues.

CHEMISTRY LEAGUE

Chemistry I
- Alan Glazer
- Rita Louh
- Grace Shih
- Harry Sun

Chemistry II
- Bobby Basu
- David Cohen
- Hong Lee
- Ryan Madanick
- George Sun
- Roger Tu

PHYSICS LEAGUE

Physics I
- Samir Ahuja
- Andrew Carnell
- Arthur Chow
- Daniel Lin
- Mike Morowitz
- Evan Sorokin
- Suresh Varadarajan

Physics II
- Charlie Chen
- Niraj Gusani
- Kim Hoke
- Ping Li
- Karthik Ramanathan
- Alan Shusterman
BIOLOGY RESEARCH CLUB

Bobby Basu
Betty Chung
Manpreet Dhanjal
Tabasum Fakhri
Tara Harmer
Hong Lee
Eddie Lee
Grace Shih
Samir Sodha
Roger Tu
Advisor: Mr. Stanley Krantz

BIOLOGY LEAGUE

Bobby Basu
Fred Chang
Arthur Chow
Betty Chung
Rosemary Cruz
Manpreet Dhanjal
Tabasum Fakhri
Tara Harmer
Eric Kim
Eddie Lee
Hong Lee
Vandana Reddy
Grace Shih
Samir Sodha
George H. Sun
Roger Tu
Advisor: Mr. Stanley Krantz

BIOLOGY CAREERS CLUB

Samir Ahuja
Eric Barskyk
Vincent Chen
Chris Grasso
Justin Green
Bev Izes
Rachel Kerner
Eric Kim
Kai Ly
Hasana O'Neal
Ranjoo Prasad
Alyson Shubert
Swetal Sindhuvad
Carrie Smith
Samir Sodha
George H. Sun
Mitch Toren
Roger Tu
Que Van
Zhen Zhang
Advisor: Mr. Krantz
Mathematics League

Bobby Basu
Erwin Chen
Vincent Chen
Arthur Chow
Betty Chung
Edward Chung
David S. Cohen
Lisa Cowan
Matt Feldman
Jarod Gilman
Alan Glazer
David Glazer
Lee Goldstein
Todd Gordon
Kim Hoke
Rahul Khurana
Michael Ko
Elmer Lee
Joon Lee
Rita Louh
Ryan Madanick
Monica Majumdar
Hung Ngo
Karthik Ramanathan
Donna Rosenberg
Grace Shih
Alan Shusterman
Mitch Toren
Roger Tu
Suresh Varadarajan
Howard Wu
Peggy Yu

Lans Anderson +
September Cadman*
Steven Chang *
James Chappell +
Jeff Datto +
Adam DePrince*
Erik DePrince*
Lewis Eisen +
Rick Hong *
Chia Huang +
Michael Jen +
Courtney Kenny *
Richard Kim +
Michael Ko +
Brian Kuperzmit +
Alfred Lee *
Hong Lee +
John Lee +
Quy Ngo *
Thao Ngo *
Thi Ngo +
Eric Portney *
Jason Rubin +
Richard Sand +
Ryan Sand +
Richard Schick +
Hubert Tong +
Phyllis Tsai +
Roger Tu +
Stephen Turer +
James Yang *

+Also Chess Team Member
*Chess Club Members Only

Adviser: Mr. Carmen Grasso

Chess Team
Guidance Aides
Wanda Bogacki
Larry Druckman
Candace Erlon
Cecilee Flinn
Jeff Gross
Rachel Kaber
Jason Lichterman
Irish Lone
Jon Lowenhar
Hasana O'Neal
Cindy Ramirtz
Lisa Rosenzweig
Jon Tennenbaum

Library Aides
Saumya Bhatnager
Adam DePrince
Hong Lee
Renee Migeot
Jennifer Poole
Morry Teitelman

Nurse's Aides
Alisa Pierce
Randi Starkman

Reading Aides
Luis Fonseca
Bill Sample
Neha Shah

Office Aides
Chris Berardinelli
Wanda Bogacki
Todd Bogos
Ian Driben
Tim Faucett
Scott Franks
Stephanie Harrison
Jeff Hirshorn
Sue Kim
Steve Lang
Tricia Long
Vic Mogel
Diane Quinn
Eric Rellosa
Susan Selby
Lisa Udell

Photography Aides

The girls that are Photo Aides perform a very valuable service to the photography classes. They are in a special homeroom, whose sole obligation is to prepare the darkroom and the two photography classrooms for the 300 plus students that use it daily. Their job is to prepare chemicals and fill all the containers, set up the darkroom trays in preparation for the classes, collect the prints from the previous day's work, assemble the processing materials needed, and assist the three photography instructors with housekeeping chores that keep the photo lab clean and workable.

In addition to the classes which use the facilities, there is a photo club which meets Tuesday afternoons solely for the enjoyment of students wishing to learn darkroom processing techniques and to enable those enrolled in the program to get some extra time to work on classroom assignments or extra work of their own. At the time of preparation of this page, the Photography Club was in the darkroom and could not be disturbed.

Lauren Goldberg seems pleased with the results of her contact sheet.
Table Tennis Club

Bobby Basu
Craig Batzar
Sury Byn
Tim Chen
David S. Cohen
Michael Dautie
Chad Felsenstein
Tabasum Fakhri
Todd Gordon
Jeff Gross
James Han
Chla Huang
Kai Huang
Rich Kim
Byung Kim
Joella Klinghoffer
Rich Knopke
Brian Kupersmit
Thomas Larsson
Hong Lee
Eddie Lee
Ryan Madanick
Sagamil Nag
Tho Ngo
Karthik Ramanathan
Harrison Sheppard
Roger Tu
Matt Weissman
Howard Wu

Adviser: Mr. John Hansell
President: Samir Sodha
Vice-President: Eric H. Kim

Daniel Utain: President
Ari Derfel: Vice-president

Racquetball Club

Eli Berko
Mike Berman
Michael Berry
David S. Cohen
Terry Cooperman
Penny Coulbro
Paul Elkok
Chad Felsenstein
Sean Gallagher
Rachel Garfield
Todd Gordon
Chris Graham
Ron Greenstein
Chad Harmer
Louis Haym
David Iglewitz
Ryan Jarder
Jesse LoMonaco
Jon Lowenhar
Ira Malkin
Mike Sills
Becca Stein
Patrick Thomas
Jem Tien
Stephanie Title
Rachel Zibbell

Adviser: Mr. Chuck Kim
The Interact Club is an organization of students dedicated to serving their community. Organized last year, the club has had several fundraisers to help various charitable organizations. Students held a car wash to raise money for the American Cancer Society. Later, they sold pretzels to help other organizations.

Moreover, the club has visited nursing homes and orphanages during holidays and other times too. Members dressed up in colorful costumes visited an orphanage during Halloween. Needless to say, the children were delighted with the visiting witches, clowns, and ghosts.

The Interact Club went to Care Inn, a nearby nursing home to sing carols for Christmas. They spent the afternoon with the residents singing and sharing holiday greetings.

The Interact Club exemplifies the sharing of good times, mixed with the caring and concerns of people helping people.
This year, something unusual, exciting, and exhilarating returned. Orchesis began in January with nearly fifty participants. Every week, the students met in the Dance Gym to practice new techniques and movements in jazz and modern dance. Ms. Mary Beth Quinlan led these dance workshops, assisted by charter members Ronit Mitzner, Jason Friedman, Mindy Weiss, Brett Winn, and Marni Scarloff. The dancers were beginning, intermediate, and advanced levels. Ronit Mitzner, who has been dancing for several years, commented, "We've waited a long time to see Orchesis return and we're having so much fun!"

Officers: Mindy Weiss, Marni Scarloff, Ronit Mitzner, Brett Winn (Not Pictured: John Gunn, Jason Friedman)

---

Film Makers Workshop

"Lights! Camera! Action!" The students of the Film Makers Workshop produced their first film project this year, "Final Project!" Under the direction of adviser Mr. Sheldon Zeff, student actors participated in all aspects of the production. They filmed, edited, and produced the story in less time than a conventional feature film. During the entire process, the participants gained a greater understanding of the production of films, videos, commercials, and television shows. First hand they experienced the trials and tribulations of film making. Finally, after completing production, the students proudly housed a special showing of "Final Project" to a very impressed audience.

Mike Berman
Allison Duke
Eric Hoffman
Kirsten Johnson
Amy Knobler
Blake Lawit
Jen Makris

John Mann
Christy Nipe
Robby Nipe
Hasana O'Neal
Tracy Subotkin
Les Trobman

PERFORMING ARTS 215
Eastside, our student-run newspaper, was very impressive with a top ten percent finish in the International Scroll and Quill Association Competition. The contest, open to contestants worldwide, judged each entry upon exacting criteria and our school paper finished very respectably.

The Cherry Hill East Teacher’s Banquet, held by the Youth Society, delighted the taste buds of faculty and staff with a feast composed of food from Far East Asia.

Our Science Department was recognized as one of the best among other high schools in New Jersey. East’s Science League Teams have performed brilliantly during every contest.

The International Thespian Society sponsored the Performing Arts Company performance of “Little Shop of Horrors” in the Bahamas on Memorial Day weekend.

The 1988-1989 Mock Trial Team returned home proudly displaying a third place finish at the National High School Championship held in Kentucky.

On February 27, 1990 the foreign language clubs held their annual International Banquet in honor of the French exchange students. It was a culture-filled night of dinner, music, and entertainment.

The Chess Team participated in the national championship and came in tenth in 1989. It was their fifth straight win in the nationals.

The 1989 Eidolon won one of the fifteen first place awards in the nation from American Scholastic Press Association, receiving a perfect score for design. East was also awarded a national second place from the Columbia Scholastic Press Association.
The “time-lapse” photography is the work of Mr. Robert Yellen, Lorstan-Thomas Photography Studios the official photographer for the 1990 Eidolon. Our subjects are Jarod Gilman and Jennifer Baker.
On The Wings Of Glory
All-Purpose Cheer

They are always on the front line at games and special events, shouting and chanting encouragement. These bright, exuberant girls work hard for months practicing the movements and formations that go with the vocal cheers. Their practice sessions are demanding and exhausting. The girls work toward timing that must be exact, rhythm that flows in perfect cadence. As they raise their arms, our hearts soar with them for they too continue the tradition of pride, spirit and excellence.

Junior Varsity Cheerleaders
Erika Ballen
Christa Catanoso
Lara Kollikoff
Susan Lee
Staci Lichtman
Stephanie Pearson
Jennifer Present
Kathleen Racelis
Gerri Reid
Keri Schneider
Carrie Sendrow
Shira Taylor

Varsity Cheerleaders
Maria Baird
Katina Bellamy
Donna Campiglia
Lana Caplan
Brandi Cohen
Michelle Cope
Denise Grubb
Dawn Kellerman
Sheri Kimball
Ami Levin
Jennifer Lunsk
Stephanie Marano
Caryn Milbauer
Debbie Mink
Allison Moss
Anne Peronne
Kristin Petrone
Gigi Redondo
Lauren Rothman
Dana Rovner
Amy Singer
Betsy Vedatsky
Michel Verdi
Coach: Charles Musameci
Give Them An Inch, They'll Take A Mile

Cross Country

Mike Berry
Jon Bornfreund
Scott Buell
Stuart Covitz
Bill Danneberg
Amit Danon
Sean Gallagher
Dave Gealt
Jarod Gilman
Chad Harmer
Stephen Hoffman
Thomas Larsson
Terrence Lee
Dan Lefkowitz
Josh Rednik
Jason Schenk

Gaurang Shah
Harrison Sheppard
Johnny Shyu
Mike Sills
Michael Suralik
Adam Szprengiel
Joel Weingarten
Brandee Barton
Melanie Dautle
Carrie Hohmann
Samra Lee
Shu-Ya Lee
Ellen Obermayer
Brandy Thompson

Coaches: Paul Boccino Don Witzig
Stickin’ It To ’Em!

For these girls, field hockey is not just a fun activity, but a serious sport. Each team member commits herself to the rigid practices that are held everyday after school. Because of the desire and commitment shown by these girls, they came in third place at the Olympic American Conference and remained undefeated throughout most of the season. In addition, two seniors, Jenifer Auty and Dara Less, made the All-Conference first team while Tara Owens, a sophomore, earned a spot on the All-Conference second team. Yet, as is the case with most teams, the success encountered did not arise because of a few talented players, but rather from a unified team effort. As Miss Schooley states, “Our success is attributed to the fact that we have experienced senior leadership combined with a group of eager young players who make our team strong.”

Jackie Auty
Jennifer Auty
Jennifer Baker
Susan Bass
Nancy Bertles
Kristina Blakely
Lisa Cardone
Amy Cardonick
Lellie Cherry
Martina Choi
Carolyn Coen
Patricia Doyle
Cris Ferrazzano
Stefanie Gajdalo
Nikki Gibbons
Marcie Hill
Julie Hwang
Kristen Jensen
Dara Less
Jennifer Maher
Ann Marie Major
Christa Marinucci
Jenifer Marinucci
Meredith Mc Devitt
Kelly Munman
Elizabeth Owens
Tara Owens
Danielle Pisa
Wendy Raskas
Nicole Rekant
Nina Ricci
Beth Rueppel
Jeneen Rutan
Alexandra Weinberg
Melinda Weiss
Maria Wilkins

Coaches: Susanne Schooley
Sandy Stockl
Sheila Ridley
The 1989 varsity football team has a tough task on its hand. To be successful, it must put together a season with some semblance of last year's championship one. However, with twenty-one starters lost due to graduation, this task will not be easy. Fortunately, with a talented crop of juniors and underclassmen, as well as the returning seniors, the football team is well on its way. Under the leadership of coach Bo Wood, the team should have another steady season.

Coach Wood will greatly miss key players Glenn Foley, Brian Kurlej, and Steve Lobel. However, sophomore Kevin Foley will do his best to keep this team on the right track and continue his family legacy. Although a loss to highly ranked Pennsauken, East's first game was a fairly impressive showing. A steady defensive performance had preserved a shutout until Pennsauken stole a 14-7 victory in the final minutes. So with realistic goals and an optimistic outlook, the football team should be successful once again.
Out A Win!

Coaches: Bo Wood, Head Coach; Tom Cook, Mark Miller, Herb Fischer, Dick Oliver, Greg Godfrey, James Peeler.

James Abdullah
Evan Amme
Ernest Borrelli
Kris Broadbelt
Rob Campbell
Andy Carnell
Jeff Casella
Craig Cherkas
Andy Chomofsky
John Coen
Mike DeMarco
Dave Didinger
Chris Dwyer
Nick Fifis
Mike Fisher
Kevin Foley
Mickey Geis
John Gillette
Chris Griffin
Brian Hackenberg

Ken Harrison
Eric Henry
Jeff Hock
Derryl Irby
Mike Jackson
Bryan Jacoby
Ryan Jander
Tony Kim
Jay Lewe
Kevin Lynch
Randy Mancuso
Jason McBride
Mark McCann
Rick Mikesell
Anthony Mitchell
Dave Moore
Eric Morrison
Mike Nelson
Doug Owens
Greg Palazzo

Mike Paparella
Henry Parks
Eric Peeler
Gino Priolo
Khalid Radwan
Marc Ricci
Mike Rodrigues
Dean Salvatore
Steve Selvian
Steve Smith
Brian Stalcup
Josh Steinberg
Tom Suvansiri
Sean Terzaghi
Dan Velas
Nick Wasielowski
Bruce Weller
Rick Welsh
Art West
Matt Zeberlein
Excitement In The Air

Both the girls' and boys' gymnastics teams have an exciting group of athletes. Coached by Doreen Bennet, the girls' team is led by senior captains Stephanie Harrison and Lynn Harrelson. Harrison, a state qualifier, says that she is looking forward to leading the team to a winning season. With the aid of junior Melinda Renshaw and freshman Beth Morowitz, this well-rounded team should have a successful season.

Coached by Lou Frank, the boys' team boasts four seniors, who also happen to be the captains. They are Alex Alon, Jeff Gross, Jason Schaeffer, and Rob Spitz. With junior Ari Goldstein, the team hopes to develop into a formidable force. Among the other gymnasts are sophomores Alfred Alon and David Lean, who have the talent to bring major success to the team. The team has already started impressively, placing second out of eight teams in the annual Devil's Classic event, the first meet of the gymnastics season.
Boys Team

Achiles Alon
Alexander Alon
Steve Asbell
Mark Astman
James Barrett
Sangwod Byun
Tony D'Allesandro
Noah Erde
Mathieu Fortin
Ari Goldstein
Jeff Gross
Dan Hackenberg
Pierre Kattar
David Lean

Elmer Lee
Robert Markoff
Josh Meltzer
Jason Schaffer
Chad Schiken
Robert Spitz
Jason Starkman
Thomas Vandeputte

Coaches:
Louis Frank
Andy Duncomb
Harris Schectman
Mark Walden

Girls Team

Jennifer Allen
Maisie Chen
Lynn Harrelson
Stephanie Harrison
Liz Hutter
Diane Maisie
Nasreen Molavi
Beth Morowitz
Sonali Patel
Melinda Renshaw
Keri Schneider

Coaches:
Doreen Bennett
Tracy Noble
Boys' Team

Glen Adler
Jamie Baker
Eric Bassman
Matt Breckenridge
Rich Carney
Chris Cornille
Brian Downey
Kevin Freedman
John Glass
Rob Grolnick
Ken Gross
Craig Haines
Ping Li
Mike Morowitz
Ryan Pearson
Len Riloff
Matt Saltzman
Tony Shaw
Seth Silverstein
Greg Soffian
Scott Ulrich
Jeff Werbitt

Coach: Karl Moehlmann
Nets Winning Results!

With the addition of an experienced coach, the varsity boys' soccer team expects to have an excellent season. Mr. Karl Moehlmann has recently come over to coach the team after a four-year stint with Villanova as an assistant coach. Originally from Germany, Moehlmann should introduce a European style to blend in with the existing one. Hopefully, he can add a scoring punch which the team collectively feels is lacking.

Furthermore, the team consists of many returning seniors who should provide experience and leadership to the younger players. Among these seniors are goalie Brian Downey, sweeper Ping Li, forward Mike Morowitz, and fullback Glenn Adler. In addition, juniors Tony Shaw, Rob Grolnick, and Seth Silverstein helped the team to a 1-0 win in its first game against Cinnaminson. These players are the nucleus of a team that is surrounded by a supporting cast which ranks among the best in South Jersey.
Playing Just For Kicks!

Varsity Soccer
Tracy Cravitz
Meghan Durkin
Diana Epstein
Karen Ferrell
Dina Goldman
Debbie Goldstein
Shanna Greene
Liz Griesback
Tina Keleher
Meg Kinney
Tiffany McCall
Sandi Marut
Alison Roth
Vanessa Rubio
Bernadette Siegfried
Donna Simmers
Laura Stanford
Rebecca Stein
Hillary Weintraub
Lisa Zazuzu
Managers
Heather Garnick
Lori Sechtin
Lovey Scott
Coach
Lee Troutman

With 2.14 left in the fourth quarter, senior Sandy Marut headed the ball into the goal off a perfect corner kick from Meg Kinney. The next moment, the entire East team and its coaches were jumping in the air, delirious with joy. That goal forced number 1 ranked Cinnaminson to share the South Jersey Soccer Coaches Association girl's championship with defending winners, Cherry Hill East. The tie not only was a defeat for the heavily favored Cinnaminson team, but also an indication of the character of East's girls.

This year's team possessed tremendous character. The seniors showed great leadership throughout the season to the younger members of the squad. No matter what the final score was, these seniors never let up. The second Shawnee game was a prime example of this fighting desire to win. On a Friday, Shawnee knocked East out of the state tournament. The following day, the Cougars gained revenge, beating Shawnee 1-0 in an intense game.

Overall, East had a successful season, finishing 13-3-2, winning their conference with a 1-0 pouncing of Paul VI. The long history of accomplishment by the girl's soccer team, no doubt provides each team with a motivation unique to East. To be sure, this year's squad followed admirably in those footsteps of glory.
A Winning Approach

The Girls' Tennis Team had another smashing season this year. Coached by Dave Cole and Ralph Ipri, the girls perfected their games enroute to a 13-1 record in regular season play. After a series of stunning victories in post season play, these girls defeated Millville to reach the state finals. At the tournament, they garnered the title of Group IV Conference State Champions.

Most definitely, the senior leadership of Archana Panda and Michelle Silverstein combined with the talent of underclassmen Jamie Green, Stephanie Waitz, Jen Hicks, Dara Plasky, and Karen Heyt led to a perfectly balanced squad. One can only hope that next year's team (fueled by a return of five starters) will be able to follow in the footsteps of these gifted athletes.
East Girls' Tennis Team wins Group IV State Championship against Ridgewood and Marlboro High Schools.

"Clubber" Lang swings for the fences as East baseball vaults to a Top 5 ranking in the state.

Adding to an already impressive 6-2 record, the Boys' Bowling Team clinches a victory at the 'Sparkling Holiday' tournament over Christmas break.

Boys' Soccer Team battles its way to a share of the South Jersey Soccer Coaches boys' championship with Cherry Hill West.

East Boys' Tennis Team overwhelms opponents en route to capturing the Newark Academy Tournament championship.

With senior leadership from John Arcaroli and Matt Meier, East boys swim to the South Jersey Pacific Division crown.

Miek Paparella pins down an opponent as the Wrestling team enters a rebuilding stage under new coach Lou Frank.

Shanna Greene lines up the ball for a goal as East triumphs to a 13-3-2 record, including a share of the South Jersey Soccer Coaches girls' championship.

Cougar football team in impressive form with a win over Eastern Regional High School.

Light on his feet, senior Mark Kalis goes for the offensive rebound as East finishes strong at the annual Holiday Tournament.

SPORTS HIGHLIGHTS 231
Gina Acquaviva
Jennifer Allora
Jessica Batt
Stacey Bennett
Gina Borella
Rachel Cohen
Caryn Cutler
Gina D' Orazio
Kelly Durkin
Kelly Fine
Nikki Gibbons
Beth Graybill
Janice Kam
Rosa Kim
Marina Kravets
Rhonda Maute
Tiffany McCall
Nicole Nigrelli
Sonali Patel
Denielle Pisa
Jessica Ramer
Marni Rovner
Betsy Ruttenberg
Michelle Silverstein
Jennifer Singer
Karen Stanford
Meredith Weiss
Head Coach: Charles J. Musumeci
Assistant Coach: Elaine Winder

What's With The Hoop-La?

233 BASKETBALL CHEERLEADERS
Striking The Mark!

Girls' Team
Reena Aggarwal
Lauren Anton
Rachel Berkowitz
Kathy Demcsak
Kim Dowd
Rachel Field
Lauren Goldberg
Michelle Henning
Sharron Hicks
Nina Liang
Colleen Little
Jennifer Romano

Boys' Team
Alan Address
Lance Edleman
Lewis Eisen
Brain Fanelli
Paul Federico
Victor Guas
Craig Harris
Eddie Lee
Jon Litz
Leon Neubauer
Steve Neumersky
Ryan Sand
Amish Shah
Coach: Donald Witzig
In today's world of athletic awareness, there's a place where hard work and dedication are highly valued. In the main gym after school, our boys' basketball team can be seen practicing drill after drill. This year's squad hoped to rebound from the record of 9 wins and 17 losses of last year. Through all the adversity which had befallen the team, the team members managed to stay focused on their goal of a winning season. Aside from seniors Glen Adler and Tim McKee, and sophomore Erik Henry, the squad consisted mainly of inexperienced talent. Head coach John Valore expected the young team to make mistakes, but also hoped that the players would grow in their understanding of the game plans. Due to the lack of height on the team, Valore had to alter his coaching philosophy. Instead of employing an up tempo offense, as in the past, the team attempted to utilize a conservative ball control approach, reminiscent of the strategy applied by the likes of Bobby Knight and Dean Smith. Like those college programs, the boys' team has brought a sense of renewed pride to the halls of East.
Shoot For The Stars

Glenn Adler
Erik Henry
Tom Hoffman
Mark Kaliss
Tim McKee
Mark Krowiak
John Patrick
Jeff Perkins
Dave Ricci
Adam Schwartz
Jim Walsh
Eric Wasserman
Matt Zapp

Head Coach: John Valore
Backboard Magic

Jen Allen
Lisa Catalini
Lellie Cherry
Robyn Goldberg
Liz Griesback
Jen Grodowsky
Denise Grubb
Tina Keleher
Jill Marple
Meredith McDevitt
Carrie Osborn
Cindy Paul
Coach:
Dan Flemming
The girls' and boys' swimming teams have really made a splash at East over the past few years. This year was no different. To become a member of the team, the would-be athlete must first pass a time trial. After a subsequent qualification, he or she is subject to rigorous and demanding training. The team practices every day at the CYO in Blackwood because, contrary to freshman belief, East does not have a pool. Such tiring but imperative practices have molded the team into consistent winners. Aside from competition in league meets, the team members also take part in special tournaments such as the South Sectional Meet and the annual state relays. Team captains Jen Auty, Deidre Lynch, Carolyn Martus, and Kristin Kisselbach for the girls' and Matt Meier and John Arcaroli for the boys' help provide leadership on their respective squads.

At the end of each long day, the wet and weary swimmers board the bus for the daily ride back to the hallowed halls of Cherry Hill East. Arriving to darkened skies and yellow late buses, the members fulfill every expectation of the student-athlete. Such dedication and perseverance has helped make the East Swimming Teams the cream of the crop.
Never In Over Our Heads!

Denise Ackerman
Jackie Afty
Jennifer Afty
Donna Bruno
Lisa Cardone
Chriissy Clark
Melanie Dautle
Allison Dils
Lilah Fenster
Sue Gooch
Betty Harvey
Meaghan Killion
Kristin Kesselbach
Deidre Lynch
Jennifer Maher
Carolyn Martus
Kara Monetti
Seda Munis
Allison Murray
Sarah Porloff
Nina Ricci
Beth Rueppel
Racquel Schwartz
Maria Wilkins
Dana Wright
Rachel Zmuda

Coaches:
Boys Team: Fred Knouse
Girls Team: Vince Grimaldi
Bill Shepperd
Twist, Grunt And Shout
Achilles Alon  
Alfred Alon  
Daniel Altamirano  
Raymond Bannar  
Gil Berko  
Gregory Boyle  
Steve Byun  
Matthew Cisna  
Amit Danon  
Douglas DeLonge  
Jeffrey DeLonge  
David Doerr  
David Fisch  
Christopher Griffin  
Christopher Haines  
Craig Haines  
Elie Honig  
Mark Isom  
Michael Jackson  
Pierre Kattar  
Jason Kolowski  
Stephen Kuo  
Robert Kurtz  
Stephen Kushnir  
Christopher LaRocca  
Lawrence Li  
Michael Mansour  
Matthew Melnikoff  
John Mullin  
Nicholas Nasuti  
Stephen Niemczak  
Gregg O'Neill  
Michael Paparella  
Douglas Pierce  
David Ruderman  
Aaron Schopfer  
Christopher Sherwin  
Brian Stalcup  
Geoffrey Weismer  
Anthony White  
Thomas Wright  
Steve Young  
Managers  
Marisa Beckman  
Bernadette Schopfer  
Coach  
Lou Frank
Cougar Team Steals

Every season, many teams face the task of living up to the reputation of the prior season's ball club. East is no different. Last year, the baseball team compiled a record of 21 wins, 3 losses, and 1 tie. Throughout the season, East held steady as the number two ranked team in South Jersey. The team reached the state semi-finals, where they battled to an unfortunate 9-3 loss at the hand of Pemberton. Trying to follow in the footsteps of such an impressive record would sound almost impossible to most high schools.

Yet, this year's squad has every intention of surpassing last year's accomplishments. According to Coach Dave Martin, the nucleus of the team revolves around its pitching staff. With key returning players Kevin Foley, Mitch Toren, and Mark Krowiak, the pitching should prove to be highly competitive. Perhaps the greatest asset this team possesses is speed. Highly skilled at getting on base, East's players have the uncanny ability to steal bases in order to advance into scoring position. Featuring such an explosive lineup, the Cougars have the potential of an offensive explosion every game. With the return of Mike Ellis, Steve Lang, Matt Zeberlein, and Steve Young, all of whom batted above .300, Cougars baseball has the talent to recapture the glory of last year.
The Show
Enroute To A Grand
Slam Season

Mike Donaldson
Mike Ellis
Kevin Foley
Robert Kraft
Mark Krowiak
Steven Lang
Gino Priolo
Thomas Suvansri
Mitch Toren
Matthew Zeberlein
Coach: Dave Martin
Michael Berger
Scott Forman
Geoffrey Friedman
Jordan Klear
Laura Roberts
Mike Sills
Evan Sorokin
Darren Wright

Coaches:
John Griffenberg
Frank(ie) Lower

So, who said Golf is a finesse sport enjoyed only by senior citizens in Arizona and Florida. Battling against Mother Nature’s tirade, our golf team ventured into the snow to display their undaunting courage. Hey! Football players aren’t the only people who play rain or shine. Our golf team strives for excellence each and every time it steps off the bus (No, limos are not provided) to compete at area courses. Whether that pursuit requires playing a few holes in temperatures less than 60°F, our guys (and girl) always “pick up the gauntlet.” Their version of the sport deviates far from the leisure time activity intended to pass time. Get down and dirty! But, guys (and girl), couldn’t you have waited until springtime to prove your point?

Roughing It!
It's Rough, Tough, and Hot Stuff

Lacrosse
Denise Ackerman
Jackie Auty
Jennifer Auty
Jennifer Baker
Gina Borella
Amy Cardonick
Martina Choi
Penny Coulbro
Rosemarie Cruz
Stefanie Gajdalo
Elizabeth Graybill
Shanna Greene
Jennifer Hicks
Heather Keesing
Johanna Lundquist
Jennifer Maher
Ann Marie Major
Christa Marinucci
Carolyn Martus
Elizabeth Owens
Melinda Renshaw
Kathy Serra
Bindi Shah
Becca Stein
Daffodil Tyminski
Hillary Weintrab
Melinda Weiss
Lisa Zazoo

Managers: Joan Balderstone, Rachel Field, Betsy Harvey, Dianne Quinn

Coach: Susanne Schooley
An Underhanded Activity

Throwing with all her might, Meredith McDevitt makes the put-out.

RETURNING VARSITY PLAYERS
Katie Braut
September Cadman
Robyn Goldenberg
Denise Grubb
Patricia Ludwig
Meredith McDevitt
Cindy Paul
Coach: Dick Oliver
Vaulting Ambition

Daniel Arons
Barry Band
Rajiv Bhoj
Todd Bogda
Gregg Burnstein
Brian Caine
Jeffrey Casella
John Coen
Stephen Dolan
Ryan Fabello
Jonathan Fichman
Harry Green
Kingston Gore
Jeffrey Gross
Karla Harrison
Steve Hoffman
Michael Jackson
Byung Kim
Terrance Lee
David Levy
Stanley Liu
Ryan McKendrick
David Moore
Erik Morrison
Andrew Ngo
Hasana O’Neal
Pengjen Chen
Ronald Redondo
Andrew Shaw
Stephen Suvansri
Andrew Swers
Kai Huang

Coaches:
Louis Frank
Vincent Grimaldi
Anthony Sipp
Dennis Smythe
Tennis Team Serves Up An Ace Of A Season

No single word can describe the success of our boys tennis team. In making a big leap from #4 to #1 in the state, East became the first South Jersey team to rise to the top of the rankings. As in all great achievements, work played a major role. Coached by Ralph Ipri, the team practiced diligently after school, with some of the players putting in extra hours at the local club. Coach Ipri attributed balance as another reason for the outstanding season. With some of the hardest competition arriving in intra-squad match play, the starters were well tested before every outing. Such a combined effort resulted in the team remaining undefeated throughout most of the season, the highlight coming at the Newark Academy Invitational Tournament. At Newark, East beat Livingston High School 4-1, becoming the only South Jersey school to ever win the event. This year’s team should prove just as strong, with starters Jason Lichterman, Larry Meltzer, and Steve Gola along with a score of talented backups, returning. A state title seems well within reach if all goes as expected.

Adam Cupersmith
Steve Gola
Matt Goldberg
Alok Kapoor
John Kehoe
Madhavan Krishnan
David Kurzweil
Jason Lichterman
Anurag Mehta
Larry Meltzer
Mike Parnis
Craig Rosof
Gregg Rozansky
Jeff Werbitt
Coach: Ralph Ipri
Best Memories: Memories w/Kyra; all those good times w/Art; water-skiing every Fri. and Sat. night.

ANDREW BLACK
SAMANTHA BLACK
September 8, 1972
1808 Fireside Lane

"In the laughter with the sinners than cry with the saints..." - Billy Joel

Best Memories: Ski trip w/Jen Blum; Whiteboard; Todd and Jim; Brandy L.T. D.C. or not; Josh Walsh and Mike Mancini; Halloween '89; Josh, Mike, Ann, Sherri, Greg, Herb O'Connell; Camp; Tony's w/Tamara-milagre; Pool in my basement; etc. Sr. Gym w/Dale, Amy, and Mich, and Peking... Much salon; all memories with Seth.

Activities: SADD 1,2,3; Gymnastics 1; FOP 1, 2, 3

BETH BLOCH
November 23, 1971
217 Sandringsham Road

"So many faces in and out of my life. Some will last, some will just be now and then. Like the ghosts of hellies and goobies. I'm afraid it's time for goodbye." - Ray

Best Memories: Mutt in the hallway; the twinkies; Susie-horseman; Rich wong; the cafe; Prom and the shore; mousehouse; crunch and munch; Waka etc.; Soph-New Year's w/Rob & Campbell; Camp; toning w/Tamara-milagre; Pool in my base-

mentation; etc. Sr. Gym w/Dale, Amy, and Mich, and Peking... Much salon; all memories with Seth.

Activities: SADD 2,3,4; Spirit Week 1; Blood Drive 3,4; Powder Puff 3

ROBIN BLOOM
October 16, 1972
1022 Red Oak Drive

"All the devils that disturbed me and the angels that defeated them somehow come to remember me now..." - Paul Williams

Best Memories: Hersch; "H"; Lose; Subin; Bill; "It figures"; Chi Chi's; Stalk; Swan; Lizzie/Lizzy; monster in closet; Phantom of the paradise; Robespierre-sheru;toothpaste; Archana-Breath; scrub; caninus; ungrumpy; Shoob; Noc; Four times with Hersch's friends and my friends; It was a cold night in Leningrad... Spanish Club; 1,3 Club; 1 Photo Club 4

JENNIFER BLUM
September 8, 1972
1755 Garwood Drive

"I'd rather laugh with the sinners than cry with the saints cause the sinners have more fun..." - Billy Joel

Best Memories: Grey Times; shared friends with Steve "math class" Junior Year; Baltimore bars; Mich's "obsession"; Long Beach island w/Tara, Brooks, Stacy, Jen, Liz, and Dana; Car trip w/Mer; everlast and knot; "Guido Man"; Connected skiing; Dance club; Band

Activities: SADD 1,2,3,4; Candy Cane Sales 3; Blood Drive 3,4; Powder Puff 4

WANDA BOGACKA
TODD F. BOGDA
November 3, 1971
507 Garwood Drive

"This time, like all times, is a very good one, if we know how to do with it."

Best Memories: Wednesdays; Spring Brunch; Killington 89 and 90; Summer; The back porch; Partying with the dudes. Stuck in the Pine barracks; Elisa and her concert; in the sand box; 89; Dumb jocks

ERIN BORELLI
August 3, 1971
"I might be chunky! But I am funky."

Best Memories: My best memory and most embarrassing one was the pep rally "I dropped the football" owning four cars in one year

Activities: Baseball; 2 Football 3; Bowling 1, 2, 3

CONNIE BORTNICK
November 1, 1972
1023 High Ridge Road

"With the passing of every sorrow and hurt comes a new understanding and strength."

Best Memories: Long talks with close friends; the morning table; fun at the Philippines game; the Spirits at Fall; working at McDonald's; Eating Strawberry Shortcake; and friendship forever with Wendy.

Activities: Newspaper 2,3,4; FOP 2,2,3; Bowling 2; Spanish Club 1,2; Blood Drive 3; Creative Writing 1

HOWARD BRAND

BAUBERG
April 9, 1972
111 Wadsworth Drive

"We know that all things work together for good to them that love God."

Best Memories: The whole gang from Europe; it was awesome; "The summer of 88; my best guy friend Howie; Ted, the best times, everything from shielding to Hershey, Park (I'll never forget The Comet) Activities: FOP 1,2,3; SADD 3, 4

BRAD BEROUD
MICHAEL BERGER
April 26, 1972
17 Cunningham Lane

"Life is like a buffet, all laid out just waiting to be eaten."

Best Memories: Summer 88; Shore; driving to movies, Echelon, South East, turning on exit; Adam's attitude; Scoreboard Inc.; the gang; going with Scars and Todd to racetrack. Porsche; Andy; "What's in the picture?"

Best Memories: Ron (9); best friends Jen, Stacey, Shari; parting w/everyone; golf course; summer 88; Jen-Darthvader; gotta banana; 87; red shirts; my dad; -Sta-my pants are so big; Ken's backyards; Firm; New Years Eve 87; Summer 87; Gretch; meeting Evan

Activities: Latin Club 3; Powder Puff 3; DECA 2,3,4; School Store 3,4

RAHUL BHOJ
MITCH BLOOM
April 23, 1971
116 Sandringham Road

"So many women, so little time."

Best Memories: Memories w/Kyra; all those good times w/Art; water-skiing every Fri. and Sat. night.

ANDREW BLACK
SAMANTHA BLACK
September 8, 1972
1808 Fireside Lane

"In the laughter with the sinners than cry with the saints..." - Billy Joel

Best Memories: Ski trip w/Jen Blum; Whiteboard; Todd and Jim; Brandy L.T. D.C. or not; Josh Walsh and Mike Mancini; Halloween '89; Josh, Mike, Ann, Sherri, Greg, Herb O'Connell; Camp; toning w/Tamara-milagre; Pool in my basement; etc. Sr. Gym w/Dale, Amy, and Mich, and Peking... Much salon; all memories with Seth.

Activities: SADD 1,2,3,4; Gymnastics 1; FOP 1, 2, 3

BETH BLOCH
November 23, 1971
217 Sandringsham Road

"So many faces in and out of my life. Some will last, some will just be now and then. Like the ghosts of hellies and goobies. I'm afraid it's time for goodbye." - Ray

Best Memories: Mutt in the hallway; the twinkies; Susie-horseman; Rich wong; the cafe; Prom and the shore; mousehouse; crunch and munch; Waka etc.; Soph-New Year's w/Rob & Campbell; Camp; toning w/Tamara-milagre; Pool in my basement; etc. Sr. Gym w/Dale, Amy, and Mich, and Peking... Much salon; all memories with Seth.

Activities: SADD 2,3,4; Spirit Week 1; Blood Drive 3,4; Powder Puff 3

ROBIN BLOOM
October 16, 1972
1022 Red Oak Drive

"All the devils that disturbed me and the angels that defeated them somehow come to remember me now..." - Paul Williams

Best Memories: Hersch; "H"; Lose; Subin; Bill; "It figures"; Chi Chi's; Stalk; Swan; Lizzie/Lizzy; monster in closet; Phantom of the paradise; Robespierre-sheru;toothpaste; Archana-Breath; scrub; caninus; ungrumpy; Shoob; Noc; Four times with Hersch's friends and my friends; It was a cold night in Leningrad... Spanish Club; 1,3 Club; 1 Photo Club 4

JENNIFER BLUM
September 8, 1972
1755 Garwood Drive

"I'd rather laugh with the sinners than cry with the saints cause the sinners have more fun..." - Billy Joel

Best Memories: Grey Times; shared friends with Steve "math class" Junior Year; Baltimore bars; Mich's "obsession"; Long Beach island w/Tara, Brooks, Stacy, Jen, Liz, and Dana; Car trip w/Mer; everlast and knot; "Guido Man"; Connected skiing; Dance club; Band

Activities: SADD 1,2,3,4; Candy Cane Sales 3; Blood Drive 3,4; Powder Puff 4

WANDA BOGACKA
TODD F. BOGDA
November 3, 1971
507 Garwood Drive

"This time, like all times, is a very good one, if we know how to do with it."

Best Memories: Wednesdays; Spring Brunch; Killington 89 and 90; Summer; The back porch; Partying with the dudes. Stuck in the Pine barracks; Elisa and her concert; in the sand box; 89; Dumb jocks

ERIN BORELLI
August 3, 1971
"I might be chunky! But I am funky."

Best Memories: My best memory and most embarrassing one was the pep rally "I dropped the football" owning four cars in one year

Activities: Baseball; 2 Football 3; Bowling 1, 2, 3

CONNIE BORTNICK
November 1, 1972
1023 High Ridge Road

"With the passing of every sorrow and hurt comes a new understanding and strength."

Best Memories: Long talks with close friends; the morning table; fun at the Phillies game; the Spirits at Fall; working at McDonald's; Eating Strawberry Shortcake; and friendship forever with Wendy.

Activities: Newspaper 2,3,4; FOP 2,2,3; Bowling 2; Spanish Club 1,2; Blood Drive 3; Creative Writing 1

HOWARD BRAND

BAUBERG
April 9, 1972
111 Wadsworth Drive

"We know that all things work together for good to them that love God."

Best Memories: The whole gang from Europe; it was awesome; "The summer of 88; my best guy friend Howie; Ted, the best times, everything from shielding to Hershey, Park (I'll never forget The Comet) Activities: FOP 1,2,3; SADD 3, 4

BRAD BEROUD
MICHAEL BERGER
April 26, 1972
17 Cunningham Lane

"Life is like a buffet, all laid out just waiting to be eaten."

Best Memories: Summer 88; Shore; driving to movies, Echelon, South East, turning on exit; Adam's attitude; Scoreboard Inc.; the gang; going with Scars and Todd to racetrack. Porsche; Andy; "What's in the picture?"

Best Memories: Ron (9); best friends Jen, Stacey, Shari; parting w/everyone; golf course; summer 88; Jen-Darthvader; gotta banana; 87; red shirts; my dad; -Sta-my pants are so big; Ken's backyards; Firm; New Years Eve 87; Summer 87; Gretch; meeting Evan

Activities: Latin Club 3; Powder Puff 3; DECA 2,3,4; School Store 3,4

RAHUL BHOJ
MITCH BLOOM
April 23, 1971
116 Sandringham Road

"So many women, so little time."

Best Memories: Memories w/Kyra; all those good times w/Art; water-skiing every Fri. and Sat. night.
Eliza’s house; work with two of the coolest girls in the ring club Activities: Horse Club; I Class Advisor; Office Aide; Concessions; DECA; CO-OP

SUSAN SAND HOEGL

November 22, 1971

119 Rockingham Road “Not sure friends to the best possession.”

Best Memories: String Dorking with Cindy; now last chair in Orchestra; 12th
grade lunch table; Soph Collins; Jr. Prom; study hall; TARRABIES BOO; Tarra-
ba’s talks with Nancy; Paul and Nadin; EOB 24K; Beaches; the shore; AMC;
HONEY and VA with Deb

Activities: Spirit Week 1,2; String Workshop 1,2,3; Orchestra; Softball 1,2,3,4

ERIC ADAM HOFFMAN

August 17, 1972

34 Sussex Ave “I don’t worry about a thing cause every little thing is going to be alright.” - Bob Marley

Best Memories: Moose and Hobie MD; Oh, L’Amour; GPS; Peahive and Whip It;
Chuck #11; Bike tour; Paul Revere; Volleyball men; Friendly’s 1989 with Darrell;
ping pong to rain; shore with Deb, Al, Marcie, Elly, Marekkels, Mischief Night 1987;
Jr Prom Spill; Flying Mata Mama; goin ignoringo with Denise and Becki; Bouncing Buddies

Activities: Spring Track; Cross Country 4; Band 3, 4

CARRIE HOHNAM

August 27, 1972

316 Morton Hill Road “Don’t worry about a thing ‘cause every little thing is going to be alright.” - Bob Marley

Best Memories: Moose and Hobie MD; Oh, L’Amour; GPS; Peahive and Whip It;
Chuck #11; Bike tour; Paul Revere; Volleyball men; Friendly’s 1989 with Darrell;
ping pong to rain; shore with Deb, Al, Marcie, Elly, Marekkels, Mischief Night 1987;
Jr Prom Spill; Flying Mata Mama; goin ignoringo with Denise and Becki; Bouncing Buddies

Activities: Spring Track; Cross Country 4; Band 3, 4

KIM LISA HORE

December 1, 1972

900 Francine Drive “Every jumbled pile of person having a think part that wonders the part that isn’t thinking isn’t thinking.”

Best Memories: Pit; red sweater; late nights in Montreal - gummy bear; CVS; Jeff; and Scott; great gizbe; digital; dance floor; put the girl in the game; - Mischief Night 1987; Jr Prom Spill; Flying Mata Mama; goin ignoringo with Denise and Becki; Bouncing Buddies

Activities: Marching Band 1,2,3,4; Orchestra 1,2,3,4; Pit Orchestra 2,3,4; Chamber Strings 3,4; POP 2,3,4; SADD 3,4; Spanish Club 1,5; Science League 2,3,4; Club Laude Society 3,4

JAMES TIMOTHY HOLLIDAY

March 21, 1970

121 Chancer Place “Ask not what your country can do for you, ask what you can do for your country.”

Best Memories: Wore my pants backstairs to school

Announcements 3,4

KELLY HORGAL

March 29, 1972

1222 Clough Road “Uh, we’re going to the mall, ya’s that’s it!”

“Do what you want, a written invitation?”

Best Memories: Great Adventure; Poconos; lunch; Elton John; New Years; Philly;
Chem Crew; Hi Mrs. Gentlert; weekends; parties; Firecracker man; Trailling Coll;
Johny Depp, en, Elia, Killer; Best friends, Caroline, Jodi, Rosie, Susan, those times for the great times.

Activities: POP 2; Photography Club 2; Adopt-a-Grandparent 2

COLLINE HOBORDY

January 27, 1972

129 Westover Drive "When I was a child, I speak as a child, I understood as a child, but when I became a woman, I put away childish things. For now we see through a glass, darkly; but then face to face: now I know in part; but then I know as I know not as a child."

Best Memories: Eat, drink & be merry! Guess what, my parents are going away this weekend; Great Aud, Jul. Ken; Basketball; Floral Skiing; Lumbering, Places; The Mall - Horror; The Puffin Club; College roomies; Best friends; The reindeer got run over by Kelly

Activities: Girls Basketball Manager 1,3,4; Girls’ Soccer Manager 1; Lacrosse 1; Photography Club 2

KAI HUANG

June 11, 1972

101 East Marlton Pike “That once there was a spot, for one brief shining moment, that was known as Claudia.”

Best Memories: The Woodbury Relays; Marching Band trip to Canada; Baltimore Assassins; Summers at Totsyland; Jersey parties; ski trip; softball; new car;
Taiwanese Community Council ’89 U MASS; Chinese Community Council
Activities: Yearbook 4; Asian Youth Society 1,2,3,4; Table Tennis 3,4; Marching Band 1,2,3,4; Variety Track 2,4; World Affairs Club 3,4; Model UN 3,4; Spanish Club 2,3,4; Guidance Aide 3; POP 2; SADD 3; Interest Club 3,4

ROBERT HUNTER

May 7, 1972

5 Hilltop Drive “If a man can’t be good, be careful.” - K.S.

Best Memories: Gymnastics meets; field trip to Baltimore Aquarium; times with Drew and Bob this summer; those rainy, cold nights at EXXON; Denny’s: Stacey, Eryc, and Drew; my parents; the lady and her husband on Friday nights; all those times sneaking out with Alex; the Goaret Engine; Auto Shopp

Activities: Gymnastics 1,2; Lacrosse 1

MICHELLE HURTIZ

September 12, 1972

14 Henfield Avenue “Ask what talents you possess. The woods would be very silent if no birds sang there except those that sang best.”

Best Memories: OLIVER; Dean and Fred; FOP w/Luis; Christmas Eve Jammer; SUM-
MER jammer; regions and state chiors; Phillips and Nutcracker w/Bert; lip curl w/ Wind- winder; Peter Pan and Mindy’s nose; Junior Prom w/Tuba Tim; Madrigal dress cleavage and Joel; Dance Marathon w/Gigi; Copa Cabana; singing to Figa w/
Phoenix; Brandi; 2Mitch: El Camino
Activities: Marching Band 1,2,3, Concert Band 1,2; Symphonic Band 3,4; Lab Band 2; Jazz Ensemble 3,4; Yearbook 4; Broadcast Team 4; Cable Club 4; BVBY 2,3,4; Youth Leadership 3; Electronic Music; Intramural Basketball

DENISE MARONE
July 31, 1972
1106 Buttonwood Drive
"Joy to all the world/All the boys and girls/oxy to the fishes in the deep blue sea/joy to all the world/We have a new friend./Best Memories: All the times with Daff (singing), Rand (the band), Kel (skating), Car (gum), + Mel (music); going incognito with Carrie + Beej + gym with Beta, Amy, Rhond, + Rob + Hollywood Fang. Thanks! I love you; His, Mom + Dad: I love you.
Activities: Wind Ensemble 2,3,4; Swimming Team 1,2,3,2; Student Congress Rep 1,2,3,4; Blood Drive Chairperson 3,4; Intract Club Officer 3,4; Orchestra 2,3; Girl's Softball 2,3,4; Dufordal Day Sales 2,3; All South Jersey Symphonic Band 3,4.

CAROLYN MARTUS
September 1, 1972
8 Plymouth Drive
"Do not follow where they may lead, but go instead, where there is no path, and leave a trail."  
Best Memories: Ocean City; Parties; Villanovas; Swimming; Activities: Field Hockey 2,3,4; Smyr, 2,3,4; Big Brother/Sister 3,4; Blood Drive 3,4; Spirit Week 1,2,3,4; Powder Puff 3,4

SANDI MARUT
July 31, 1972
220 Wayland Road
"I always lock back on my tears and laugh, but I never thought locking back on my laughter could make me cry."  
"You only live once, so go for it.
Best Memories: All the times with soccer; all the yrs with Dra; Parties and cutting with the Oak. I love 4th of July; Fire, love you; Hi, Mom + Dad: I love you.
Activities: Wind Ensemble 1,2,3,4; Swimming Team 1,2,3,2; Student Congress Rep 1,2,3,4; Blood Drive Chairperson 3,4; Intract Club Officer 3,4; Orchestra 2,3; Girl's Softball 2,3,4; Dufordal Day Sales 2,3; All South Jersey Symphonic Band 3,4.

LARRY MELTZER
January 30, 1972
1775 Queen Anne Road
"Wait `till they get a load o` me." - The Joker
Best Memories: Spending times with Brandy; Claw Car, Go; ...The Lockheed; New Year's Eve; Paris; St. Louis with "GOUD;" Step 7 in ESP; Queen Bust; Pittsburgh; Timmy and Scott; The Shack; Leed; Geraldie; Mumm; Love letters
Activities: Tennis 1,2,3,4

MARK METZGER
November 19, 1972
13 Partridge Lane
"Life is like an ice cream cone in the summertime. If you let it melt, it'll last a long time. If you lick it, it won't last long, but it tastes better.
Best Memories: Sunny Days; Rain between classes; Screw teachers; Karen; Sailing; Snowboard; Woodstock's Pizza; Late nights; Del Playas; Sabado Tarde; Vickie, Vicki, Lauren, Amy, Sahara, Jamie, Shelley, Holly, Susan, Julie, J.J., John, Jamie, Markie, Bob, Greg, Tony, Rebecca F, etc. Everyone else from Okinawa, and Mom and Dad Activities: East Singers 2,3,4; Band 1,1; Jazz Band 2,1; Speech and Drama 2; Student Council 1,1; School Improvement Com. 3, Mu Alpha Theta 3, Junior Class Fundraising 5; Wrestling 1,2,3,4; Tennis 1,2,3,4; Madrigals 4

WILLIAM MEYERS
January 7, 1972
400 Rainbow Drive
"I mock you!" - The Joker
Best Memories: Times with Brandy; Claw Car, Go; ...The Lockheed; New Year's Eve; Paris; St. Louis with "GOUD;" Step 7 in ESP; Queen Bust; Pittsburgh; Timmy and Scott; The Shack; Leed; Geraldie; Mumm; Love letters
Activities: Spanish Club 1,2,3,4; German Club 4; Library Assistant 4; Greenpeace Club 4; Amnesty International 4; Broadcast Team 4

SHEILA MIKULSKA
February 13, 1972
1825 Cardinal Lake Drive
"We said goodbye to our dear old friends, and we packed our bags and left, feeling sad but knowing that the only way to go is forward.
Best Memories: Allnighters; 88 Philly; O City; July 4, 88; Guys next door; Meow; Skiing; Rt. 76; Mogo Mibile; Long lost friend; The Dale; 89; Were totally?; Walks; Mt. Pisgah; Fun with Mike; Crazy times; The only way to go is forward.
Best Memories: Sporting events; Water ski; ...The Lock; Sunrise to Snake; Gripes; Party boat; Sunset to Snake; Nite and Nite to Snake; No I can't believe they left?!
Good times with Guille, Ali; Car; Marc; Di; Butch; Fritz; ?

ERICA MARIE MILLER
February 13, 1972
44 E. Riding Drive
"In the long ago, it was far away, it was so much better than it is today!" - Meatloaf
I'll miss all my great friends - Senior Posse.
Best Memories: Oldies; Run “Soe”; Denny's cof.; Top 10 “B is up B”; The Cat; Cadillac; Haden; Car to Florida; Big; Sea Isle City; Jovy; Vittor; 7th b-day; Lido; N.Y.E. 87-88-89; Ali; Jamie, Tara, Char, Kim, Rit, Staci, Susi, Lupp, Grips, Ellis; Paradise-Downstairs lights; Al-B. Shor; Prom 89.
Activities: Student Council 1,2,3,5; Baseball Manager 1; Spirit Week 1,2,3,4; Blood Drive 3,4; Powder Puff 3,4

KELVIN ROBERT MILNER
October 15, 1972
4 North Woodleigh Drive
"The first one hundred years are the hardest.
Best Memories: Governor's School with Evan & Suzan (Rob); AMA; All Eastern; Jr; Prom; Mornings with the D-Wing Gang; Marching Band with "Bobby"; Brass Quintet
Activities: Spirit Week 1,2,3,4; Homecoming 1,2,3,4; Lab Band 1,2,3,4; Concert Band 1,4; Symphonic Band 1,4; Wind Ensemble 3,4; Brass Ensemble 3,4; Pit Orchestra 3,4; Orchestra 3,4; All South Jersey Orchestra 3,4; All South Jersey Symphony Band 1; All South Jersey Wind Ensemble 2,3; All State Band 1,2,3,4; All Eastern Band 3; Governor's School 3, Bowling Team 1,4; Marching Band 1,2,3,4; Yearbook 4, S.A.D.D. 4, Vocals Workshop 1,2,3; East Singers 3

JENNIFER MINTZER
January 7, 1972
15 Doncaster Road
"Cold beer, hot lights, my sweet romantic teenage nights... this is the time to remember.
Best Memories: Sr. year with Al Champagne; Wild parties in summer ’87; Bo; Ed; Long talks to McDonalds; Wees in Venator w/Greg; Eastern flights; Ft. Lauderdale 88; “I’m Carolyn’s sister”; Passing out at the Jr. Prom; Gross guys- what is she doing? Can’t list all the fun w/Mindy, Lori, Niki, Karen, Yue.
Activities: Gymnastics 1,2,3,4; Yearbook 1,2,3,4; Track 1

JEFFREY N. MISCOSICA
October 9, 1971
134 Haggleth Court
"Wealth is not what we have, but what we are.
Best Memories: Great times with Demo; Pumpkins, Lake, the Greek, Bobo and Benson; The Chase; Nova Gama; Trip to I.C.C; Eagles game; Eagle; Kosh’s class; Egging; Scandal; The Club 89; Dave’s car; The Tank; Duke with Meg; Homeroom with Guy; Sledding with Pool
Activities: Basketball 1; Spanish 2,3,4; World Affairs Club 4; Intramural Volleyball...
Bowling: Cruise in Camaro
Activities: FOP 2.3, Blood Drive 2.3, Marching Band 3.4, Track 1.2

KIMBERLEY PARKER
1981 Merril Road
"If you can’t laugh at yourself, who can you laugh at? — everybody else!"
Best Memories: Rolling Stones; Martas Directors; Laura driving; Beaches; Fox and the Thornton; Florida; Stushi; Human Popscicle; Veggies rule; Lake Champion; She’s really a man trapped inside a woman’s body; magic shell; Great Adventure; Nemonic
Activities: FOP 1.3; Powder Puff 3; Gymnastics 2

CYNTHIA PAUL
508 Balsam Road
"Simplicity is not having what you want, but wanting what you have."
Best Memories: Junior Prom - Mindy, Becca, 2 Scotts, Kevin; Dorkshop; Hogwarts; Anu, fingernails; Great Adv.; Jen, Mindy, Scott, Alex; Casa Lupita - fag, Mindy, Emily, Scott, Alex; wipers - brights - Mindy, Emily; Soph Cot; Hogue, Becca, Dan, Christ; My Year; 1st Equestrian; Jordan; Florida; She's Hogue, movies - front row - Haleigh, Mindy, Shef
Activities: Softball 1.2,3,4; Basketball 2.3,4; String Workshop 1.2,3; Orchestra 4; Powder Puff Football 2.3; Freshmen Orientation 3.4; Spanish Club 1.2,3,4; Cum Laude 4; Hospital Volunteer 2.3,4
IAN MICHAEL PAUL
October 6, 1972
1028 Peachcock Lane
"If you can’t hit the curveball, we can’t use you." - Coach Martin
Best Memories: Baseball Navy tries-Zeb & onion mix; Neil Diamond, dashing on Dewry; Winning S’s titles in baseball and football; stickball with Rev. Ed, & Dave; times with Ed and the ‘99 football managers; Mr. Martin & house, all times exp. football with David-yeah baby; being I-MAN; Johnny V.
Activities: Basketball 1.2,3,4; Baseball 3.3,4; Football 3.3; Blood Drive 3

EMILY PAYNE
1763 Larkspur Road
"This gives all to: thine own self be true."
Best Memories: Pleasurable moments with Sharon, Mindy, Rachael and Wendy - (Just Kidding, Cecile!); late nights at the squad; all those early mornings with Bouncing-Cecc, Jay, Mack, Pete's joining the married life
Activities: Blood Drive 1.2 Chairman 3.4; Balloon-Arams Commissioners 2.3,4; Laosian Committee 3.4; SADD 1.2; FOP 1.2

RYAN PEARSON
March 1, 1972
201 Sandringham Road
"Never stop trying and never try stopping." - "If at first you don't succeed... just kick 'em”
Best Memories: Summer of ‘98 at Mum’s Hangin’ out with the boys; Great times with A.Z. Soccer; Elderly Mill; Ski Trips; Keys down sewer, Ola’s with a Brian at 3:00 A.M.; Trips to Trenton State; Snow Football; Hof! Hof! Hof! Hello Scanky Friends!
Activities: Softball 1.2,3; Student Congress 1.2,3,4; FOP 2.3,4; Cum Laude 4; Latin Club 1; Intramural Volleyball 3.4; Winter Track 2.3,2 Sunshine Fund 2; Lacrosse 2; Blood Drive Chairman 3.4, Powder Puff 3.4

PRINCE PELA
90 Waterbug Road
"Life is precious, hold on to it."
Best Memories: Working with the Mock Trial Team

RALPH PERO
ANNE LOUISE PERONNE
January 18, 1972
201 Westover Drive
"It seems to me a crime that we should age/these fragile times should never slip us by /time we never shall or can erase/As friends together watch their childhood fly."
Best Memories: Brittany & Melanie; Snowstorm night; "Weird Science"; Sneaking out to see Laura’s Summer of ’93 with LoAnna & JoAnna; Carlo’s party; Laura’s, Glenn and John’s parties; my house; Clet is irate; Sneaking out at the shore with J and J; The cupcake pillow; Trips to Cape May; "86 craziness; Beth L and L in Ocean City; The Dead with Laura; C.S.N with Jen
Activities: JV Tennis; Freshman Lacrosse 1; Varsity Cheerleading 3.4; Basketball Manager 3.4; Baseball Manager 3

STACY LYNN PERRY
February 11, 1972
10 Greenstreet Way
"The years hurry past/and they change many things/But never the love/Or the wishes that bring"
Best Memories: My Best Friend Pariser; Sharp-nosed; Spring Love; calm; Vineland; all nervous; Cotillion ‘88; Daytona ‘90; Jen Fireman Fireman; Dana Dane with Ralph in his voyager; Yuv’s secret; Dr. W; Spooker; crass the 8; Two very special people my mom and Uncle Marc; I love you always; My favorite sisters and my dog Brand"

JODI PETALINO
TRACI PARCI
May 16, 1972
6A Rockhill Road
"Even though we all are going to go our separate ways, in our hearts, we will always be together."
Best Memories: Best times with Woorie-tee & cee, snorkeling, all nights, laundry room; B.F.F.-Jaimie, California, Thanks for always being there, I luv u; Shirttail-h, H, long talks, Jen “ya hell o we’re stranded” -library, I love Nick well all my heart; Best times of my life with Nick, you’re the best thing that ever happened to me.

JOHN POLLACK
PHILIP POPPER
October 8, 1972
42 Downing Street
"Life is like a buffet/It’s all laid out in front of you/Just waiting to be eaten."
Best Memories: Books, Joe Jim Boy, and Melissa; lips; the triangle; the pit; the dugout; the shed; Bro’s Ap’s Atp; Blood Bro, James and Co.; Club and all the boys; Scoreboard (Hirsh & Rebol); kid Ego; Gene Paul Ace; to all those who made it happen you know I love you; errr sad; Kith; Justice is Done!
Activities: Football 2.1; Lacrosse 1

TYLER PORTER
ATSYN POULTON
March 7, 1972
151 Chanticleer
"In the end the love you take is equal to the love you make." - Lennon/McCartney
Best Memories: St. Elmo’s; Drives with Laura; Cookies with Amy; Cheating with Blodgett; Summer ‘93; Thanksgiving; Hot; Summers Day; Rainy Morn; Encroach; Tod; Horace and Jewish Santa Claus with Blaine and Cwee with Vern; Falling in pit; Crazy times with Moss and Dale, Luv! U"
Activities: Class Publicity Manager 1.4A; Homecoming Queen 3.4; Prom Commit-
shopping w/Sherrill; Mornings w/Sammy & Ant; "Hueyes"; Dance Marathon w/ Michelle, Eng, w/Ro & Lees; vacations; New Year's Eve; "I'm not cute, I'm adorable"; "Wah!"; Hairshow, '86
Activities: Cheerleading 2,3,4; Spanish Club 1,3; Vocal Workshop 2; Charonnas 3; East Singers 4; Spring Musical- Oliver! 2; Sophomore One Acts 2; POF 2; Cheerleading Manager 2,3; Big Brother/Big Sister 2; Bellies of East 4
RON REDONO
November 11, 1970
1977 Sequoia Road
"May you grow up to be righteous/May you grow up to be true/May you stay forever young." -Dylan "Let win your hearts and minds, or I'll burn down your duplex.
Best Memories: Steve throwing the chair at Michael in Mr. Kim's M.M.T class; Oly's, 201 N.Y. City; Sophomore Lunch Table; Freshman Lunch Table; Biology Class; Lana walking into Mr. Kim's class for the first time; Keyboarding class; Small Engines Class Activities: Track and Field 2,3,4; World Affairs Club 4; Interest Council 2; Rainforest Club 1,3,4; Chinese Club 2 3,4; Martial Arts 1,2; Painting 1,5; Mechanical Drafting Club 2,4
ERIC RELOSA
July 2, 1972
1620 Mayflower Lane
"There's so much time to make up everywhere you turn./Time we have wasted on the... the C.S.N.
Best Memories: the route; Killington; OCMD before finals; chandeliers on the back porch; getting hung up in the Pines; Memorial Day Weekend before 11th; "Stinky"; Partying with the boys. Scoreboard; Dead shows; laughing in public; "Roll a fatty"; hanging with the dixies.
Activities: Class Vice President 1,2,3
RACHEL RICHER
November 25, 1971
101 Pleasant Drive
"Give me one moment in time/When more than I thought could be/When all of my dreams are a heartbeat away and the answer is all up to me...
Best Memories: Encampment with Ralph; Junior Year; English with Rhonda; Seminar with Amy; Best Friend Rachel; Senior Gym Talks with Fran and Nikki; The Crew; New Year's Eve; UVU; Summers at Ramah with Mopsy and Becki; Activities: Concert Choir 1; Coogettases 2; Activities Publicity 2; SADD 3,4; Guidance Aide 3,4
KEVIN RIDGE
April 4, 1972
1752 Russet Drive
"I'd love to chew some bubble gum and kick some butt, and I'm all out of bubble gum..." "There's plenty of room at the top, but no where to sit."
Best Memories: Soph Co-Capt, Jr. Prem; Summer in July; Freshman 5-6 Wigley; "You know what I'm talking about"; Elton; Regulators; Run Heads in D.C.; Sacramento; Bq at Chief; Hockey Team Activities: Soccer 2,4; Baseball 2,3; Lacrosse 2,4; SADD 3,4; Freshman Orientation 4; Jell O Wrestling 3; Intramural Basketball 1,2
ARADITH RINDERLE
July 15, 1971
11 Lucille Lane
"Meep Meep Bang... Sometimes I think I'm the Roadrunner." Best Memories: Storming the Beaches of LBI with Rachel; Sophomore Co-Capt; Spanish Club; Spring Garden; Make Lea Holes Hotel; Avalon; Vacation in Hell, Virginia with Dave; '88 & '89 Jr. Prem; Hiking in Maine; Squat; Some girls play with dolls, real women skate.
Activities: POF 3,4
LAURA LEE ROBERTS
October 20, 1970
118 Bentwood Drive
"Do not put off 'til tomorrow what can be put off 'til the day after tomorrow."
"And what is that..."
Best Memories: Lunch Jr. Yr. w/Kim, Kelly, Jodi & Marta; Kim & Marta's sense of direction; watching Beaches with Kim; "That can happened to us."
Kim, remember the wine chemistry; Homecoming 11 w/Amy & Diane; Florida w/Kim/Kerry & Gaby Activities: Power Puff 3,4; Golf 2,5,4
BETH LYNN ROBINSON
November 13, 1970
10 Regent Road
"Breathe with the devil in the pale moonlight?" "Bateman" Hello, my name is Inigo Montoya. You killed my father. Prepare to die. " The Princess Bride
Best Memories: Cure Concert; ghoutshunting; going out with Larry; Beach '88; Beaches and Rides; Twitilde zone thinking; Hanging with Knight & Melissa; Dave; donuts w/Dave and Stacey; George the Ghost; Florida w/ Brett; splitting doorknobs; depeche mode concert; Baskind-Robinson & Muaboom
Activities: Student Congress Publicity 3; Big Brother/Big Sister Chairperson 4; Bowling Team 2; Cheerleaders/Twirlers 2; Spanish Club 1; Band Color Guard 3; Football Freshman Manager 4; Yearbook 1,4; SADD 3; Rehearsal Theatre 3; Lacrosse Team 2; Broadcasting 1
JUDITH DANIELLE ROBISON
January 5, 1972
111 Pearlcroft Road
"There are the days we remember. /These are the days to hold on to."
Best Memories: Enchante Days; The night at Omars with Hillsdale; All times with Jen, Tra, Tina, Maya, and Karla. Penn party; Shannons Greens Party. Activities Spanish Club 1; Afro American Club 1,2,3,4; SADD 3,4; Powder Puff Football 4
DIANE ROGERS
January 9, 1972
1953 North Birchwood Park Drive "Watching The Scope, w/1600 everyone needed someone near. You bring me happiness, every day ever since...And I'll always love you, for all that you are..." - Taylor Dayne
Best Memories: South Street w/ Sherrill, Gaby, Brandy; English w/Laura, Amy; Junior Year; and getting lost with Sherrill; Jr. Prem; Dave & Laue; Eating pizza w/Sherrill, Gaby, Brandy; New Year's Eve '88; North Carolina, Virginia, Cotilion '88, Jr. Prem '88 & '89, Sr. Prem '89 all w/Preston.
Activities: Afro Freedom Club 1,2
ANTONETTE ROMERO
September 1, 1972
1729 Buntown Drive
"If we had not had courage to attempt anything..." -Vincent Van Gogh Believe; Beaches; Summer or '88; Summer Lunch Table, didn't think you supposed; "Do you want to buy a duck?" Snow Dance; Reunions w/Rachel, Erin; 5 weddings in a year, Bio w/Sherrill, "Are U 4 Real?" Eng w/Nikki, Nancy, Kim, Melissa; Mr. Photo w/ Chris Sidetack Conversations, Driven Openings; 92 for the egg; X-mas; North Carolina; Florida; "God Bless Me" Activities: Spanish Club 1,2,3,4; Asian Youth Society 3,4; French Club 1,4; Vocal Workshop 2; Concert Band 3; Symphony Band 4
BRIAN RORKE
May 17, 1972
1514 Burnt Mill Road
**Michele Tackoff**

_June 5, 1972_

4 Blossom Court

“If you can’t be with the one you love, love the one you’re with.”

Best Memories: All the crazy times with Chris; Party with Elisa; Hanging with Staci; Bubble watch out for worries; fun with Aimer; hanging with The Springfield Gang;特写 - 杨小丽

22 Indian King Drive

“Even if you can’t be with the one you love, love the one you’re with.”

Best Memories: Retta with Amy + Laura; Friends 4ever with Mer, Laur, Ali, Beta, Gena, others; My other clothes; Laur, Wend, Michelle; LA; Mitch, Rand, Rex, K, K, K, with Dan, Geoff, Step, Rach, Matt; Sharr don’t worry; Acuploco with Shira & Adam; Laugh and smile!

Amy Taylor

February 8, 1972

24 Stonebridge Road

“Even if you can’t be with the one you love, love the one you’re with.”

Best Memories: Friends; Enchanté Days; Freshman Year; French Boys; Boyfriend; New Year’s Eve 87; with Tara and all the fun times with Tra, Jade, Dec, Tina, Karla, and Mark.

Activities: Spanish Club 1; Basketball 1; Track 1; Afro American Club 1,2,3,4; Latin Club 2,3,4; SADD 4

Sean Terzaghi

February 20, 1972

41 Harrowgate Drive

“It is better not to follow a path; but make one, and leave a trail.”

Best Memories: The past three years with my baby Jen; I love you; hanging out with Matt and Porkchop; and just being a brother and family; To all my other friends you know who are!

Activities: Weightlifting Club 1,2,3,5; Wrestling 2,3; Football 4; DECA 2,3

Brandon F. Thompson

September 7, 1972

10 Liberty Terrace

“My memories are beautiful and yet the painful ones we chose to forget!” Sometimes you just have to say what the... Tom Cruise “‘Strive to be the best you can be.”

Best Memories: Friends; EN; Good times with Shary; On My City with Shary; South Street; Gun; Closing and “Mustard” at Mc’s, “Can I tell you”; “Love of my life”; Sir. Prom ‘88 with Craig; guys having friends like: Craig, Stacy, Trish, Trayce, Dave, Todd, Mike, John, Lit, etc; track and Band

Activities: Varsity Cross Country 1,2,3,4; Varsity Winter Track 1,2,3,4; Varsity Spring Track 1,2,3,4; SADD 4; Blood Drive 4

Gabrielle Jeaninne Thorne

February 4, 1972

111 Tranquility Lane

“My memories are beautiful and yet the painful ones we chose to forget!” Sometimes you just have to say what the... Tom Cruise “‘Strive to be the best you can be.”

Best Memories: Friends; EN; Good times with Shary; On My City with Shary; South Street; Gun; Closing and “Mustard” at Mc’s, “Can I tell you”; “Love of my life”; Sir. Prom ‘88 with Craig; guys having friends like: Craig, Stacy, Trish, Trayce, Dave, Todd, Mike, John, Lit, etc; track and Band

Activities: Varsity Cross Country 1,2,3,4; Varsity Winter Track 1,2,3,4; Varsity Spring Track 1,2,3,4; SADD 4; Blood Drive 4

John Tinker

July 11, 1972

1213 Cropwell Road

“My memories are beautiful and yet the painful ones we chose to forget!” Sometimes you just have to say what the... Tom Cruise “‘Strive to be the best you can be.”

Best Memories: Rockin’ the house at Rutgers with Jack, Andy, Marc, Flounder, and course of Dave; Enigma; Sunday’s at Jason’s; Todd’s house; Myrtle Beach; Good times; Whitey’s rockin’ the house... for ever; all-nighters for A.P. Bio lab with Dave.

Activities: Marching Band 1,2,3,4; Jazz Ensemble 1,2,3,4; Volleyball 1,2,3; SADD 4,5,6; FOP 4,5,6; Blood Drive 4,5

Stephanie Title

June 27, 1972

507 Arbor Drive

“Forever young! I want to be forever young and I really want to live forever... forever young.”

Best Memories: Sherry: Rice Krispy Treats, Hillsdale, Israel, Shags/Zues, Best Friends Forever; Mark: bowling, Finnigan’s, Jr. Prom, best 2 years; same; Julie; grade, I got the chance to see the White House and other buildings I always saw in the news. I found out that Washington D.C. is a very clean and great city;

Activities: Asst Coach 2,3,4,5; Chess Club 3,4,6; Club 3,4; World Affairs 1,2,3,4

Jeff Toeren

February 6, 1972

1018 Briar Road

“The one who dies with the most toys wins!”

Best Memories: Lighthouse; Charles; Head Butt; Airhead; Woosh; Skiting; Summer; Belly Button; Hotel Party; Cutting on Brian; Mom’s Away; Drain Braage; Cutting School; None; Road Trip; Doing lunch with Jen; Whip me Beat, Me, Beat, Me; Week night party; Hany State with Brian.

Activities: Soccer 1,2,3; Basketball 1,2,3,4,5; SADD 3,4,5; FOP 4,5,6; Blood Drive 4,5

Daniel Traster

March 8, 1972

1023 City Hall

“The one who dies with the most toys wins!”

Best Memories: Billiards; dust busters; theater-esp. directing: Maco Mad; class; Senior trips; cast parties; levels; mime; fencing; J and Davie; bagels of the summer: "Fame"; "Aladdin"; "Cats";

Activities: Football 1; Man of La Mancha 1; Manifestly Playful 1; Spirit of America 2; Oliver 2; Please, No Flowers 2; Lab Theatre 3,4; Romeo and Juliet 3; Peter Pan 3; Uncle Scrooge 3; Madam Butterfly 3; Music 3; Mom and Co. 4; Cum Laude 4,6; Spanish Club 2,3,4; Thespian Society 2,3,4; PVAS 1,2,3,4
ILYA VALDSTEN
QUE VAN
March 5, 1972
16 Lakeview Drive
"Teach me, I forget. Show me, I remember. Let me do it myself, I understand." Best Memories: Chit chat in homeroom with Phyllis and Shelley; Red writing on Mr. Hillman's paper; Tuesday night tennis games; Getting lost in the hallways on the first day of school; Meeting deadlines; Seeing that person first period. Activities: Tennis 2,3,4; AVS 2,3; Yearbook 4; Choirs 3,4; Orchestra 1

GRAHAM VAN KEUREN
August 20, 1972
202 Rabbit Run Road
"You can lead a horse to water, but if you can't float on his back, then you've got something." Best Memories: Laura- Where's my acme?; I'm an interesting person and I have something interesting to say; I'll take you covered with butter flavor, Tara and Megan. What's my miracle ear? What can't wait for the cheese puff party? Andy- Mom. When are you going to know the rest. Activities: Wrestling 1; Concert Band 1; World Affairs 2,3,4; Model U.N. 2,3,4; Model Senate 3,4; Tutor 4

SHIRI VATURI
October 12, 1972
"Life is what you make of it. If it doesn't fit, make alterations." Don't dream it, be it. Best Memories: Grade, all nighters. Jr. Prom, Coliliation, illegal drivers, Kosh Kosh, Dear Abby, Thumper, Frat Party, Penn, Long talks- Jamie, Concord, Seminar, sy days. Ali, Stu, Mills, Celena, Matrix, SÜSS, Cray, Golin, Talic, Joe, Alicia, JCC, Ron, Rhea, #1 kid. Traci, Jeff, Edi, Edi, Anyway, what's your zodiac sign? Activities: SADD 3; Blood Drive 3,4; DECA 4; Latin Club 2,3,4; Secretary of Latin Club 4; Office Aide 2; Guidance Aide 2

BETSY VEDATSKY
June 21, 1972
119 Sandringham Road
"Marry-Marry-MASSOY!"

MACRITO-MASSOY!
Activities: Avon, Deaver, NE Phil, JR Prom, Senior gym pose; Ebe; Ocean City; Brad; Joe; Phil; Spagu & meat sauce from hell; Vestibule; Roger Rabbit, Willy Wonka
Activities: Cheerleading 3,4; SADD 2,3; Blood Drive 2,3,4; DECA 4

ANTHONY E. VERDUCII
August 25, 1971
1764 Russet Drive
"Let's go for it!"

MONICA VILLAR
July 11, 1972
1724 Country Club Drive
This is another one to remember 'cause it will not last forever. Best Memories: Bio lab, gym and gym bashing with Grace; the shindigs; moments with Alan; all-night talks with Brad; confusion with Cindy; lip sync attempt with the Pink Ladies; Poconos weekend; Scavenger Hunt with Grade and Sandy; Atlantic City at night with Alan; Sophomore Collilion; the front seat with Grace; Great Adventure Activities: Football Cheerleading 3; Softball 1,2; Ranquetball Club 2; Spanish Club 1,3; SADD 3,4; Blood Drive 3; Spirit Week 1,3,4; Junior Miss 4

STEWARD WACHS
April 20, 1972
1609 Plymouth Rock Drive
"What's so funny 'bout peace, love, and understanding?" -Elvis Costello Best Memories: Pong and Heath; Chin rush; USY conventions; SQUAIL: Thumbs wrestle? Number 9 Activities: Photography Club 3,4; Marching Band 2,3

JENNIFER WALDER
ANNE WALLACE
JOSHUA WALSH
June 28, 1972
"Always searching for the eternal buzz!" Best Memories: Steek and ale at Mike's; "Liquid Destruction"; All this is dedicated to the "Maple" employees and Canal's SHELLY BETH WARREN
September 10, 1971
22 Waverly Road
"If you want to be happy, Begin where you are. Don't wait for some rapture. That's the beginning of the fun. Begin to be good and soon you'll forget you were ever bad." Best Memories: My trip to Hershey Park with Judy, Paulla, Jeff, Cheryl, and other friends. I got on my first roller coaster ride because they made me. I was a hair short from having heart failure. Activities: Afro-American Club 2; Demorgan 4; Interest Club 4

SOPHIA RACHEL WATTERS
May 14, 1972
1475 Bridge Road
The most important things in life are not things. Best Memories: 9-Hershey Park, Chryssy, Andrea, Christine, Randi, Julie, Michelle, Wanda, Jr. Prom, CCHCE 10-Jr. Prom, Cherokee, CHCE 11-Gym Randi, Julli, Jen, Beth, Grif, Jr. & Sr. Prom CHCE, my love Robert; 12-Study Hall Jana, Brandly, Trish, Jen, Lunch Band. Activities: Vocal Workshop 1,2,3; Channons 4; FOP 2; Junior Fistful Power Football 3,4; Latin Club 3,4

MARK WAWZENSKI
JOEL WEINGARTEN
DAVID MICHAEL WEINTRAUB
May 24, 1972
1712 Chanticleer
"I'm happy, my eyes only for a moment and the moment's gone." -Kansas What are you laughing at? What's the joke on you? -Horace Best Memories: Scott-Sbig, Guy, who are you what, Dal's, Juan Perton, are you serious, Endless arrows, Mr. T. What's up with that? Dake, Whkey, Correspondence College; Humanities-class trips, Dr. Z at Sher's, I was born in Abington, PA, 99000 Lamp, Turpinian lunch.

HILLARY ZEWEINTRAUB
March 23, 1972
1301 Heartwood Drive
We have fewer friends than we know, but more than we imagine. Best Memories: Jen, Sue, Jen, Kate, Ali, Sam, Mike, Steve, Mike, John, Jeff, Dave, Mac, Ev, Re, Soccer; Frosh last, Killington, anchorman, New Year's Rafuff; Concert; Be Gees; Dave's House, clear pool, Irwin-Margate we're there; Frogs; Times w/Key Activities: Soccer 1,2,3, Captain 4; Lacrosse 1,2,3, Captain 4; Blood Drive 2,3,4; Spirit Week 1,2,3,4; Latin Club 3

KAREN WIEBERG
JODI WEISS
May 28, 1972
411 Castle Drive
"If I leave tomorrow, would you still remember me? I must be travelling on there's so many places I've gotta see" -L.S. Best Memories: Marisa since he's the best, Jen and Sean, Ardath, Mier, Laura, Lana, Rachel-Friends Forever, Grandma; "Usual" Camp Crazies; Drew; Cruising; the "7"; the Bulek; thanks Steve H. for Lana; Psych with Maris and Lauren; "Duckle"; Ted and Ges-Nuts Activities: Spanish Club 1,2,3, SADD 2,3,4; Junior Achievement 3

MELINDA WEISS
June 9, 1972
1225 Heron Road
"The world is round so what may seem like an end may very well be a beginning." Best Memories: MADIE; Avelish 87; Merestead; Jr. Prom Bon; Towson M-rooms; Ski trip 89; TCBY; Freedom; Summer 89; Cameback with Dana; Language w/ Amy; Judy, go straight. X-mas parties; Frosh last; Longest times spent with my other friends especially Misi, Dana, Amy and Jim Activities: Field Hockey 1,2,3,4; Lacrosse 1,2,3, Captain 4; Blood Drive 3,4; FOP 3; Spirit Week 1,2,3,4; Student Congress 1,4

MEREDITH WEISS
May 28, 1972
234 Sandringham Road
"Calm down!" Best Memories: Fun & exciting nights with Mich and Jen; Summers on the boat with Mom and Mon; Great times with Ted. Activities: Cheerleading 3,4; FOP 2; Marching Band 1

LAUREN WEISSMAN
June 1, 1972
25 Cobian Lane
"You never really leave your friends; you take a part of them with you and leave a part of yourself behind.
Best Memories: Friends Forever; Ar, Rach, Wendent, Amy, Mer, Maris, Jod, Gina, Bets, Ali, Laura; my sis Ar - PLA - Fato; summer '88, '89 w/Rach; 4 horsemen; growing up w/Wend; best times w/ER - seamless me always - I live u; crank; psych w/ Mark J- date; A and Activities: Lacrosse 1, Girls' Tennis 1,2,3, FOP 1,2,3,4; SADD 1,2,3,4; Spirit Week 1,3,4, Homecoming 1,2,3,4; Blood Drive 4

MATTHEWS WEISSER
February 5, 1972
410 Castle Drive
"Don't try to live your life in one day - pretend the water is a key and fill your glass again and again.
Best Memories: Ski trips; trip to Florida with Schroeder; "Shut up stupid" - "Whoops"; Maryland; summer of '89, Margate City; The Weez
and Nard mobiles; Chuckie; Michael Meyers; Great times w/Nard, Jeff S. & M. Guy, Adam, Liz, Jason, Tracy, English w/Mrs. Haigh. One Man; Wildwood 89; Daff's Activities: Soccer 1; Ping Pong Club 3; Respect for Drugs 4; Spanish Club 3; Intramural Volleyball 1,2,3,4; Lip Sync; Laccrosse 1.2

RICHARD WELSH

ART WEST

October 13, 1971 912 Cropwell Road "Great day to be alive." Best Memories: The three-mart segment; Golf course; Jr. Prom '87; Darth Vader?: Summer '86; "It's your dad!" Comm. Art (Hair); Woodcrest School; Cat; Nice elbows; Clickies; The porch; Pines; Bridge; Trips to Philly; Marlton 8; Jen; Step; John; Eutaw; Chris; Keith; Court; Mary; The coolest family!

Activities: Latin Club 1,2; Photography Aide 4

JENNIFER WILKES

CHRISTOPHER WITTING

DEAN WITTMAN

October 3, 1971 109 Cypress Court "It is great to be loved, it is all right to be hated, but it is the worst thing in the world to be ignored." Best Memories: Later East; Sure; Tom and Ken; Jim; boys at CHS; not so smelly; attitudes; 6,6, jam it; go Pils: Who and Stones; 366; guys in lunch; Pause; Boots; Hello my friend; Wildwood; swell; shooting pool at Brownell; later sacks; Thanks to the Passavets; Goodbye Mom and Dad, Don't worry I am the last one!

STACEY WOLKOFF

July 8, 1972 216 Sandringham Road "Blame it on the rain." Best Memories: Frosh dance nite; Macdee; beachgang; Alli talks; Sweet 16; Drive; Sam's box; candy; Neil's ski trip; Aspen; E; Let's Go Guys; Old Mill 4ever; Lip Sync; elephant parade; old rush; drive East; Pam; Liv; accidents; Israel; lunch; gr. 8 parties; "OM" Activities: Newspaper 3,4; Track 3,4; FOP 1,2,3; SADD 1,2,3,4; One Acts 1; Respect for Drugs; Spirit Week 1,2,3,4; Powder Puff 3,4

SANDRA WU

August 2, 1972 410 Browning Lane "I wonder if you can find the world." -Calvin Best Memories: QPS weekend; Bases/Patty; Dominic's at Dave's and the Yoosters; being Coppola buddies w/Patty & Janice; mouse and toothpaste with Janice, Dave, & David; all-night calls and the Chart House 500 lb. steak; Patty's "Move over and give me back that Macmous"; cold milk & heading for lots of lights w/Grace; certain guy problems with Cindy; from Language p. 104 to "Save the Yearbook" w/Shera; Calhoun week w/March; Orchestra w/the Kaumester; shindigs w/everyone; Sooms & snickerdoodles; growing up w/Art & Stan; thanks for all the chaos, Patty, I needed it - a best friend I'll never forget.

Activities: Orchestra 1,2,3,4; All South Jersey Orchestra 1,2,3,4; All State Orchestra 3,4; Pit Orchestra 1,3,4; Chamber Orchestra 3,4; Yearbook 3 Senior Editor 4; French Club 1,2,3; Secretary/Treasurer 4; Marching Band 3,4; FOP 2,3,4; SADD 2,3,4; Afternoon Announcements 4; Cum Laude 3,4; Freshman Orientation Chairperson 4

BRAD THOMAS YARNALL

November 2, 1971 145 Weston Drive "I might as well eat now; I'll be hungry later." -BY 1989 Best Memories: All the times shared with Monica; Amnesty, 7th and Kaine; Jordania; Ocean City, Md.; Bruce, Western Civ, Hunt's class, cutting gym; S. Miami, Killington, lunch- Scott; Montage Rob; Southwood Dr.; Mel; Mary, Mary + Wepost; True wrestling; Greg; Bily Jo! Randi + Dan Activities: Prom Chairman 3; Lip Sync Chairman 3; Spirit Week Chairman 3; Student Congress 1,2,3,4; Blood Drive 2,3; Computer Team 3,4

KIRSTEN JENNIFER YATRAS

July 22, 1972 145 Weston Drive "And if you can't be, with the one you love, Honey, Love the one you're with!" C.S.N. and Y

Best Memories: Bundies at the condo; Summers in Cape May; Kaminskis; U of Maryland and the U of Penn "Qwest" with Tom; Shipbottom '88 Skullfest; Skiing with Lex; Jack Frost Demo Day w/ Jeff and McNasty; So many good times w/great friends, I love you guys.

Activities: Field Hockey 1; Lacrosse 1; SADD 1,2,3,4; FOP 1,2,3; Adopt-a-Grandparent 2,3; Daffodil Sales 2; French Club 1,2; Blood Drive 3,4; Biology Lab Aide 2; Candy Cakes 2

HOWARD P. YERMISH

November 17, 1971 1231 Society Hill "Please God! Don't make me eat a salad!" - Frank Zappa Best Memories: Mucus Melby; Donuts in Atlantic City; Not another bagel, Dan; Incredible Disappearances of America; 366; guys in lunch; Bunchtime with Bruce; It's only a hobby! Who cares anyway, I am a music major!

Activities: Jazz Ensemble 1,2,3; Wind Ensemble 1,2,3; Orchestra 1,2,3,4; Pit Orchestra 1,2,3; Jazz Combo 2; Lab Band 1; Madrigal Singers 2; East Singers 3; Percussion Ensemble 1; Electronic Music Club 2,3; Marching Band 2,3; Symphonic Band 1

ORIN ZAMIR

April 19, 1972 1235 Roy Drive "Shalom" "This is the time to remember, because it will not last forever" Best Memories: My year in Israel; And Yorom my exchange student; Graduation; The weekends

Activities: Soccer 1; Student Exchange Program 2; Hosted Foreign Exchange student from France 2

STACEY ZAVATONE

RACHEL ZIBBELL

July 1, 1972 424 Fireside Lane Best Memories: Lab Teacher on Ice w/Chris; Show Stoppin; w/my Rach; Weird stuff w/Liz; Everything w/Leesa; Camp Buddies; Long talks w/Steph; Summer '89 & Lip Sync w/Janey; Jr. Prom; Jr. One Act; Memorable math class w/Steve; Etc; Missing Eric A. Lisa R., Dave Z. MEGA; Meesh Activities: Vocal Workshop 1; Championships 2; East Singers 3,4; One Acts 1,2; Lab Theater "Ace the Inspector" 3; Spirit of America 3; Lip sync 3; Jello Wrestling 3; Housemening 4; Romeo and Juliet 3; Peter Pan 3; Mime Company 1,2,3,4; Madrigals 3,4; FOP 4; Oklahoma 4; Thespian Society

BRIAN JEREMY ZINO

January 12, 1972 1936 Baldwin Road "Whenever you find yourself on the side of the majority, it is time to pause and reflect."

Best Memories: The junior year lunch table; Tuscan; Tiny, Dome, Kojak, Cheka. Demolition Woman, Jen, Steve and Dave; Halloween Party '89; "I'm The Man!"; The Hackaholics (rat lives!); "Phoenix is a demon!"; and, of course, the immortal Brutes! (NO PUPPERS!)

Activities: Lab Band 1; Jazz Ensemble 1,2,3,4; Jazz Combo 3; Broadcast Team 2,3,4; Cable Club 2,3,4; Electronic Music Club 1,2,4; Science Fiction and Fantasy Role Playing Game Club 1

JEFFREY ZION

February 2, 1972 537 Brian Drive "Life is a case of mind over matter. If nobody minds, it doesn't matter."

Best Memories: Summer of '89 lifeguarding at the pool; Pool Party at Robyn's; Cards with the guys; Robyn; Debbie; Shera; Stephanie; Rachel; Amy; Wind at the shore; Trip to S.U.; Biology w/Itiner; Football in the snow; Eagles games; Pd 7 Study Hall

Activities: FOP 1,2,3; SADD 1,2,3,4; Boys Tennis 1,2,3; Spanish Club 1,2,3; Racquetball Club 1,2,3

MARK "ZEKE" ZLATKOVSKI

June 1, 1972 10 Media Road "In our short lives, we reflect on the golden years of a true American Legend, in the hope that we remember the past, for the sake of the future" -Steven Tyler

Best Memories: Beth; The green, one-eyed diesel monster; Hot Fudge; That's flagrant man; So damn pretty, should be against the law; The Zeke game; Late nights with crew? No never; 360 Walnut; Ding Dong Yo; Hot tub; Killer water! "Runaway!" Long and wondrous hours with Gina and Mrs. D. Thank You

Activities: Soccer 1; Stage Crew 1,2,3,4; Lab Theater 2,4
Best Friends Forever

Leesa Fuhman, Rachel Zibbel, Shanna Greene, Christy Nipe

Mitch Markowitz, Tom Stenstrom

Jason Mangel, Evan Sorokin

Harrison Shepherd, Byung Kim

Lauri Eisenberg, Heather Barattolo, Lisa Arluke

Mark Metzger, Mindy Weiss
BEST FRIENDS

Karen Freed, Sandy Kim, Milli Apelgren, Kathy Serra

Becca Stein, Denise Ackerman

Lauri Eisenberg, Heather Barattolo

Meri Greenfeig, Meri Glass

Hasana O'Neal, Karla Harrison

Milli Apelgren, Jen Bell
THE BEST OF TIMES

Jennifer Luppino, Shirit Vaturi

David Cohen, Todd Gordon

Archana Panda, Shera Gruen

Traci Petalino, Jaimie Cohen

Marina Kravets, Janice Kam

Pandy Wee, Satty Lu
BEST FRIENDS

Dale Markowitz, Alyson Pouls, Allison Moss
Will Myers, Ellen Obermayer

Judith Robinson, Tracy Gold
Kelly Horgan, Caroline Horodysky

Rachel Zibbel, Rachel Richter
Jennifer Moyer, Katie Braut
THE BEST OF TIMES

Jeff Zion, Matt Salzman

Dina Ruttenberg, Beth Cravitz

Shera Gruen, Matt Salzman

Amy Cardonick, Jen Bell

Martina Choi, Carrie Hohman

Sean Terzagi, Jennifer Kohn
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thanks for the memory

JORDAN-Fight at the Cub's game and Michael's Hot Dogs were awesome!!

Cher Bear: Thanks for always being the best best FRIEND! Love ya, Steph

To Jaimie- Remember mom's eggplant parm and our friendship - Mills

To Alison- Remember all the great times in Sea Isle and Mills

To Dara, Julie, Rachel, Lisa, Debby, Lara, Bobbie, Nita, Robin, Dawn, Erika, Bina, Robyn, and Leesa: You're great friends, don't ever forget me! Steph

Reena: Thanks for putting up with me since grade 7!! Hee! Love Kimmie

todd- Vermont, scavenger hunts, world series baseball league and stats and the all-nighter, cd shopping, 7 classes together, "weren't you the kid who took the 5th grade test in 1st grade?" card games, shindigs, all those girls, and new years: remember these times. thanks, dave

chad- all these years have been great, hopefully boston isn't too far from hanover - david

janice- thank you for being a friend and no hay nadie que me guste mas que tu! remember ocean city, 8th grade, 11th grade, siler's class, and everything else - david

sandy- do you think it's time to get off?? hey, don't forget the phone calls, the poetry, or the notes; thanks for the great times: prom, ocean city, etc. - david

To all my friends: You guys made these four years memorable. Love, Kim

Jenny and Kim, Thanks for putting up with me. - Joel

To my bestest friends Thanks 4 the insane times-I will luv n miss u guys; Twin-U R the greatest friend I could've asked 4; Margate rebels rule; Hairspray-Tup all 8 years was the best; Amigo-Lifeguard R awesome, sip, leftie buddy; Gato-3way, overnight experiences; Birdie-Summer cruising, west side; Maris- 8th pd. programs, staring friends; Aim-straightness, telephone tag; Rlaw-Dancing in Main Street, FOP, sleepovers-Lylarbm Laura

Mark: You'll always be my "inspiration". Don't ever change. Love, Steph

Yo Suz, Kim, Jen, Sharron-I think I can, I think I can, I think I can - Ranj

Gen! Never forget the vain but cute one whose hair never moves - Ranjoo
todd, chad, jeff, scott, josh, matt, and terry - 1-2-3- balls! - david

eric and mad- i can't read that. is that some kind of foreign language or something? - david

To the boys- We had a lot of good times, and a lot of scanky muff. Chev

Randi-Be my Teddybear and I'd be anything for you!!!

God bless the Grateful Dead-Bouker Ravitz-Please!!! No more Liza

Ami-To my closest friend whos been with me through it all! I love you, Dina

To Char and Traci- Remember the big bon fire and all the guys!! - Mills

To Shirilt- Remember all the guys we met down the shore! - Mills

alan, jeff, todd, and chad- we really could have made it up there in less than 6 hours! - david

shera and sandy- i think we worked the hardest on the staff; come june (hopefully) everything will be just right - david

kim- why are you wearing socks? - david

Todd, Doozer, Bass, Brad, L-Train-Ocean City, Maryland was incredible!!!!

Steph F: Seminar '88; Stuck at shore w/Igal; Penn Frat Party; Shirilt

Fleishman: Jr. Prom; New Yrs eve '88; all nighters till 10 am; Shirilt

Alison and Steph: Dance at sisters wedding; mall for salad; Shirilt

To all my awesome friends- Don't forget all the great times we shared together and most of all — Good Luck in the future - Love Mills

cindy- we'll never catch up on the hugs, but i wish we could - david

grace- let's run off to vermont and just be - david

marina, dave, byung, or todd - anyone got a wrench to fit this car? - david

patty- you have such a strong grip; yes i still have your
amoeba; how do you pronounce horrible? -david

marina- "i can’t believe we’re still friends after all these years" - what an original thought -david

Hey Bri- You are definitely cuter, hotter, and I love you more! -Me XO

Eric- You’ll always hold a special place in my heart! I love you. -Ami

Ugs- Never forget all the good times we have and will share -Freck

Ryan-Years of great times will never be forgotten! I love you! Dina

To Scottus-Weebles Wobble but they don’t fall down-4 eyes-June 14 -Ranj

Hey Sharr-Neighbor, prep, etc. Always remem: We can dance if we want to ... keep on blowing; Sizzlers-Andy’s car; Pete &Larry; Rocking chair! etc. -Ranj

Mike-To a special friend who made Israel great-Except 1 night love, Dina R.

Dana-You’ll always be my best friend. Through sic and sin! Forever, Dina

To anyone who rode in my boat, have you gotten the seatbelt on yet?

Suzie, which car do you have today? (I know it will fit in the space!)

Shef, did you get the water out yet? (Never forget the football!)

Staci-For always listening, for always caring, for always loving, for always sharing — you’ve been the best a friend can be-I love you! Jodie

Lauren-Through thick and through thin-We always went through it together-You’re the best! I love you. Jodie

Alicia: Our barbecue; walks and talks! Ponzio’s; matrix; parties!! -Shirit

Lauren, Staci, Ami, Beth, Dina, Dana, Amy, Donna, Mindy, and all my close friends-I’ve shared my greatest times with all of you! Thanks for the memories! Jodie

Love you; Sandi, Liz, Tracy, Meg, Fluff, Shanna, etc. All of you I’ll miss

Dave- Stats, CD’s, Scavenger hunts, stick driving. Thanks for putting up with me as a best friend. You have such straight teeth! — Todd

Amy- I’ll never forget French 3R w/you-Some wild times, Love Mindy

Edee U can always be U with me I love U 4 letting me do the same Edee

MindY-I’m so proud of you-you are the best sister and friend Love Missy

Amy- Times spend w/you have been the best-you have seen me in my best and worst you will always be my best friend, Love Mindy

Dana- Memories with you will always be cherished as new ones will be formed forever-Times with you are the greatest Love Mindy

The Asian connection- Thanks for the shindigs! -ToddG

Steve and Dana- You are forever my “Boot Up” Buddies, Love Mindy

Jen-You can’t turn off the city? Love Ya, Mich

- You are my role model, I will soon! HA! HA! love ya, Michelle

Jen-Ne-ver Forget Christmas Break ’88 will you? He won’t either! Love Michelle

Mich-You are done! I lost! your only Bro-Dan!

Kim D.- I’ll always remember the times we spent together! Love, Todd

Steve, Do me a favor ... Shut Up!!! -Joel

Dina- Thank you for being my best friend! I love you! -Ami

Theo- May there be many purple streaks in our future! Kit-Alvin

Loop: Wake up it’s 6:45 am- I’m coming over I have nothing to wear. Shirit

Dana-When in doubt just go straight if you get lost, Love Mindy

Jen: Our lifesavers-Mike Deangelo and Mark Deluca. Best Fri. nites! Shirit

Golin monster: Which girl am I hooking you up with today? Shirit

Jaimie: I’m not in a bad mood! I’ll get back to you on that. Shirit

Jaimie: Are you listening? I want to hear every little detail How, When?

Beth, Are you sure you know the way to his house from Wawa? Love Dina

Nadia: Thanks for being there when I was both up and down.

Sharron: Well, being friends with you has been, um, different! Love, Kimbo

Ami, Did I put my foot in my mouth again? All our times together -Chewy Dina

Beth, Why are our bags in the middle of the street? I love you so much!

Dan-J’aime le tennis et vous! Don’t tell me, ask me! My dads shadow Dina

You might be Joe’s eye doctor some day, but I might be his wife!
Demarco-Remm-Biology w/Jon; Eng 2R; History 2R; DECA; Best times -Shirit

My fine feathered friend, I'll always be here for you! Love, Drugs

Swood Gang-4 years and we've made it through-can you believe it Giana

Movi, despite the anniversaries we've stayed the best of friends. Love, Gina

Penny-Been to Friendly's lately? Donah Nobis Pachem can I have a sticker

Snookums- We've been through a lot over the years. Thanks for all the memories. I'll always be here for you! Love, Pumpkin

Jeff- We all have wings but some of us don't know why! Meg Caroline to all: Eat, Drink, and Be Merry! Congrats on finally graduating.

Miss McDevitt-I watched you for months in the hall unaware you were watching me too. I love you Meredith! The Tibber

Ami, Staci, Jodi- I couldn't ask for better best friends. Love, Lauren

Shirit: When are you making me your salad? Love, Jaimie

Rob, I'll never forget being stuck in the closet Freshman year! Love, Dina

Shirit: No, you don't look fat! I swear!! Love Jaimie

Twish-Remember all the good times we had-they will continue. I love you-Adrienne

Kim-We have so many memories-the nose (H), parkbench (K), porge -Iluvu -Alee

Niki-"Well, there's no birthday party in here" "Aloha, Mr. Hand" Iluvya -Alicia

Traci: I will never forget the past 12 years! Thanks, Love ya Jaimie

Char and Kim: What's in the bowl ... Love ya Jaimie

Dave, Scott and Tim-Thanks for teaching me how to ski. Love Robin

Batt-You will always be my sister and my friend. I love you. Robin

Michael- I love you! Lauren

Kelly to Caroline: It's been killer! Don't ever forget: Skiing, weekends and parties

To all my friends for lasting memories. I'll miss you! Love, Lauren

To Jodie, Lauren, Ami, and Beth, You are my memories. I couldn't ask for more from my friends! Love always, Staci

Brad-We're the experts at finding street signs. New Year's was great!!

Moph- Lets get the punch stain out of your shirt! OK? Luv, Stace

Char-Sugar of the corn; "No, my mom dropped us off here" Love ya -Aleesh

The poker club- Thanks for all the Friday night fun (and money) -Todd G.

Kath, Sand, Mill-Thanks for lyp sync; parties, New Years-Love forever, Stacey

Julie-You are too sweet I'll never forget our talks about ... Luv, Mich

Mer-We are out! Now what? Love, Mich

Karen-I'll never forget Israel and the 'real' people we met. Love and sorry -Stacey

Erica: Rip any hagels apart lately? Love, Jaimie

Robin: Nice chatting with you Steve, I mean Keith Somers Love Jaimie

Beth- You're the only one who's stayed with me from kindergarten, waka -Stacey

Tracey- You will always be a mutt. Face it. I'm here for you, like U for me -Stacey

Hey-Randi guess what? You are white. Love Hasana. Hey Hasana Guess what? You are black. Love Randi

Steph-So what are you doing Friday night? Love Randi

"A" and Jess- Look, a stop sign! You guys r the best! I luv U! Stace

Meri, are you going to redeem yourself? You really should. luv, Randi

Beth where's George? I think I've lost him! Help me twilight zone! -Ran

Alicia-(Kermit) Don't 4get our main squeeze Ian and Steve! Shirrit Pee-Wee

Alison D: Remm. our vaseline and shaving cream fight?? Who can 4get? -Shirit

Davis: After school I'll meet U at communications for salad and TCBY.

Ali, Mills, Jaimie: Are we going in there or sitting in the car? -Shirit

Craig: Do I pass this light? Yes, but not when it's red!! -Shirit

Craig: I love you and miss you this much. (Your best friend -Shirit)

Craig: Remm. State fair; cocktail '88; "Raw" and everything else -Shirit

Jessica: Sisters wedding w/the nut shell. Woods, its a (oh my G-d) Shirrit

Jaimie: If there's ever a day when u need a hand 2 hold, a friend 2 listen or just a smile 2 keep u going I hope u'll know
that I’m here 4 u -Shirrit
Archana- I’m extremely happy w/everything! But, you start-
ed it! -Todd

Traci: How was Great Adventure, an experience or what? I
love u! Shirrit

Petalino: No one can ever imagine what we’ve been thru- We
made it! Shirrit

Hogue, do you have a nail clipper or suspenders?

Mindy, you owe me cheese fries ... again!

Staci-We were once fools, but no longer-Chez. I love you.
Robin

Dina-Four years I’ll never forget. Don’t sleep in any more
closets. Rob

Jaimie-What did you think his name was? Denny’s? Love
you, Robin

Myself and I hey gators-Want some cookie dough Love me-
Troublesome 3

To my bestest friends: Always remember the wild and crazy
times -Gina

Kareem: cheering, Cowtail, choking and many others-
ever forget them -Gina

Julie-Well, I’m still alive. You send me!!!

Cheers to the 24ers- 3c’s, Sr. Prom, Shore, No p-parties and
more Gina

Jen-We’ve had plenty of laughs-Viki, greencard, our hus-
bands! I love you -Adrienne

Jessica, Jen, Trish: I love you guys! Best friends forever!
Love, Adrienne

Erica: When are you picking me up? Click!! Love Jaimie

Penny, Do you ever stop singing? -Joel

Chuckhead-The Tiber luv’s you! Cheers to the Dev mobile
Luv Slipper Face

Lisa-We finally made it! Good luck with everything! Luv ya!
Carrie

Monica-To the shortest elf we know Good luck!! Luv ya
Carrie and Ed

Caroline to Kelly: My parents are going away this weekend
... Come on over

Sandi-The 295 curve, Wildwood-Kratz.“Who ate my ba-
nana?” I luv ya -Leesh

Jess-You are the greatest-the past 10 years were the best! I
love you -Adrienne

To 2 Special friends, Rob and Jess, I love you! -Staci

Din- Thanx 4 always being there! Luv, Stace

Shwartz-It’s all the way! My lifelong friend, I love you! -Ami

Kelly to Caroline: They’re going away again? For how long?
I’ll be there!!!

Caroline to all: Great Adventure was awesome! What a
scream! Dunkin Donuts!

Caroline to Kelly: Thanks for being my best friend. This four
years was great!

Staci-We’ve had fun over the years. I know it will continue
Luv Adrienne

Peewee-Don’t forget our barbecues, late talks, “I’m going
down, down” -Luvya -Alicia

Waldo-Margate was awesome-Dmars, reds, Kokomos-How
about a skinnydip? -Alicia

Michael- How wonderful life is while you’re in the world!
Love Lauren

Lauren, you’re the greatest. Words here can not express.
Love always, E

Happy Birthday George!!!! -E.K.-and all the other bandies

Shera, most of my best memories have included you because
you know everything about me. You are the best friend that
anyone could ever have. I could not have survived these
years without you. I love you! -Archana

Robyn, Bina, Julie, Dara, Robin, Debbi, etc. thanks for all of
the great memories and everything else. I love you all! -
Archana

Jen-New Kids are herd's groovy especially if they are squeak-
ing. -Laurie
Rob—I’ll be clueless next year, but I’ll never be flagrant! Love, Moose

Zeke—From handcuffs to Jenga, we’ve had some groovy times! Love, Moose

Ian—“This is invalid!” Thanks for making Physics bearable! - Bullwinkle

Beaker—will the real Jerry Edelstein please stand up! Good times Moose

Marina, Patty, Sandy, Monica, Cindy, Grace, Samir, Conway, etc… these last four years would definitely not have been as much fun without you! - Arch

Todd, who would have thought? Not us! Thanks for everything. I definitely have no regrets! - Love, Archana P.S. You started it (just kidding)!

To my favorite deadhead, Reuben, Reuben, 4 I have no one but u! - Cherise

Stuff—Let’s go skiing! I’m a dork, face it! You’re awesome! I love you! - Tracey G.

Lid—Yo Dude! The star spangled banner rocks! Elvis lives! - Love, Tracey

Rodney—Paradise by a dashboard light! You’re an awesome friend! - Love, Tracey G.

Lisa U.—Thanks 4 being such an awesome friend! Keep in touch! - Tracey

Shannon S.—So many men, so little time! It’s our motto! - Love, Tracey

Steph—You made my high school years the best! Best friends always! - Sheri

Randy/Smack—I will always remember you forever! I love you always! - Sheri

Julie S.—Thanks 4 being there 4 me after all these years! Love ya, Tracey G.

Lara F.—Let’s do lunch! You’re awesome! Keep in touch! Love ya, Tracey

To Evan: Have a great time at Cornell! I’ll miss you! Love, Lauren

Joe’s Bar & Grill—Look’s like convertible weather to me!! Love, Lauren P.S.

Dear Evan, oh my!! Love, Lauren Paige

Jason—Have you seen Jason? Hey Jasons have you seen Lauren? Love, Lauren P.S.

Jason—Take off your coat. Stay for a while! What’s your rush? Love, Lauren P.S.

Ev, hellllpp … I’ve fallennn … Love, Lauren Paige

Patty—Are you wearing white? - Love, Cindy

Sandy—I do not reek! Ocean Pond?! I’ll never forget the problems! - Cindy

David S.—My locker buddy, you owe me a million hugs!! Pay up! - Love, Cindy

To the shindig gang—Thanks for the great times! Any reunion plans? - Cind

Pandy: Oneness with nature, Coppola microwave, biking???, purple & green, de- & repression, Prom pangs, your big green snake, francais, driving tips, Chic-fil-a kid’s meals. The Little Mermaid’s fork & poissons, remember always our friendship. Love, Satty

Grace: Freezing cold milk, lost? - follow the lights!, promise to write! Love, Sandy

Cindy: Reek, you? - never!, it hurts sooo much, it’s like labor!!! Love, Sandy

Patty, Grace, Cindy: let’s go Contempo shopping! - Sandy

Dave, Todd, Chad—I’m not little! Attacks at my locker! - Gargantuan Cindy

Monica—Where’s the cleavage? Little people unite!! Have more articles! Cind

Ken—Imbeavondurr; how about those do not disturb signs; it’s not nice to cartwheel & ditch; let’s do forward rolls down the aisle; want a pizzaburger & Jolt; nothing, nothing; split cherry tree

Steph-u who! 10-18-89 Steph did her computers homework; let’s graph lamps; cough, cough, can I get a drink of water? A cute guy, Kirk Rogers, Rem

Grace—what can I say? Trekking through everything, movies, sundaes, I’ll never be able to forget you! You’re the bestest! Don’t let anyone tell you otherwise! I’ll be here for you always—you were for me! Thanx - Love, Cindy
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Janice - Faces in Precalc. I'm not a schmo! You brute! Spanish-4 yrs! -Cindy

Slowpoke - sorry for the inconveniences. Thanks for all your help! -Speedy

Peely: We survived 'rettes, Humanities, & applications! Let's party! -Jan

Mar: the shore, the green thing, eggrolls & movies, prom dress shopping, Cooki, Thumper, elem. mol., spec. & all the good times! Love, Jam

Peely, Chip & Dale, next time we take a pirate pic, I want the gun! -Jam

Domingo, hay nadie que me guste mas que tu! Thank u4 being a friend! -Jan

Hey cutey! Moonlit rendezvous, Philly, fine dining etiquette at 4seasons, all-nighters, "under the sea" and all the best times! Love Moose

Janice, Dave, & David: It was only a few drops of water! -Sandy

David - When the sun rises, that's a bad sign. I've had some great memories tho! Love, Sandy

Dave: And to think, we owe "Rrring, rrring??" to Jay Bu. Love, Sandy

To the Orchestra lunch table, 5th pd Calc & 8th pd Eng: Thanks for eating my lunch! -Sandy

Meg-dona nobis pacem stepsister; the lion; Antarctica; it was awesome; Zorro; don't forget your famous egg trick; all night talks; no socks I like it

Brandi - you're a mean rotten father ... yup, that's about the size of it; remember Kenny, Easter eggs and splatter painting.

Jen - How's Corky? What are we? What are we?

Lisa - The giant football! ... When you're in school ... yuck-orama; blahblah

Sandra Wu-Wu, David, Dave: How about toothpaste instead of mousse next time? Let's play Pictionary-crabbing, going rafting (splash! splash!) -Janice

Art & Byung: you studs! Thanks for chauffering me everywhere! -Janice

Bok Sung Jen: "There is no past as long as memories last" - Somebody

Peely, Dan & Dave: January 4 & 5-let's do a map project!

Satty: trading parents, asparagus, prom dress shopping. Confusion; Janice, Dave, & Dan: let's feed some ducks; Janice: our adventures in the pool; Dave: thanks for always taking the blame; Grace: stop dreaming about muscles; Cindy: yes, so you better not be; Archana & Shera: postcards & roastbeef; Art: cows are peaceful; David: do you still have the amoeba? Alan: what am I going to do in Calc next year without you sleeping beside me; Todd: when you find Moby ask him what the book is about; Byung: keep off the roads; Love, Patty

Dave - Behind Loopy and the Excellent Adventure will always be our secret world of basement hockey, Columbia bashing, and you're a Quayle. I'm glad that your evil twin brother - that Wharton-aspiring, gel-slacking, Perrier-drinking guy I once did QPS labs with - has died. Unfortunately he's been replaced by Mario Andretti. Well ... four more years.

Dan - Sorry about teasing you about Little League and forcing you to go to concerts, but I think you now know what my intentions were. I still want an application. If ignorance is bliss, then you're absolutely Elysian - but that's good. Trust me - you will find your mango tree.

Betsy, you are my sunshine when the skies are gray. Thinking of you, Art.

Janice - I've been wrong all along ... men's extra-large fits you just right. Always remember that Danny loves you. Love, Art.

Steve, I must say - you are THE studliest choir boy I've ever met. -Art

Shindig gang: who's basement is next? -Sandy

Shera & Archana: Practice your pas de jumping jacks!! Love, Sandy

Art: Will you give me a ride next year? I probably still won't be driving. Love, Sandy

Byung: Dance to Depeche Mode, it's sexier than amino acids! Love, Sandy

To the Chip & Dip Clan - you are the greatest! Thanks for all.-Love, Dara

Fleur, Hobie, Bobine-Barclay Crew-thanx for everything-I love you! Dara

Pat Bergen - I am on your side, silly! I love you! Martha

Patty I'm sorry you got Avery Craven. It must have been my fault, Dave

Sandy, when it's dark, just smile and do the Jim Om dance. -Dave

Janice, I know things like this make me sick but in a case like this I'll get away with it. It was definitely something. Somebody. I'll never forget: hips, coffee, our summer, The Little Mermaid, and love. -Dave

Art, it has been a most excellent adventure; QPS, car accidents, Andover, oh Fozy, and leg cramps. -Dave

Dan, don't let Sioux ride the truck too much. Praise Paula. -Dave

Adrienne, Jen, Trish: thanks for all the great memories. I love you! Jess

Adrienne my other half; I know we'll be best friends forever. Love Jess

Charlene-Lauren-on the expressway going down the shore - Tracey

Charlene-Lauren-thanx for all the great times we had to-
Beth—beware of flying twinkies in Shopping Bag - Tracey
Char-Laur-Erica-Jess-Ft. Lauderdale 90 with Mike - Tracey
Char-never kick the snow off of your skiis when you're on the lift - Tra
Lauren—flip a coin—heads we call her and tails we don't—Mom—Tracey
Mich—there is a first time for it all, by the way turn off the city! Jen B.
Craig—psych—Comp—Marketing—and gym wouldn't have been the same. - Tracey
Rrrrrrrrrrrruby!!! Love, Ev
I tell you that you and Andy are going to wash off your paint one day.
Biology AP/H—Lunch fifth period. Corner table with Mr. Kim. - E -
Ronit, good night etc — Thanx, Evan
Dina—What else is there to say but everything! Thru sic—n—sin—Dana
Amy—365 days of the year what will I do w/out u I luv u - Dana
Mindy—what a long strange trip it's been—I luv u to death - Shneeks
Amy and Mindy—Three Musketeers forever ... call the cops? Love Dana
Donna—great minds analyze alike—don't go changing I love you - Dana
Ami—I can't believe this weekend—I can't believe it's over—love u - Theo
Randi I love ya! You've been the greatest friend in the world! I'm going to miss you sooo much! Good luck sweetie! Love Bever (Beaver)
Hey Jason, have you seen Jason? Hey Lauren, have you seen Lauren? E
OK Andy— the speakers go. How come Jeff's stock system sounds better?
Hook' em horns! Superior horns! Fourth period Wind Ensemble
Amy—Sue—Bessie—Mae—Hildegard—Girtrude—you know who you are! Mysterioso
Well rr, you failed. It didn't make any difference after all. Ha!
Bitsy, never forget the fateful eve at Pam and Bill's! Love you! Pooty

Dana—we will B best friends forever and ever! All the times we spent together have been amazing. Thanx for being a part of my life. Please come to school with me!!! I'll miss u way too much!
Mindy—when we're together no one can stand us except us! I wonder why? Your friendship is everything to me. Next year will be crazy if we're together ever. I love you Mindola!
Milli—thank you for always caring and being there. I love you! Karen
Sandy—Wait 'till we're all 21! I'm going to miss you so much. - Karen F.
Kathy—I know we've had our rough times. Just know you are the best! - Karen F.
"Beat it" "Let the music play" ... Never forget our memories . . . - Snabs
'Cause you're "A Nice Guy" ... you'll always be "My Guy" -- Your Girl
"Old Time Rock and Roll" will live on forever—Pizza Hut pals—softball rules—want some hot sauce?—shopping in closets—Thanx —Janani and Ami
Donna—hi sweetie! I will miss you so much next year. My phone bill will be immense! Never forget all our great X's. I never will. I luv u won!
Trish—thanks for all the rides—we had the best of times! Love, Shefali
Cindy—"Can you cover for me tomorrow?" - Shefali
Ruby—"What's up? Didn't I already say that!!!" - Love, Shefali
Steph-I'll never forget our crazy times; esp times at UofPenn w/Jeep & Brett; & all those crazy late nights at parties! I love u! Becker

Melmoose - I wish it were summertime!!! Happy Valentine's Day!!! - Scoot

Shaballaron - Well, I have a sister named Karen! - Scooter

Dave - What? Are we signing today, you perfect Renaissance man? - Scoot

Ranjoopa Love and kisses - Scoot

To everybody - Shields up!!! Now, eat it!!! - Scooter

Amy Lyn- Baby Jaws, Jaws; shark attack ugh, ugh! And up! Tsch tsch tsch!!

Jodie-I'll never 4get how much that u mean 2 me. - Love, Beth

Staci- Always `member days at the pool & hart 2 hart talks. - Luv Beth

Jojonympho-I'll luv u & cat 4ever. Thanx for being a friend. Luv Daisy

Ry - You're my favorite guy! Love, Beth

Wolfman it's been 4 gr+8 yrs battle of aggressions me grabbing at nothin 8 months of us 6 more doing what me proving what you couldn't not havin a big one jealousy? Feet are gettin dry need saliva love you always - Wil

Hey Beth- Let's go split some doorknobs- object object Stuart says hi!

I just want the senior class to know that flame-broiled is better!

Meliss-I have a sister named Karen and I've heard of Candlewyck!

Ranj- Flashlight, Smurf, Prep, the reason we're here. Safety dance!

Randi-you are the supremobest chairperson. I miss you. I love you. Bindy

Hey sexy-Scrabble chopsuey on the Gottliebs obstacle course Barbiefurniture Cloverkitchen oilystuff d-faceandstucco flashdance whatdo youdo you want todo snowsurfing jailbreak. Just being my best friend. Thanx. I love you

Hailey-do my socks match? How's my new wave? You're a nice guy! Love, Buntie

Anid-Nehw u daer siht ni 02 sry I evah 1 gniht 2 yas ... call me!

Dina- "How do u feel now?" & "Evry day I'm w/o u hurts" Love Beth

Charlene, Lauren, and Traci- Remember Fort Lauderdale. - Erica

Heather, 12 years now! Bathrooms, Avion, Cars, Pizza Fries, etc. BFF-Lauri

Dave B., Demogorgon and its 8 authors rule! 4 yrs of friendship - Lauri

Lisa A., AMC Cruising, Dukes of Hazzard, Party Cleaning, Cars!! Love, Lauri

Alyson, So many emotional problems we've had! San Fran. to Boston! - Lauri

Liz- Appetizing memories of apple pie, croissants and danish - Love Zibby

Leesa- Thanks for fond memories of high school, summers, guys, squirrels, shows, laughter, tears, harmony, stress, and bagels. You're the best! - Rach

Christy- I'll have a lab theater special on ice with garden veg. - Zibby

Shane & Jay- The pea is in the clam chowder enough said. Love Zibby

Steph- Thank God for long talks, apple crisp and racquetball! Love, Rach

David S.-¿Que Pasa? No Hablo Espanol. What did I just say? Help!! - Eric

Bung- You'd better not take too many A. Acids or you'll P 4Ever! Eric

Sandy- Let's go kill you know who real soon together! Love ya, Eric

Mad- You're just too good! Have fun at the Sequoia Tree School! Eric

Sheri- Because you, my senior year was so special. Love always, Randy

Fran- Good luck with him and college! Dinner at Fridays- Gossip! Luv Rach

Nikki- Dinner at Fridays-Gossip! Gym talks snobs! Eric keep in touch - Rach

Wendy- to my friend whom I never go out with who I like so much! Keep in touch! Good luck next year! Love, Rachel Richter

Erik- Roger Rabbit would say don't be a chicken, go for it!! - Kevin M.

Brian- Remember Mrs. Abromowitz? "You tricked me" - Talk about density!! - Kevin M.

Tina- Have you spoken to Carmen? - Yea I know, your not getting involved!! - Kevin M.

Jennifer Spinks- How do you put this into the calculator? - Kevin M.

Jennifer Spinks- Whose shirt are you wearing? - Kevin M.

RRRRRRRRRRRRRR R B Y - Kevin M.

Jason P.-Good luck in that fine institution you chose. Luv, Beth

Sharron- So how are things with you and --- ? Luv, Beth
Mrs. Rubenstein's 5th per. class- good luck in everything
Love, Beth

Well, look it up in the dictionary! Better you should cry than
I should cry. He who laughs last etc .... Thank Mom and
Dad. Love, NOIID2

Hey Crash! Remember Garden State Hospital Radiology-
Summer '89 -Ev

Hey Jason- The brights are still on. Eyo Jayrock! I need to
sell the house. Get me a Weichert Sign!! -E-

Flipper, Pansy-Liberal Democrats and yuppie Republicans
in Harmony! -E-

Dear Beth- Congrats! come visit me in Brooklyn-you know
why! Love, Brett

We Go Together Like . . . Guys, I will love you forever -Jewel

William, Homecoming, Memos on checks, & New Years-
Many more I hope -Julie

To all my bitiful friends- I will miss you and bub you always!
Love, Bean

Bean, you're pathetic-Jule, you're no goddess; Who needs
them? We've got us.

Matt- We still must carve our initials on "our log" in the
woods! Thanks for all the special times we've shared . . I
love you! -Shera

Arch- It's been a great 10 years! I don't know what I would
have done without such an awesome best friend! Let's keep in
touch always! Love ya! Shera

Bobyn- Here's to all of the great times we've had . . from
"Baby-lon" to "Nice Dinner Man." Sorry about the intrusion
at Cornell '89! Luv, Shera

Leesa- I don't know what I'll do without you! You are an
incredible friend! Let's double date in 20 years! Love, Shera

To all of the great friends I've made- Thanx for the fun
times. I'll miss you! Please come to the high school reunions!
Love, Shera

Shefali- Can you believe it?! We got into the biggest fight!
.... -Trish

Sean- Don't ever stop fighting! OK Rocky? You will always
be first. -Jennifer

Sean- OK who was she. What's her name. Is she pretty? I
won't be mad! -Jennifer

Sean- Our car rides. . . Stop picking, lower it, coming home
from the shore. -Jennifer

Tom- Quasi, second class phones, not enough room for our
friendship. -Witz

Tiny- Me hemmet n me showderm'pads twins -Witz

Zen- Aliseif me to myduce introlow. Breakfast! Route 66 -
Baldrick

Kojak- Hair, incest, exbert

Aimee- Stop that stupid laughing!!! Long live M'kor, SJR -
Witz

Rach Z: You are the best friend a person could ever ask for!
Always remember our great times together! Thanks for every-
thing! Love, Leesa

Shera: Yo, math buddy! Double dates are the best! Love,
Leesa

Christy, Rach, Shaanna: Rebel L's and Dorks on Ice! Love,
Leesa

Julie and Nikki: First for all! Love, Leesa

Barbara, you up? . . . Jake! Jake! . . . Driving in homeroom
. . . Venus. ADA

Allison, do me a favor and get this bug off my foot . . .
Cotillions. ADA

Kim & Marta- Don't forget the times we had together-I'm
sweatin like a Noel. I'll miss you next year — Kim always
New Years Sing! -Laura

"Ain't nothin' to but do ii" Enchante Days were the best of
times with Jen, Jude, and myself (Tra). I'd like to thank all
of my friends at East for making my high school days memo-
ra ble. Jen Jude Lovey Karla Tina

MerCarrie, the basketball team. Tracy Gold. Thanks Mom &
Dad!! I LOVE YOU

Kim H.- You know, I would like to have the lunch you took
from me back! Eric

To my fellow Rittenhouse grads of 1988, thanks for a fun
summer! Eric

Speedy- Get some sleep & slow down. Thanks for making
everything so fun & great! Love ya! Eric

Yo terrorist! Stop those daily trips to Philly! It's messing you
up! -Eric

George- You better watch yourself. You can still have Sat.
school! -Eric

Debbi, Thanks for all the great memories! Poems, cracks in
the sidewalk, cartwheels, gravitational pull, name that bro,
our songs, spuds, snowball fights, supersonic ears! Friends
forever! Love ya, Robyn

Shera- Matchmaking, Babylon sisters for life! Friends for-
ever! Love ya, Robyn

"Now I'm alone in the storm" Maybe he moved. ADA

I've never unbruckled a dead person . . . Do I look sexy? ADA

Cookie puss and sargent chicken. . . You guys, "Bluhduh-
luh." I should be in the middle . . . don't know! ADA

Thanks Mom & Stacy for always being there. I love you both
very much. -Judith

In memory of Dolie, I wish she could be here to see me
graduate. -Judith
Penelope Marie- Thanks for helping me make these yrs. great! I luv u, Ken

To all my friends who stood by me- No matter what- I luv u guys! Cu-Ken

Erik- Give me a call sometime on my private line: 445-4545 -Kevin M.

Jodi- Thanks for letting me call so late, you've always been there for me when I needed you. Let's go out and see a movie, I'm bored!! -Kevin M.

Judith- thanks for listening to me — Patty, Carmen, Jen, Michelle, etc. ... -Kevin M.

Mymmy Sharrona, does this mean your typewriter deliveries are done? -Beth

Beth- Don't forget to visit me up at Montclair! Love ya, Marybeth

Randi S.- I think George was in my attic yesterday! Good luck! Love, Beth

Love, peace, and happiness- maybe in the next world-Morrissey -Beth

Bethie- Remember when I was on the most wanted list at East? -Stayce

Beth- No more 5:30 a.m. wake up calls. Okay? Love Marybeth

Rachel Zibbell: I love u! I hope that our friendship lasts until our weddings (bridesmaids) Encampment songs; Where are you going? Shucks! Luv Rach

Jason Schaffer: it's not where you start it's where you finish! Luv Rach R.

Sheri Kimball: Lunchtalks! “That’s Entertainment!” Good luck next year -Rach R.

Rhonda? Malatesta! Citronel Gossip! U are awesome! Keep in touch! Luv Rach

Amy Taylor: Summer of 89! New Year’s Eve! International! I luv u! -Rach R.

Beth- Don’t forget Santa or the busboy at Friday’s! Luv Marybeth

Dara- Phillies Games, Rendez-vous, Stonehenge! Friends forever! Luv ya, Robyn

Arch- 1 month is plenty of time! Friends forever! Love ya, Robyn

Deb, Sher, Arch, Dar, Jul, Bean, San, Bob, Nita, Matt, Chad, and everyone else! You guys are the best! Our friendship is eternal! The memories have been terrific! We go together forever! I love ya always! -Robyn

Jen, Tra, Tina, Cindy & Athena, thanks for being there over the years! -Judith

Ouch! Heh-uh-heh-uh ... He's an idiot ... I'm following you, UWHA! ADA

Help- I'm being captured by African Beasts! ... Moo, Baah, Moo, Baah. ADA

That's strawberries I smell? Must have been a bad crop! ADA

Beth- Get off the phone and go to college already! Love, Stayce

Beth- Remember the “Pizza boy” at the Moorestown Mall! Luv, Marybeth

Robyn- Watch out for cracks in the pavement & don’t fall off the bed! Superglue buddy- You’re my favorite dweeb and you’re cute! Sunshine

Rob- Throw a window through his room & let’s have another meaningful conversation. Thanks for all the great times -Love Deb

Bean- Let’s keep counting forever. You’re bitiful! Deborah Lynn

Gab- If you could be any vegetable ... 6 yrs. and still going strong! -Deb

Bob, Nit, Sher, Erika, Dara, Steph, San, Arch, etc.-You guys are great! Thanks for all the laughs! Love, Debbi

Lisa- It’s been insane! I’ll never forget our friendship-I Love ya! -Kendra

Annie- Never forget, CVS rules! I’m gonna miss u-uboating etc. Love u -Ken
WOOD CREST

True Value

TRUE VALUE HARDWARE

132 Woodcrest Shopping Ctr.
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003

James Fleming

---

Brooks

PHOTO

718 Haddon Avenue
Collingswood, NJ 08108

(609) 854-6909

---

The

Clean Inn

306 Kresson Road
Cherry Hill, N.J. 08003

(609) 795-3995

---

FRANK & GARY

Managers

Major & Private Brand Tires, Quality Front End-
Shock, Alignment & Brake Work

Ph: (609) 354-9510

---

STEVEN MAGAZINER, B.Sc., R.Ph., M.A.

---

FREE DELIVERY

20% off all greeting cards

24 hour emergency prescription service

122 Woodcrest Center
Cherry Hill, N.J. 08003

(609) 428 - 1166
A Cast of Millions

At First Peoples Bank of New Jersey, we’re using millions of dollars to help southern New Jersey grow and prosper.

We not only help individuals and businesses with loans and financial advice, but we also support countless community activities.

We’re committed to utilizing our resources to help make southern New Jersey a better place for all of us.

(609) 858-7300

Member FDIC
YOUR COMMUNITY PHARMACY

RXD PHARMACIES

DISCOUNT PRESCRIPTIONS
DISCOUNT HEALTH AND BEAUTY AIDS

Camden
Collingswood
Gloucester City

Locations In:
Blackwood
Erial
Philadelphia

Shenandoah
Minersville
Pottsville

CONGRATULATIONS KEVIN
and the Class of 1990
Donna H. Foltz
Consumer Banking Officer
Branch Manager

CoreStates
New Jersey National Bank

Cherry Hill Office
J33-0100
Route 70 & Sawmill Road
Cherry Hill NJ 08034
609 426 5001

BUYSE’S FLOWERS
and Fruit Baskets

Cross County Plaza
2110 Rt. 70 East (Opposite Clover)
Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08033
Phone: 609/424-1055
Known for Quality and Service

Unisex And
Layer Cutting

No Appointment
 Necessary

BILL’S
WOODCREST BARBER SHOP

Woodcrest Shopping Center
Cherry Hill, New Jersey
Phone: 429-9553

SAM
BILL

CATHY
MARGIE

Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri.
9 A.M. - 6:15 P.M.
Sat. 8:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

PHONE: 429-9839

Going to McDonald’s® is almost as much a part of school as going to class. You’ve made us the place to meet, to talk, to have a good time, to celebrate your victories and help forget defeats.
You’ve made McDonald’s more than just another place to eat. And that’s why, at McDonald’s, we say...

Mc Donald’s

IT’S A GOOD TIME
FOR THE GREAT TASTE

760 West Route 70
(Route 70 & Cropwell Road)
Marlton, N.J. 08053

©1987 McDonald’s Corporation
FREE CHECKING with only $100 minimum monthly balance

EXTENDED HOURS
Mon. thru Wed. 9–5 8:30–8
Thurs. & Fri. 9–8 8:30–8
Saturday 9–1 8:30–6

Cherry Hill • Berlin • Glassboro • Gloucester Twp. • Marlton • Medford Moorestown • Mt. Holly • Washington Twp. • Woodbury

Commerce Bank
Member FDIC
751-9000
ATTENTION ATHLETES!

FOR OVER 50 YEARS, AREA ATHLETES HAVE TRUSTED PEARSON SPORTING GOODS TO OUTFIT THEIR TEAMS. WHY? THE BEST SELECTION, SERVICE AND THE LOWEST PRICES. NO MATTER WHAT YOUR SPORT—CALL PEARSON FIRST AND PLAY LIKE A PRO!

SOFTBALL • BASEBALL • FIELD HOCKEY • SOCCER LACROSSE • VOLLEYBALL • ROLLER/HOCKEY • AND MORE!

PEARSON SPORTING GOODS, INC.

906 No. Route 73
Greentree Square Shopping Center
Marlton, N.J. 08053
(609) 596 - 2933

KENNETH R. COWELL

VITO'S PIZZA

RT. 561 & BROWNING LANE
CHERRY HILL, NEW JERSEY
(609) 429-9244

MOTIVE AID, INC.

MANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS OF AUTOMOTIVE - TRUCK PARTS AND EQUIPMENT - INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIES

1040 N. Kings Highway
Cherry Hill, N.J. 08034
(609) 365 - 8786
(215) 426 - 2400

JACK SWARTZ
Sales Representative
(609) 779 - 0555
Country Club Diner & Restaurant

HADDONFIELD - BERLIN ROAD
R.D. #1
VOORHEES, N.J. 08043

BAKING DONE
ON PREMISES

ESTABLISHED
1936

KANE'S KANDIES
FAMOUS FOR FUND RAISING
2317 - 19 Federal St.
Box 1354
Camden, N.J. 08105
609 - 963-7911

(201) 756-3332

GRIGSBY NUT KITCHEN
Quality Snack Products
475 Watchung Avenue
Wachung, N.J. 07060

SPECIALIZING IN SEAFOOD

C.O.P.D. Services Inc.
Oxygen and Medical Equipment for the Home
2 East Maple Avenue
Merchantville, NJ 08109
(609) 662-3117
713 Haddon Avenue
Collingswood, NJ 08108
(609) 858-4933

Interesting Toys For Interested Kids

Marge Krzeminski
(609) 424-3674
AVIAN PLAZA
28 Evesham Road
Voorhees, N.J. 08043

Christina DePersia
Corporate Administrator
Springdale Farm Market

609-424-8674
1638 SPRINGDALE RD
CHERRY HILL, N.J.

JOHN D. EBERT
MARY ANN JARVIS
THOMAS JARVIS

CABLE TV
TELEPHONES

WEEKLY/COMMERCIAL
RATES
KITCHENETTE

Colonial Motor Lodge
RT. 38 & CUTHBERT ROAD, CHERRY HILL, N.J. 08002

RANDY PATEL
MANAGER
609-863-0100

Color TV • Telephones

Weekly Rates

BELLMAWR MOTOR INN
Black Horse Pike at Exit 3
New Jersey Turnpike
Bellmawr, N.J. 08031
"Clean, Friendly, Secure"

Ish Patel
Manager
(609) 931-6300

SAFE International Inc. Consulting Engineers
127-F Gaither Dr., Mt. Laurel, N.J. 08054
Phone: 609-234-3403

EAGLESPEED
OIL & LUBE

10% Discount

Lou Amato
Manager/Owner

790 Haddonfield-Berlin Road
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034 • (609) 428-0675

United Jersey Bank
SOUTH, N.J.

34 offices in Burlington, Camden, Cumberland and Gloucester Counties.
Main office: 1800 Chapel Avenue West, Cherry Hill, N.J. 08002
For the office nearest you call 800-282-BANK.
Member FDIC. Member Bank of United Jersey Banks, a financial services organization with over $11 billion in assets.

Playdrome
WOODCREST LANES
RECREATION CENTERS

BPA of New Jersey
THE GRAND PRIX
SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM

BEST OF LUCK TO OUR JUNIOR BOWLERS
WOODCREST LANES
WOODCREST SHOPPING CENTER
CHERRY HILL, N.J.
428-1311
When *your* dreams come true -
Then ours will too!

Congratulations to the
Class of 1990
from the
Cherry Hill East
Home & School Association

President-Nancy Keleher
Sunrise, Sunset, swiftly through the years
Our daughter has graduated with laughter and tears.
It is time to set your goals and to reach afar
Oh Beth, we are so proud you are our shining star.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Traci

Congratulations SHERA!

We are all so proud of you!
Love, Mom, Dad, Dara and Chestnut

Dear David,
We are so proud of you - and we wish you the very best that life has to offer.
May all your dreams come true!

Love, Mom and Dad
Rachel and Seth

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS OF 1990

279 Route 73
Berlin, N.J. 08009

Tom Strickland, Owner

We service all your foreign car needs; plus, a complete body shop for both American and Foreign cars.
For the ultimate in photographic excellence. Specializing in Portraiture, Social Functions and Video Taping of all your special occasions.
To our wonderful daughter, GRACE L. CHAN, Class of 1990. Congratulations! May all your dreams come true! God be with you always.
Love, Mom & Dad

Jules, Pat and Lisa wish MITCH and the CLASS OF '90 Good Luck!

CONGRATULATIONS! Love, Definitely not a Potato!

Michael, From kindergarten to high school . . . You've always made us proud! Love ya! Mom & Dad

The Chocolate Factory CANDY • NUTS GIFT PACKAGES • CANDY MAKING SUPPLIES SPRINGDALE PLAZA SPRINGDALE & GREENTREE RD. CHERRY HILL, NJ 08003 (609) 424-5558 SUE FOLEY

personal management for young talent

sam's kids
901 old marlton pike
marlton, nj 08053
shari & merry! (609) 596-9797
To: AMY LYN,

We're always proud of you!
Keep Smiling!
Love,
Mom, Dad & Hope

To: Gregg J. Burnstein,

Here's to your past and future success.
We love you very much.

Mom, Dad, Daniel and Keith

Dear Allison,

May the best of life be yours. May all of your dreams come true. Congratulations!

Love,
Mom, Dad and Jen

Dear Todd,

Congratulations to a Super Son & Brother!

Love,
Mom, Dad & David

Dear Lana,

You have brought smiles and joy to your family from infancy to adulthood.
We are so very proud of you.

Go forward with our support and belief in you always. We are behind you all the way.

Love, Mom, Marc, Joelee, Adam and Jaime (L - L - L - L - L)
CHERRY HILL EAST
ICE HOCKEY CLUB

Front Row, left to right:
Joe Verna, Jon Tennenbaum, Craig Bizokas, Mark Bizokas, Brad Sachs, Geoff Lawler, Adrian Olearchyk, Roman Olearchyk, Mike Katz.
Back Row, left to right:
Sam Katz (Coach), Andy Kaufman, Todd Bogda, Stephane Ratte, Mark Astman, Stephen Mazzola, Steve McEvoy, Todd Ackerman,
Brian Dien, Chris Sheppard, Brett Sears, Joe Keller, Jack Bogda (manager).
Not pictured: Brian Arasim, Kevin Ridge, Jeff Schreiber.

GOOD LUCK 1990 SENIORS
WILSON CLEANERS

12 N. Burnt Mill Road
Cherry Hill, N.J.

Phone: 428 - 7830
3 Hr. Shirt Service
1 Hr. Dry Cleaning

CONGRATULATES
THE
CLASS
OF
1990
To: SANDY WU -

CONGRATULATIONS!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Su and Sam

Fang-Rong Chen Wu, M.D.
Specialist in Obstetrics & Gynecology
250 Gibbsboro Road
Clementon, N.J. 08021
(609) 784 - 6868
TO OUR #1 SON

BRAD,

YOU’VE NEVER CEASED
TO AMAZE US.

WE ARE SO VERY
PROUD OF YOU!

LOVE,
MOM, DAD, LAUREN,
BLACKY AND PEPPER

CONGRATULATIONS BETH SEARS!

We are all so very proud of the good job you’ve done.

Much Love,
Mom, Dad, Brad & Brett
CONGRATULATIONS
1990 GRADUATES!

JCPenney

“CONSIDER A CAREER IN CREDIT”
JCPENNEY CREDIT SERVICE CENTER

4 Echelon Plaza
(Nest to the Camden County Library)
Vorhees, N.J. 08043
(609) 772 - 3114

To our dearest daughter, CHRISTINA NADIA OLEARCHYK,

With all of our love and with the
deepest pride in your accomplishments, dedication
and total commitment to your education,
we congratulate you on the occasion of
your graduation from Cherry Hill High School East,
as we share in your happiness.

May God bless, guide and help you
to achieve your most cherished dreams.

Your Mother and Father

Dr. Andrew and Renata Olearchyk
Your brothers, Roman and Adrian
Grandfather, Mr. Marian Sharan
Dear Karen,
We wish you a future that is bright, beautiful and full of joy. Congratulations!

Our love always,
Mom, Dad and Julie

CONGRATULATIONS!
You did it LOVEY!

We love you.
Mom, Dad and Jason

To MISTER MAGIC -
Keep on smiling!
The best of luck for your future success.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Loryn,
Gary and Laura

Dear Jodie,
CONGRATULATIONS!
We love you and are very proud of your accomplishments!

Love,
Mom, Butch
and Richard

ROB KRAFT,
Congratulations and Good Luck in college!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Ray & Beth

CONGRATULATIONS LEO

May you always be a winner!

Love,
Dad, Mom and Madeline

LEO STORNIOLLO
The very best to you. Your Loving Grandmom
CONGRATULATIONS TO
RYAN H. FABELLO
and the
CLASS OF 1990

We are very proud
of you!

The Fabellos
Ford, Helen & Leslie

CONGRATULATIONS TO
JOSHUA FRIEDMAN

We are all so very proud of you!

We hope that your four years in college
are as successful as your time at East.

We Love You!

Mom, Dad, Jill and Marc
Jacki, Saul, Deb and Rick
To Our Son: DAVID GERALD GLAZER
A Very Special Person in Our Lives
For the joy and memories you have
given us -
It's with love and pride we wish
you all you ever desire as the
future unfolds for you.
May you buy out Donald Trump!
Love,
Mom & Dad

Dear Matthew:
You are very special!
We wish you much happiness
and good luck always.
Mom, Dad, Eric and Mitchell

Dear Blaine,
Tried to think up something clever,
But that we couldn't do.
So the following brief message
Trite but true, we send to you.
WE LOVE YOU AND WISH YOU
THE BEST!
Meryl, Joseph, Susan, Michael,
and Mithra

Congratulations Class of '90
MISTER SEW - VAC
Sewing Machines and Vacuum Cleaners
RON BROWN
Manager
59 S. Broadway, Pitman, NJ 08071
589-6144
“Same Day Service”

CONGRATULATIONS
to WENDY

Congratulations
DAVID SHANE
and the Class of 1990.
We wish you happiness
and much success!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Adam and Rachel

We're so very proud of you!
All our love,
Mom, Dad and Scott
To LAUREN SUZANNE,

Dad and I just thought we'd write
A little poem for you,
You're everything that we could hope for
You are just a dream come true.

These past four years, we've watched you grow
Our hearts are filled with pride,
With all you have to offer the world
Your progress cannot be denied.

So with this little rhyme we'll say
Best wishes forever more,
And may you find much happiness
At life's wide-open door.

We love you so!
Mom, Dad, Sherri
and Marissa
HARRISON ERIC SHEPPARD

May your tomorrow's be even brighter than your yesterdays! May you have success and satisfaction in all your new ventures in life. I am very proud of you!

Love,
Mom
Randi

With much pride and pleasure
we wish you a life filled with happiness,
good health, dreams to pursue, interesting
paths to follow, and continued success
in all you encounter.

We love you so very much,
Mom, Dad and Adam

Congratulations to Randi Strosberg
and all her friends in the class of 1990!

Melissa Robin:
May your success in life be
surpassed
only by your happiness.
We love you and are very proud
of you.
Mom, Dad, Lauren, Sandra Dee,
Dreidel Don Gato, and
Kasha Varnishkes.

To our lovely granddaughter,
MELISSA -
We wish you health, happiness
and
success and hope all of your
dreams
come true for a very bright
future.
Love,
Grandma and Grandpa Bagner

Dear Melissa,
Congratulations and may good luck
come your way every day of your life!
Be happy!
Love, Grandma Goldberg

“Graduate into a new pair of eyes -
everything in contact lenses.”

CONTACT LENSES
SPORTS EYEWEAR

QUALITY EYE GLASSES
AT DISCOUNT
LAB ON PREMISES

5 EAGLE PLAZA
VOORHEES, NJ 08043

Edward Melman, O.D.
TO BETSY,  
our favorite cheerleader!

Look how far you've come  
Think how far you'll go!

We love you,  
Mom, Dadal,  
Debbie & Howie

TO HASANA -  
CONGRATULATIONS!

May God Bless and Keep  
You in His Care as You  
Continue Your Education.

We Love You!  
Your Family

Best of Luck to  
CAREN GARFIELD  
and the Class of 1990!

Marjorie, David, Valerie and Rachel Garfield
camel rides at the zoo ... kickball in the culdasack ... short hair ... concert band (D&M) ... get the damn ball - frosh lacrosse ... hall decorating ... fire alarm? ... Israeli dancing ... transit dance ... just prove it - geo ... do you need a map? ... B sweaters ... sheet at F.O.P. ... Billy Joel concert 1 ... ketchup on your oreo speedwagon ... Michaelange-lo's after v-ball ... toboganing at Kelly's - waatch out! there's a creek; oh, the tree stopped you ... closet sleeping - she stayed there ... knocking over maniquins, and breaking them ... St. Elmo's Fire ... rock lobster ... why on earth do you have white carpets and serve soda too ... character labs ... basement dancing, is it dancing? ... sledding in the mud puddle ... Kelly, Raisin Bran ... D.P. - I can't believe you bit him! ... Cotillion ... third period lunch ... trespassing the fence ... zoo 2 ... what is on their faces? ... fly like a bird ... the news man ... the alligator lady ... in the treehouse ... Oh, you wouldn't know ... Sweet sixteens ... Spanish candy canes ... I guess you said something nice ... bonita ... Dirty Dancing, I guess you really like it, eh? ... trick-or-treat ... flying eggs ... New Year's Eve - sparkling ... dressing up Kelly ... formal dinner at Caren's ... a Passover cake ... I really dreads this class - I mean really ... Prom - Denise's ... it looks pretty dark in there, is this it? ... Caren, I put your bumper in the trunk ... Memorial Day weekend ... Denise, just get out of the car ... I can't see a thing ... Mel, you lost your top ... rockin' bowling and pinball ... please buy a daffodil ... decorating M's tree, is it good enough ... "stripper" ... SWK's 1 and 2 ... Girls' State ... sunflower ... stalling at Kresson and Springdale ... where is Springdale? ... racquetball - put the string around your wrist ... we're sitting in the court ... "Daff, sing! ... advanced backward skating ... sniffling

perfumedance ... Main St. Pub ... Comedy Works ... setting off car alarms ... sitting on S ... swimming in full wardrobe at S's ... "Joe - it's easy to remember J-O-E" ... ear piercing ... Richman's to Richmond ... math blaster ... Mel, do you have a card? ... sleep at Mel's ... scavenger hunts ... Kelly's 18th - blindfold that girl ... do the skating thing ... Ghostbusters watch ... yelling at K on Kresson Road ... white pizza ... cutting R's hair ... Billy Joel 2-she know it ... Caren, still knocking down displays ... Spencers ... Gapping ... tense, tense, tense, relax ... Mrs. R's dance class ... 1 & 2 ... fifth period lunch ... Family Living - 1 ... Pre-Calc ... Daff-o-dil ... Florida ... blossoms ... Prom ... movie sobbing - you guys ... cake baking, who's hair is this? ... oh no, it's raining - D might get wet - push D, push ... IR-cram at Rand's ... college ... R's surprise party ... farmer Ted ... Pocohontas ... woody rabbit ... a pinky? and a toe ... ppd ... drosophil ... amgams ... Superbowl 87 ... Amazing Arizona ... smile ... yeh, we'll drive to Cancun in a beatels van - orange ... R, you stopped the leak! ... I do so have some scruples ... T.P.'s party ... skydiving or South America ... no Trivial Pursuit unless I get Daff ... pictionary war ... orthodontist appointment, my foot! ... singing at A La Mode ... Daff fallin', rather breaking, off the fence ... xes lessons ... Collingswood ... do you have any paper? ... math team picture ... Shmegeg Club ... bathroom trips ... Daffy's going Dilly ... Den's boingers ... Caren's gum ... can we just stop at a MAC machine? ... Kelly's naivety ... doing the sign picture ... can I braid your hair - No ... knots, real big ones ... last minute ... It's really been the best - the best of friends!
To ANTONETTE,
CONGRATULATIONS!

With Love,

Dr. and Mrs. Saniel Romero
Mr. and Mrs. Manuel Romero
Dr. and Mrs. Erdulfo Romero
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Romero
Mr. and Mrs. Angelo Casabar
and Mom, Dad, Philippe and Marili
Van's Garden

Specializing in Authentic Vietnamese Cuisine

121 North 11th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19107

Private Party
Take Out Orders

(215) 923-2438
923-2439
Dear Eric -

Your studies, your teachers, your classmates, your school

Have helped you to live by the Golden Rule -

Both good times and bad times, you've shared with your chums

May fond memories warm your heart for many years to come.

We Love You!
Mom, Dad, Brian & Michael

---

EVAN,

MAXIMS TO REMEMBER -
1. You have to love yourself...
2. You like your lifestyle ...
3. Give me the luxuries ...
4. T.S.D.

CONGRATULATIONS TO
A GREAT BROTHER AND A GREAT FRIEND.

Love,
Lauren

---

Cindy,

This poem was written to celebrate your birth.

Thank you for coming into our lives.

May you continue to bring joy and pride to those lives you touch.

We are very proud of you.

Love always,
Mom, Dad, Renee & Irene

11 - 22 - 71
"BIG FOOT" DRIBEN

Were you really only 4lbs. 8 ozs. when you were born?

You have made us very proud!

Love, Mom and Dad

Way to go . . .

Imagine,
National Merit for
the NOID

Love, Mom & Dad

THE BOYS AND THEIR TOYS.
DEAR EVAN -

It's Been Great So Far,  
The Future Is Yours.  

WE LOVE YOU.  
MOM, DAD, LISA, LAUREN
Congratulations To
The Class Of '90!

BUTCHER & SINGER
INC.

Robert J. Rank
And
Janice A. Rank

THE COMMERCE ATRIUM
1701 Route 70 East
Suite 102
Cherry Hill, N.J. 08003

Member New York Stock Exchange, Inc.

Roy A. Robinson
Assistant Vice President

CHEMICAL BANK
Chemical Bank New Jersey NA
765 Haddon Avenue
Collingswood, NJ 08108
609 854-6000

CONGRATULATIONS
JENNIFER DAWN

You finally made it!
Love,
Mom and Dad

Congratulations
JON FICHMAN

We hope that all the dreams
that you dare to dream
really come true!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Stacey and Howard
Looking back upon our memories, we never knew our laughter would make us cry.

Best of times and all the times!

Laura
Marisa
Gina
Meri
Michelle

Amy
Ali
Stephanie

24ers club • Best Friend rings • 1/2MS • Twin #1/Twin #2 • Gonzo • SWAT • Mulberry bush • M&M’s • New Year’s Eve ’87 • Violin and Dick • The “L” incident • Dalt’s • Ouchi­wawa • Racetrack • Rebel Without a Cause • McDonald’s • Spare Me • Soccer • Dong • wake up Dong • Gettin’ the work done • Telephone tag • Cheerleading • Catch me I’m falling • 6 months NA • Michelle’s choking at Cowtail • Sundae parties • Firedrills • Poopy face • Gymnastics • H, H, and more H • Gators • Pity parties • Meri’s diseases • Johnny Be Good • 5th period lunch • countdowns • 10-7 • Don’t worry, be happy • The big “T” • Dance class • Gym at Gina’s • Fireworks • Trump Castle • BC baby • Details • Shine • It takes two • Oh, believe me! • fish • Old time Rock-n-Roll • Mur Mur • 7 Up • It’s about homework mom! • Gold coins • Popcorn • Tweedledee/Tweedledum • Weirdness • Twitches • Hey now • Lame • Chinese food w/the ’88 soccer team • yellow limo • Great Adventure • Party van • Grabbing at hot buns • cyanide • Day after the night we almost got caught • Monster Face • prep dances • Irish • You were marvelous darling • Monkey & EM • Gina’s expression when ... • Accessories • 1/2/89 • only 10 people • It’s cool, it’s cool • Irate • moped • Name confusion • HOT TUB • O.E. Mimosa • Steph’s hammer • hairspray • Laura’s Jr. pre-Prom party • squished nose • blah, blah, blah • Meri’s accidents • I’m at the movies • Scoping • Def Leppard Concert • Little Birdie • License and registration • Disney ’90 • Pumpin’ • Partying at Barclay Pool • Whatnot • Lord-SS • Lake champion • Lou Stash • Gotta clean my room • Reese’s and whipped cream • “the Frizzles” • New Year’s Eve ’88 (11:11) • Crossings Motor Inn • Dorney Park • Dominos Parties • nightlite • scrabble • fungi • Flopsy/Mopsy • “The Fight” guys of ’88 • S.J.P. party • Fresh meat • Elizabethtown Soccer Team • 3 Amigos • Microwave cake • Key West • Nancy’s house • inni, Meeni and Minni • cruisin’ Cherry Hill • Cowtail Bar • Picking up the Haddonfield Soccer Team • being Clueless • 12 scoops of malt • cookie dough • Jeep out of garage • How much does my finger weigh? • Tanning at the Track • no parents • U-turn Camden • Autumm arrives every season • Labor Day Weekend ’89 • Me, Myself and I • stuck in Margate • Billy Joel Concert • Senior Prom • Summer ’90 • friends apart but always together!
Dear ROBYN,

We wish you good luck, much happiness and a very successful future!

Congratulations to you and all your friends.

Love,
Mom and Dad
Beth and Gregg

Remember your good times in a big way.

CONGRATULATIONS SENIORS

If we can help with application photos, duplicate prints, passport photos, black/white slides, computer graphics, poster prints, cameras, albums, diploma frames, or anything else - just give us a call.

John Logan, President

EAGLE PLAZA
VOORHEES
783-7211

CRISPIN SQ.
MARLTON
985-7303

Quality Photo
"Your Personal Photo Lab & Camera/Video Store"
We now begin to grow in separate directions, but never apart, because we have something that no distance will ever take away - each other.
Iggy • being “snaked” • well, bod • got a problem with rolling on the floor, in the kitchen, under the Christmas tree • oblivious with D.B. • junior prom • “I like diarrhea” • you did not understand this at all • possible date with B.F. • G.F. hosing down Rt. 70 • bugging at Lee’s • Me, myself and Lou • screaming “wild thing” • food court and Vito’s • yogurt covered raisins • Red Fish • Cotillion • “there’s chewed steak on your seat belt • famous Florida trips • “I read ya Red Fox-over-Black Coyote • “The East kids are leaving” • Dina’s Halloween party • Bubs • Waht are you, deen? • How close were you talking? • T.L.C. & H. • Nice beaver! • the first time • E.O. • the best thing ever • Believe me! • human saw • semi-congratulations • say what • Jen’s lunch laugh • Random • J.C.’our men • Razz • “Excuse me sir, where did you get your nose done?” • funniest night ever • King of the AM dial • ski trip • Blistex • go with your addiction • INSANE • widener visits • Hear Me! • cheerleading • after game drives • EA-SY • Bust a move • Ba ba ba baby, ohmigod, baby’s on the floor • Willy • D or K • All angles • M.C. • Horny toads • Mr. Nightlife • Jessica’s driving • Hi dudes • burps • Hey you (snap) here (point) • I fainted • Zarr • flagrant • Gummy • I have goosebumps on my face • Civvy & Vicky • birth control masks • I am buck • Minnie • curious • Oh what a night! • wash out your mouth • doublemint twins • you have really pretty eyes • green card • this is how Tony kisses • Dude, you’re black • Cecilia • Black raspberry • it’s Duddy • fogged up windows • Who says I can’t have my cake and eat it too? • jacuzzi • Sr. Prom at the shore • Is there a party out there? • Jessica’s mega • this is his legs • Adrienne fainting • What happened? • your seat belts work insane • Vic’s insane summers • where is everyone? • Hookin’ up • it’s not even that • where’s second of all • booboo lips • that was the funniest thing • how about slut, huh suckin’ • baby good • don’t ever do that again • get out • Trident originals • it pulsates • Mrs. Beane • my, you must have been hungry • Mexican • maybe in 2 hours • You’re mega • Blow your mind • woo woo wooais • what were you like? • don’t smake budda • extra teeth • sexy sexy • razzle • mustang • Jessica’s accident • excuse me miss, are you confused? • Chris • you were with Lou • do do do do do • Twish Adrienne Idnu • juice machine • nose jobs, let’s see if Trish has money • Doobles • who should I like? • Labor Day • Don’t fry • mudge, mudge • NO WAY! • would you be friends with me if . . . • maybe she’s retarded • yeah, yeah • O-Kay • Thanta Clawth • so anyway • going on the road • retarded man • morning tans • like a honeybee • dare with little Razz • what do you mean? • I don’t like sex! • 4th period lunch • hat • D.M. • we can relate • crazy insane • yo Adrienne • Sam • trig • initiation • leather, rubber or barbed wire • siggy piggy • drooling over Canada.

Best Friends - Best Memories - Best Year

I Love You!
WE GO TOGETHER • • •
SHERA • ERIKA • NITA • SANDI •
BRANDI
GABY • BOBBIE • DARA • BINA •
JULIE
ARCHANA • DEBBI • DAWN • ROBYN

Wanna Buy a Duck • Dead Fish Picnic • AA Bottom • Charismatic C. • Florida Fling • Gorgeous G. • Doc • Lunch Laughs • Summer Lovin' Nights • This Is A Ring . . . A What? • Saturday Lunches • Dorney Park • "Back In The High Life Again" • On The Bridge • Scarecrow • Thornbush • Lockerman • Morning Walks • Cute Sweat • J.P. Pictures • Learning How To Shop At Superfresh • BUD • DUM • Linus Letap • ROXanne • New Years Eve '89 • Midnight Calls • GREASE • Mickey Mouse • Purple Turtle Disease • Debbi's Brace • Mint Chocolate Chip L.C. • Onion Dip • Chippendales • Sandi, Are You Taking Notes? • Huckleberry Finn • Name That Brother • Super Glue • Billy, Richard, And Huey • Mr. M. Gordon • Strategic Location At Lunch • D • Spuds • Yolanda And Sandra • Prom Stakeout • Bloody Sunday Bloody • Monday Night Guy • Classic Klutzes • Rendez-Vous • The Floor Is Shaking • Phillies Games • No, I'm Just Lying To You • Cartwheels • Caucasian- Is That White? • Crowding In The Convertible • Ding & Dong • Ramblin' Hyena • Dynamic Flamigo • Jubilant Kangaroo • Bubblegum Turtle • Seductive Lion • Debating Giraffe • Adorable Cat • Sweet Horse • Belching Bear • Neato Cheetah • Extraordinary Owl • Dancing Raccoon • Boyfriend-Mega Fox • Garrulous Penguin • Hassidic Curls • Abnormal Size Stop Signs • The Bell Has Rung • Falling Out Of The Car • Acquired Tastes • Maui Petite Amee • Get A Vida • Anahtara • Nyoear • Arad • Anib • Clean Tables • Gullibility Is A Disease • Hot Hat Guys • Art Auction • Dead Ball • Lab Partners • JCC Camp Gang • Blue Eyes • Ski Trip • BBYO • House House • Morning Gang • you Look Like Yogurt! • Fun In The Sun! • Sr. Gym • Planet Earth • POLO • The Keys Are In The Trunk • The Cool Tall One • I Still Didn't Win The Ticket • Gravitational Pull • Rrruff! In English 7th • Dehyd. With Numb Legs • Oh Gee! • Green Sisters • Partners In . . . • Thursday Thru Sunday • Something's Falling! • FRIENDS FOREVER!!

"Lean on me when you're not strong, I'll be your friend, I'll help you carry on."
"Our memories of yesterday will last a lifetime. We'll take the best, forget the rest, and someday we'll find... THESE ARE THE BEST OF TIMES."
“All Those Crazy Nights I Do Remember . . .”
- Journey

Dutch
Bouker
Elway
Chief
Chevy
Mophy
Reds

Night before Shawnee ’88
Memorial Day Weekend ’89
Thanx Shuster - no more parties
Cotillion Party w/ Jess
Marcy - Thanks for the memories
All the Skanks we loved before
Ski/Sat Weekend
Floyd concert on the beach
Pep's neighbors milkfight
Bo is so...
Regulators - 86 - 90
Pez and Pep at Olga's
“Like a bear”
Peking
HO! HO! HO!
Volleyball with Lisa
Doc hangin' out the Caddy
“What does this button do?”
Dr. Mo's stadium
Cotillions and Proms
4th of July at Chief's
last night's tickets
1,000,000 men
wrestling at Dutch's

“you can't kick 'em!”
Liza again?
lawn brawls
Chevy's bloody knees
Canadian boys
Frosh ski trip
mini - golf
Smokin' my “D”
Sewage Keys
Soccer '89
“Dude”
Fab, Arrow, Genius
Ever so clear
R.L.P. Old Mill
Bees' 89-90
Talkin' with big girls
last night, Lyp Sync
Moph's homer
WCC football
Pez & Moph Raw
BA Concert
G.A. hockey game
Elton in D.C.
Pafne
Be in 89
Heisman winners
Sit Ubu, sit! Good Dog!
Dear MERI -

Congratulations on your graduation. Our very best wishes for your future.

All our love,
Mom, Dad & Jennifer

GINA,
You went from adorable to beautiful.
We hope your life is filled with all the joy and pride you've brought to us.

Love,
Mom and Dad

LAURA,

In our lives there has always been some sunshine and some rain, but then you came along and showed us how to make rainbows.

Congratulations!

Love, Mom, Dad, Karen, Shaun and Shannon

Dear ALLISON -

A daughter is the sweetest gift A lifetime can provide, A blessing and a constant source of pride.

God bless you and may all your dreams come true.

Love, Mom & Dad

Dear ALLISON -

Congratulations!

and the best to you.

Good Luck in your future.

All our love,
Mom, Dad, Greg and Mandy
Elisa • Milli • Sandy • Kathy • Stacey • Karen • Jen • Jacque • Amy • Jen
DeLuca’s Class • Making Nuts out of Mole Hills • I wanna have some Fun
Ponies at Stacey’s • Out of Control in B’s • Jeep Hump Gear • Merestead
Sonia
Kathy you’re my idol • 12 minute Torture • But Pincher • See ya • MF Guys, why?
Party at Dars BB • Elisa slams it into park • Tee Hee • Sandy Driving • Ha BB’s
Are you feeling okay you look kind of pale • Book of Questions • Sheila Slobber
I’m sleeping over your house • Okay — I’m sleeping over your sea isle 89
MoB Country Cheesesteaks • Stars • New Year’s at Millis 88 • Kathy’s 87
Kathy skiing on her face and will clueless in the morning • Killington
Summer • OC 89 • Junior Prom One Position • Party ing w/ MF • Milli Grasshopper
MURDERDY-BEEP • Indiana Jones • Don’t Touch Me • Chimp • Paranoia • Gollash
CNS — What’s that smell? • Make me a turkey pot pie • Head Smashing • U2
Portfolio • Peeping in the bushes • Ouch! • Houli Hans • Skinny dipping • SM
Bunk-Lock • I just fell asleep • LBI in February • Fiberglass • The Lake
The Cure • Dead Show • OC 88 and the NSB Cops • But I don’t understand
Sk • After Ten • Lawn Plants • Meteorites • At Denys • Screech • Elisa! I hop
You’re buying her dinner no thinner • Cherry Slagger • You don’t do dat
My Momma • Dirt • Wrong Side of the Street • Annually Hyatt Nights • Re- Sect
Chinese Food • Gerber • 2 Hands • Camatope Fight • Cleetfights
AW • Beth’s Basement • The Big Lump • Montville 88 Scrubs • Clueless • Israel 89
Bindi SH-T • Girl Scouting #1 • Giving the Big One in KS Living Room • KMAFJ
Senior Prom 90 • Senior Trip • Penny Hacker Park • Chicky Chicky Chicky • AMF
Whenever I need a friend  
You always seem to be there.  
You help me with my problems  
And our joys together we share.  
I can't imagine life  
Without a friend like you.  
Once we get together  
We are the indivisible two.  
All the fun we've shared  
Can never be replaced  
Together we've had many good times  
And conquered the problems  
we've had to face.  
So I want you to know  
That I'm always here,  
If you ever need me  
To make your thoughts clear.

Best Friends

Congratulations  
and  
Good Luck  
to  
GREG  
and the  
CLASS OF 1990.

The Saffian Family
Cindy, Grace, David, Monica, Alan, Sandy, Art, Chad, Todd, Patty, Dave, Janice, Archana, Byung, Dave, Harrison -

Junior Prom '89, Great Adventure, Moe's basement, Scavenger Hunt, Rice and Matzoh Bowls, Midnight escapes to playgrounds, throwing people in the pool, Surviving college apps - memories we'll never forget
I'll be your shoulder to cry on
I'll be your friend to rely on

When the whole world is gone
You won't be alone, 'cause I'll be there.

Winter Spring Summer
or Fall
All you have to do is call
and I'll be there
When you call out my name
and you know wherever I am
I'll come running . . .
You've got a friend.

Thru the years
You never let me down
you turned my life around
the sweetest days I've found
I've found in you
through the years.

BEST BUDDIES
FOREVER

Julina Miswin; borrowing
everything (but sugar); Piju;
Mu; macaroni lunches;
lamp post meetings; dreams on
the bus; "Don't switch
boyfriends while I'm away!";
rapps 'n poems; Marketplace
peer pressure; George &
Georgetta - Mailman; dressing
room try-ons; bloody knuckles;
bleeps & blunders; phone
convos; walks and talks; T-shirt
business; surprise sweet 16;
PSP gang '88; April Fools;
Make-up, make-up; Top Gun;
Frogger; many gone, so many
more to come

THOSE WHO DARE TO DREAM DARE TO IMPROVE THEIR WORLD

These past four years have seen many of your
dreams make you and the world around you a
better place.

I am proud to have shared in your dreams
as your adviser.

CONGRATULATIONS AND BEST WISHES
TO THE CLASS OF 1990!

Keith Haines
CONGRATULATIONS!
MONICA A. MELOGRANA
we’re so proud of you!
Our LOVE and BEST WISHES
for your future.
Mom, Dad, Michele & Michael

FRIENDS FOREVER
apart or together

To the best of times
with the best of friends!

Carrie, Lisa & Monica

Congratulations!!

Shanna Greene
love,
J.J., Mom,
Dad and the
Entire Greene, Griffin, Means
and People Family
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